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Professionals have to have autonomy. They cannot be controlled, supervised, or directed by the
client Decisions have to be entrusted to their knowledge and judgment. But it is the foundation
of their autonomy, and indeed its rationale, that they see themselves as "affected with the cli-
ent's interest."

Fetva F. Druckr

Mankind cannot survive without tech noioi. But unless technology becomes a true servant of
man, the survival of mankind is iii jeopa cdtj. And if 1cc/i itoloçtj is to be the servant, then the
englmlccr's pimrahoremit loaity mmiii.sl be Iii	 'cicttj.

Victor Paschkis
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CHAPTER 5
PROFESSIONAL

RESPONSIBILITY AND
EMPLOYER AUTHORITY

The 1970 Clean Air Act requires car manufacturers to conduct 50,000-mile du-
rability tests on new engines using only one tune-up. Test results on emis-
sions must be reported to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
which decides whether the engines meet current pollution standards. In May
1972, top managers at Ford Motor Company were eagerly awaiting govern-
ment approval of the test results they had submitted oil engines for 1973
Ford cars. They had every reason to be confident of the results they had sub-
mitted to EPA, which were based upon tests conducted by their own em-
ployees; their only concern was about meeting tight production schedules
once EPA's approval was received.

Their confidence was shattered, however, when then Ford president Lee
Iacocca received a memo from a specialist in the computer division. That
computer specialist had been examining the computer tapes from the tests to
review the effectiveness of his division in support of engine development.
His memo identified numerous irregularities in the test records, showing un-
authorized maintenance of which EPA was not notified. The memo also
stated that when the specialist sought an explanation of the irregularities
from the engine division he was urged to burn the computer tapes and forget
the matter.

Intensive research into the matter by management quickly verified the in-
formation contained in the memo. Evidentl y, four ''supervisory technical"
emplo yees who had conducted the original tests had ordered or engaged in
over 300 acts of illegal maintenance on the test engines. Spark plugs and
points had been replaced freq LIC ii tly, carburetors cleaned, and ignition  t i ni -
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ing repeatedly rese t. These adjust rue nt I uiv ed the levels of poll ii Ia ii k

emitted.
Within 3 d a vs %I t-. Iacocca re\ea led to EP. \ officials  all lie had lea ned

about the tests and withdrew Fords application br certification of four major
types of engines. In spite of its full cooperation with EPA investigators, the
company was lined $7 million in criminal and civil fines for having con-
ducted improper tests and issued false repot Is to the govern me t 13eca use of
the record size of the fines, Ford received damaging publicity iii front-page
newspaper articles (for example,plc, iii the Nra' York Tortes and the Los Angeles

Times, 14 Feb. 1973). It was also hurt by the costs of new tests that had to he
conducted on an around-the-clock emergency basis and by having to delay
production schedules (Wall Strr'et Jourrul, 25 May and 31 May 1972).

Misguided Loyalty?

Nothing written about the Ford test scandal tells what motivated the lord
supervisors and other engineers and technicians involved. Possibly it was
only a self-interested concern—a desire to make themselves look good by ell-
Suring their engines would pass tile q uali fyi rig tests. But it is eq ually    possible
that they were acting as loyal employees. Ford had been late in obtaining
some government approvals the previous year, and'perhaps the individuals
believed— however rnistakenly—that they were serving the company's best
interests by avoiding such difficulties this year. Perhaps sonic of them were
merely following orders from higher up to tamper with the engines. In any
case, management was not particularly punitive: despite the staggering costs
incurred, no one who had participated in rigging the tests was fired and the
four supervisors were merely transferred to new positions.

This case suggests three points concerning the relationship between pro-
fessional responsibility and loyalty to companies or employers. First, actuig
oil commitments to the public can be a more effective wa' to
serve a companyny thai a mere willingness to do anything one sees as good for
lie company. Ford vou Id have benefited nn u ch more fronii engineers com-

mitted to professional standards than it did by the misguided loyalty shown
to it by its employees.

Second, it is clear from the e'rnpIe that loyalty to companies or their cur-
rent owners should not be equatcd with merely obeying one's immediate su-
pervisor. It would have shown a greater loyalty to Ford to act in a way com
sistent with the concerns of higher management, rather than in a manner
consistent with the aims of an imniediate supervisor.

Third, the case illustrates how, an engineer might have professional obli-
gations to both an employer and to the public that reinforce rather than con-
tradict each other. Thus there need be no 'eneral contrast between the moral
status of employees and professionals. In fact, obligations to the public and
to one's em plover o f te n  poiint in the same direction.

Nevertheless, we have also seen from other Cases we have examined that
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obligations to employers and to the public do not always straightforwardly
coincide. Sometimes an engineer seeking to protect the public is overruled by
top management for financial reasons. For example, in the DC-10 case, the
director of product engineering was told by higher management that it
would be too costly for his compan y to redesign an unsafe cabin floor and
cargo door. At other times there are disagreements over technical matters,
and engineers are told they must not push their own views further. This we
saw illustrated in the case o f space s ti LIttle C1uillc,I,,'cr.

The relationship between being a responsible engineer, with obligations to
the public, and being a loyal employee is a matter of some complexity. We
will explore it first from the direction of professionalism, then from a study of
employers' authority, and finally by discussing four topics: conflicts of inter-
est, confidentiality, unionism, and white-collar crime.

PROFESSIONALISM

What is a professional? If we answer that it is someone who is a member of
a profession, then what is a profession and how does one become a member
of one? Our first concern in dealing with these questions is to understand
why there is so much disagreement over how to answer them. A second con-
cern is to sketch a conception of professionalism compatible with viewing
employed engineers as professionals having obligations to both employers
and the public.

Professions

In one of its senses, the word "profession" is used as a synonym for "job" or
"occupation," and to be a professional at some activity means merely to earn
one's living through it. Thus we speak of professional football and tennis
players, as opposed to amateurs who do not draw an income from these
sports. We ,:lso speak of professional sanitation workers, taxicab drivers, bar-
tenders, and even mercenaries and killers.

But there is another sense of the word which rules out such examples.
"Profession," in this new sense, can he applied only to certain occupations
which meet special criteria. Generally the criteria include restrictions of the
following sort:

1 The work involves exercising sophisticated skills, judgment, and discre-
tion which is not entirely routine or susceptible to mechanization.

2 Preparation to engage in the work requires extensive formal education,
including technical studies in one or more areas of systematic knowledge as
well as broader humanistic studies. Generally, continuing education and up-
dating of knowledge are 1150  recj u i red.

3 Special societies and organizations controlled by members of the profes-
sion ale allowed  b y the public to pla y a major role in set ti rig standards for
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ad mission to the pro tess ion, d i alling  codes o f ethics, enfoicing Standards of
conduct, and representing the pro! essi on before the public and the govern-
ment.

4 The occupation serves some important aspect of the public good, as in-
dicated in the codes of ethics. (For example, medicine is directed toward pro-
moting health, law toward protecting the public's legal rights, and engineer-
ing toward promoting the public's health, safely, and welfare as they relate
to tCchnOlLtg)'.

There are many debates over just which occupations 01 eel these criteria.
The traditional professions of medicine, law, teaching, and the ministry are
cited as paradigm or clear-cut examples. So too are professions like engineer-
ing and business administration that lizi'e emerged more recently. Sanitation
work, taxicab driving, and basketball are not counted because of the lack of
req ui red ad va need education. I i sac; rev men Is occur rtr ci ucc U pat i,,ti s reqUir-
ing intermediate amounts of iornt a I t ia itT np: advertising, realty, cosmetol-
ogy, and some jobs in computer and medical technology.

Membership Criteria

Further disputes arise over how a person does or should become a member
of all p rotessio ii. Such disputes often occur With respect to engi-
neering. Each of the following has been proposed as a criterion for being an
engineer or a "professional engineer" in the United States:

1 Earning a bachelor's degree in engineering at a school approved by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology. (If applied in retro-
spect, this would rule out Leonardo do Vinci and Thomas Edison.)

2 Performing work commonly recogniied as what engineers do, (This
rules out many engineers who has e heconie, full-time managers, and also
rules in some people who do not hold en qi nec ring degrees.)

3 Being officially registered and licensed as a "Professional Engineer'
Becoming regis te red ly }T icc) It il rides ((I) passing the Engineer-in-

'I raining Examination or l'rofessi on a I E ngt nec r Associate Examination during
the senior year in engineering school, (I') working 4 to 5 years at responsible
eng i mTer1ng, (c) passing aprofessional examination, (d) paying the requisite
registeation fees. (This rules out a large percentage of unregistered people
holding bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees in engineering, man y of
whom work in education or manufactLi ring industries where they are exempt
from registration.)

4 Acting in morally responsible ways while practicing engineering. (This
rules out scoundrels, no matter how creative they may be in the practice of
engi nee ring.)

Th e norris '' pi OIL'S sin n" and ''pot essi ona I'' have .i c-go i red positive emo-
tional connotations aiirl suggest a highly desirable status for occupations Orld
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individuals. At least part of these connotations derive from the public impor-
tance of professional skills and knowledge, and also from the difficulty of ac-
quiring them. Because of these factors, professionals are regarded as deserv-
ing high pay, prestige, and other social benefits. Social status is frequently
enhanced by a title, such as Doctor or Reverend. In this respect some engi-
neers in the United States, where engineering is often not considered on a
par with medicine or the ministr y , yearn for more of the open recognition
accorded their counterparts i iio me other coon tries.

I	 Persuasive Definitions

One could choose any one of the above mentioned criteria for what consti-
tutes an engineer and claim, by assuming a particular value perspective, that
it is the only correct definition. The somewhat loose ordinary cognitive
meaning (defining Criteria) could then be altered by making it more precise
and narrow while retaining the ordinary emotive meaning (positive connota-
tions). One would then be giving what is called a persuasive definition of the
term "professional engineer": one used to espouse a particular value per-
spective (Stevenson, 1938; Cogan, 1955, 105).

As might be expected, such persuasive definitions occur frequently in dis-
agreements over values, and there need be nothing improper about theth. But
they must be understood for what they are: techniques for altering attitudes,
which by tl,aemselves do not constitute arguments. They should be critically ex-
amined, rather than passively allowed to influence us under the guise of being
"truths, by dcfir,ition." For they are 001 ai all like uerinitions of triangles as
three-sided planar figures or bachelors as adult, unmarried males.

For instance, if a psychologist defines intelligence as simply what certain
psychological tests reveal, we should beware of the possible implications of
bestowing so much significance oil techniques of psychological
testing. Again, if medicine is defined as the science of health, and if health is
defined as "a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being"
(which is how the World Health Organization defines it), we should be wary
of how these definitions encourage excessive expectations about what doc-
tors and medical techniques can do.

Similarly, we need to be ready to assess the implications of accepting any
given persuasive definition of "professional engineer." The attitudes and
value perspectives embodied in such definitions concerning the desirable
properties of professional engineers and how best to identify those proper-
ties need to be critically examined. For instance, those who seek to restrict
the term "professional" to officially registered engineers will view the restric-
tion as a way to ensure that stringent qualifications are met which will max-
imize benefits to the public. Those who are against this definition, ho\'ever,
may argue that it needlessly increases bureaucracy and is not an effective
way of judging engineering qualifications.
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Professionalism as Independence

There is one type of persuasive definition of professional engineer which is
especially significant for our present purposes. That definition directl y ties
professionalism to independence and freedom from coercion. One version
was given by Robert L. White]aw in all entitled, "The Professional Sta-
tus of the American Engineer: A Bill of Rights." Whitelaw sharply contrasts
bureaucratic submission to employers with the independence he sees as in-
here n t in professionalism.  In fact, he defines professionalism and employee
status as logically incompatible; "...so long as the individual is looked upon
as an employee rather than as a free artisan, to that extent there is no pro-
fessional status" (Whitelaw, 1975, 37-38).

In VVhitelaw's view, only consulting engineers qualify as professionals. The
mass of engineers working as employees within corporate or governmental bu-
reaucracies will not become professionals until they are protected by an engi-
neering bill of rights ensuring the freedoms already enjoyed by self-employed
engineers. Examples of these rights are "the right to refuse unethical activity
without prejudice or loss of contract" and "the right to freedom from surveil-
lance, psychological manipulation, and other job evaluation techniques."

According to Whitelaw's definition, one is not a professional engineer if
one acts merely on the basis of an employer's orders in matters where the
public good is concerned. Being a professional involves the freedom to act
according to one's own judgment about what the correct course of any action
should be. It is clear that Whitehiw is reacting sharply to what he views as
the excessive domination of engineers by the authority of management.
While many of his concerns are legitimate, and while his definition is a po-
tent rhetorical instrument, we must ask whether his definition expresses too
extreme a position.

Professionalism as Serving Employers

An opposite type of persuasive definition would treat loyal service to em-
ployers (or to clients, in the case of consulting engineers) as the heart of pro-
fessionalism in engineering. Such a view is implied in Samuel Herman's
widely discussed essay, "Moral Blueprints" Reiman argues that "it is es-
sential that professionals should serve'' (I-lorm,in, 1978, 32). Rather than "fil-
tering their everyday work through a sieve of ethical sensitivit y," as Florman
puts it, professionals have the task of meeting the expectations of their cli-
ents and employers. Professional restraints should be laws and government
regulations rather than personal conscience.

Horman's essay is devoted to attacking the entry in the code of ethics of
the former Engineers' Council for Professional Development which states,
"Engineers shall hold paramount the safet y , health and welfare of the public
in the performance of their professional duties." His response is: "Engineers
are obliged to bring integrity and competence to whatever work they under-
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I

take. But they should not be counted upon to consider paramount the wel-
-. fare of the human race" (Florman, 1978, 32).

It is fair to view Florman as expressing the dominant view of management
concerning engineering professionalism. And ninny engineers would concur
with the definition. Yet here again we must ask whether this conception of
the professional obligations of engineers is one-sided.

An IntermediateIntermediato Position

We will state, but not attempt to defend in detail, our own "persuasive def-
inition" of professionalism in engineering. Our main concern in this section
has been to emphasize that such definitions will generally be an outgrowth
of one's perspcctiye on the moral obligations of engineers. Accordingly, in
discussions about the subject, attention should be focused on the obligations
themselves rather than on how they are reflected in the criteria one espouses
in defining the term "professional engineer."

Our view of the obligations of engineers involves a moderate position ly-
ing between the extremes represented by Florman and Whitelaw. For us, em-
ployed engineers have major moral obligations to both employers and to the
public, and we think it a mistake to seize on either obligation as the essence
of professionalism. A more useful definition would allow us to speak
straightforwardly of "salaried professionals" (contra Whitelaw), and would
also enable us to reject the view of professional obligations as essentially ser-
vice to employers within the limits of law (contra Florman).

Accordingly, we favor viewing professional engineers as meeting two gen-
eral criteria: (1) Attaining standards of achievement in either education, job
performance, or creativity in engineering which distinguish them from engi-
neering technicians and technologists. (We recognize that for legal and edu-
cational purposes .the nature of those standards will have to be made more
clear-cut and explicit.) (2) Accepting as part of their professional obligations
at least the most basic moral responsibilities to the public as well as to their
employers, clients, colleagues, and subordinates. This latter criterion lends to
the term "professionalism" a moral dimension consistent with the fact that
"unprofessional conduct" is often used as a synonym for "unethical
conduct." Yet it makes no assumptions about which type of obligation is
most central to engineering—an issue that should be debated independently
of how to define what it means to be a professional engineer.

Obligations to the Public as Paramount

At this point let us set aside the issues that arise when we tr y to define pro-
fessionalism and turn directl y to the relationship between the two general
obligations to the public and to emplo y ers. Should weagree that the obliga-
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tion to protect the public health, satet\', ,iiicl iveltare is Julanlololt, as recent

Codes have stated?
In our view, y es, so long as "paramount" is understood in its collocpiial

sense to mean ''chief in importance or deserving primary emphasis." We
make this judgment against the background of a conspicuous reality: Most
employers have enormous power compared with the engineers they employ.
They have the power to fire or take other negative sanctions against individ-
ua Is who fail to meet their obl iga tin is to the employer. And engineers have
relatively little recourse at present wi en a11 cop] nyc r does not support their
ci torts to meet the ii obligations to the public. Hence  if "pa ra moo iii " nica Os

"deserving most emphasis in the minds of engineers, engineering societies,
and the wider community," then the obligation to the public deserves to he
regarded as paramount.

"Paramount," however, Cciii also he construed in a teclnical philesophical
sense to mean that whenever the obligations to employers and the public
come into conflict (creating a moral d :1 em ma), the obligation to I lie public al-

ways takes precedence. Thus it can mean that, whenever these two prima fa-
cie duties conflict, one's actual duty—what one ought to do, all things con-

sidered—is alwa y s to meet one's public obligations.
We doubt that this technical SCfl5C of "paraniount" is what drafters of the

codes had in mind. In any case, it seems to its to be a dubious view if carried
to its extreme. Consider the following case: A design group develops a new
electronic circuit to be used in clock radios which would extend their average
life from 5 to 7 years at a cost that would raise manufacturing expenses by
only 1 percent. After presenting their arguments to top management, how-
ever, the latter reject the proposal as not being cost-effective. Does the design
group's obligation to the public outweigh its employer's directives to drop
further work oil 	 circuit?

In this case it would undermine an employer's legitimate authority to say
that engineers must subsonic their obligations as employees to their obliga-
tions to the public. Of course the obligation to the public should override the
obligation to the employer in cases where something of extreme importance
is at stake for the public: generally where lives are seriously threatened, se-
rious financial corruption is involved, or serious economic loss might result.
Many instances of justified whistle - blowing fall into this cçegory, as we shall
argue in Chia p. 6. But this does not mean that the first priority is ahvai/s the
public good whenever that good conflicts morally with an employers good.

Engineers, in short, must weigh their obligations to the public, their ciii-
ployers, their colleagues, and others when conflicts between such obligations
arise. A simple, exceptionless ordering of priorities is not always possible.

Study Questions

1 Comment on the following d diii ii ions, or partial definitions, of professionalism in
engineering. In each case, do y ou agi Ce thatI t lie passage pleselits something Cs-
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scntial to an understanding of professionalism? Is the definition a controversial per-
suasive definition with which you disagree? Why?
a "Professionalism implies a certain set of attitudes. A professional analyzes prob-

ems from a base of knowledge in a specific area, ill a manner which is objective
and independent of self-interest and directed tow aid tile best interests of his cii-
ent. In fact, the professional's task is to know what is best for his client even if his
client does not know hi msel 1" (Stun h, 1971, 38).

b ''A truly professional man will go be yond the call to dut y , lie will assume his just
share of the iesponsibilitv to use his special knowledge to make his community,
his state, and his nation a [letter place is which to li ve. He will give freel y of his
time, his energy, and his svoidiv goods to assist his fellow man and promote the
welfare of his community.ii iii ty. I Ic ivi It ass u me his full share of civic responsibility"
(Siinrall, 1963, 39),
"If they mean to be professionals, engineers themselves will have to take moral
responsibility for their work rather than unquestioningly  accepting whatever or-
ders come down to them from Government or employers" (Wa lters, 1973, 42),

d ''A profession, ill 	 to a trade ... (is] a body of persons lvi th
learned knowledge having all to examine itself and its purposes; an ability
to link its body of knowledge with other bodies of knowledge to achieve common
purposes; the ability to defend dissent, not just within the society but dissent by
its members in conflicts with their employer organizations or their government
agencies or corporations; and above all the ability to pioneer new policies that are
not brought into effect by market incentives" (Nader, 1972, 14).

2 Discuss under what circumsta nces you think engi noei s are justified in participating
in the design and ma nulactui e of pi oclucts with built-in obsolescence. Such prod-
ucts wear out rapidly and cannot be repaired.

EMPLOYERS' AUTHORITY

Salaried engineers have obligations to respect their employers' legitimate au-
thority. But what is the nature of this authority? How far should it be recog-
nized by salaried .professiona!s as being morally justilied?

In order to address these questions we will begin with a discussion of how
and why authority arises within institutions. Then several distinctions will be
drawn which ma he clear Why such authority  is not ci u tomo ticaliy the same as
moral authority.

Goals of Institutions

Engineers work within virtually all forms of modern organizations. These or-
ganizations vary enormously in the specific goals they are created and main-
tamed to serve. Two general types are (1) service organizations, and (2) busi-
ness, or profit-making, organizations (Drucker, 1973, 131).

Service institutions have as their pi imarv purpose to provide selected ser-
to the public or to o thern or, ,i n it lions of svh Ic Ii Ii,. y arc rar t s. Un ive r-

sities provide education, hospitals g'i\ e health care, court systems serve legal
needs, professi on als,sI societies, sense plot essi sine Is, and so on for Churches,rches, I lie
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military and 'government, and "natmal inonopolies" like telephone and u ti -
it) Companies. 1 ho',' opera c under the coo ncim ic restraints of a budget allo-
cated by supervising government a ,.eiicies or based on their income from the
services they provide.

Business, or profit-making, institutions are established primarily to pro-
duce income. The criterion for performance is taken by some to be maximum
profits (Friedman, 1979, 192), and by others to be a reasonable return on in-
vestment. Still other observers will include making social contributions as
well. As the necessary means to achieving the primary purpose of producing
income, business institutions must of Course provide some product or service
which customers will purchase. Moreover, businesses must do so within the
boundaries delimiting the public good set by the government, which grants
the businesses the charters that allow them to operate. Thus a fuller specifi-
cation of the purpose of profit making institutions is to make a profit by pro-
viding a Product or service Which the public finds uselul.•

Both service and business organizations may take on further secondai',
goals. in order to meet their pi imary goals, they generally adopt the goals of
survival and of maintaining adequate degrees of freedom from outside con-
trol (Galbraith, 1971, 170). In practice this latter goal often means resisting
extensive government regulation.

Institutional Authority

In order to meet their institutional goals, organizational rules are created.
Typically these rules attach specific duties to positions within the organiza-
tion. The rules may also allow one person to assign duties to others. Thus, an
uititiitio;ia1 duty is any assigned task within all organization, whether the as-
signment is directly or indirectly rule-specified. Managerial tasks, for exam-
ple, may he to allocate mone y or other resources, to make policy decisions or
recommendations, or to oversee projects and issue directives to subordinates
Oil particular topics.

The need for authority relationships iii meeting organizational goals is
clear. Decisionss m List be ni ado in situations Where allowing everyone to cx-
CrCi50 unrestrained i nd i vid ci al discretion wci old create chaos. Moreover, clear
lines Of OLi [hon t y provide a means for identifying areas of personal respon-
sibity and accountability.

11 1̀ order to enable people holdingnp ma i ),ii;erial positio is to meet their insti-
tutional duties, the rules also assign them the requisite authority. This is in-
stitutional nut/iorii/, since it is acquired, exercised, and defined within insti-
tutions. it may he defined as the institutional ii, /it given to a person to
exercise power based on the resources of the institution (Pichler, 1974, 428).

Institutional rights (authority) and duties are for the most part two sides of
the same coin, and they deal with precisely the same activities and functions.
Project engineers, for example, have the institutional duty to ensure that the
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projects they supervise are successtullv completed, and the y are given the
institutional rights or authonty necessary to carr y out this duty. Obviously,
too, these rights involve a certain amount of freedom or liberty: It would be
self-defeating for all to assign tasks but to den y the freedom from
interference necessary to perform them.

Institutional versus Expert Authority

It clearl y henclits ii ,ti tutI(Ins 1(1 L!, I% aulhoiitv to the illdiVidUalS best qLiah-
lied to serve the institution's goals in a given capacity. But in practice there is
not always a perfect match between the authority granted and the qualifica-
tions needed to exercise it. Incompetence is found in all large institutions,
and there is some truth in the c y nical remark that in bureaucracies people
tend to rise to their own level of incompetence.

Thus institutional authority should not be equated with expert authority.
Expert authority is the possession of special knowledge, skill, or competence
to perform some task or to give sound advice. In this sense, doctors are au-
thorities on health and civil engineers are authorities oil and trans-
portation. One of the key competencies for management is leadership ability,
which has its own kind of expert authc	 i:.it has been called the ''au-
thority of leadership": the expertise to effectively direct others (Barnard,
1968, 173).

It is possible for engineers to have expert auhority in matters for which
they have little or no institutional authority to make decisions. Their institu-
tional authority may extend no further than the right to provide management
with analyses of possible ways to perform some technical task, after which
they are restricted to following management's directives about which option
to pursue.

Authority versus Power

Institutional authority must also he distinguished from power. Institutional
authority typically carries with it an allotment of the resources needed to
complete tasks. Yet ineffectual persons may not he able to summon the
power which their position allows theni to exercise. A manager, for example,
who lacks the skills of leadership may he unable to inspire and encourage
employees to produce in ways the institution requires, much in the way a
conductor may fail with all

Conversely, people who are especially effective may acquire great power
or influence—power which goes well be yond the authority attached to the
Positions they hold. Charisma tic leaders often have in fluence outside their
domains of authority And highly respected engineers of proven integrity
ma y have power within all exceeding their explicit institutional
rights.
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Authority and Managerial Strategies

As we noted, inst ito ti0 113 1 aUth 10 rib o ten gives one the p Fe rog 'I t i \' U  to i ssuc
ordeis in a given area and to expect them to be complied with. But it would
be a serious misconception to equate managing people with issuing orders
and then standing on one's authority in demanding unquestioning obedi-
ence (McGregor, 1960).

To manage people is to guide and integrate their work, and there are many
general approaches or strategies fordoing so. One is the direct assertion of au-
thority over a sriho Rh nate: "I'm in charge obey or I'll fire you " But repeated

use of this approach would be vi owed negatively within business as an author-
itarian abuse of authority. Other strategies include a heavy mixture of persua-
sion and rational argument. Some en] pllasi ic mutual d ecision making, or de-

	

cision making based oil 	 con sri! ta hon with subordinates.
A consensus a p proacli may be sI oi Cl, hut it is more effective and prudent

ill the long run. And in dealing with salaried professionals, ' it is more than

prudent. A strictl y authoritarian approach can easily lead to the demise of
moral integrity among employees, with a resultant weakening of felt obliga-
tions vis-à-vis both employer and the public.

,Morally Justified Authority

The preceding distinctions clear the way I or making two observations. First,
an e inpi oyer ni a y have the ins ti Lu 0 ii n i I a u Lii only to ri ircct engineers to do
somethinging witicli is not morally iLls ti lied Second, engineers may have an in-
stitutional duty to obey a directive which is moral!)' unjustified and which it
is their moral duty, all things considered, to disobey.

To repeat: Institutional authority is the institutional right to exercise cer-
tain kinds of power, and this right is merely the liberty which the rules of the
institution sa',' a poison licis. Institutional duties are the duties specified by
the rules Of the institution, either cluectly as attached to offices and positions
or indirectl y as deleated by a supcniol (who in turn derives such authority
fiont the rules of the institution). These rights and duties may be established
as means to the end of meeting institutional goals. But they are not thereby
moral rights and duties, or morall y j usti lied institutional rights and duties.

Ncfoie concluding that a specific act of ecrcisiiig institutional authority is
11101-011y ; u sit lied, we woo Id need to know (I) whether  tie institutional goals
are t Ii em so! \'r's in orall y pc' rot i si hI 0 III 11101.111N' desirablerahie and (2) whether  tlia
act violates basic moral duties.

Engineers do take oil moral obligations to meet their institutional
duties when they accept employment—hut only so long as meeting those in-
stitutional duties is morally permissible. An employment contract can be
viewed as a morall y conditioned mutual promise. Promises to act immorally
are either invalid or automatically overridden by moral considerations.

The relationship between nounl rights and dutiesties and institutional rights
and duties is complex. Only a few further observations will be made here.
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Recall that in earlier chapters we distinguished between general human
moral rights and special moral rights. Obviousl y human rights and institu-
tional rights cannot be equated B y definition, human rights (such as the
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness) ar e possessed by virtue of
being a person, not b y virtue of being a member of an institution.

However, some institutional rights and duties can be equated with special
moral rights and duties namel y , those which are morall y justified. For ex-
ample, through employment agreements employees acquire a special institu-
tional duty to protect proprietar y it ornia tior and em plovers have an insti-
tutional right to require that emplo yees do so. And to the extent that those
duties and rights can he morally justified, either through some argument de-
riving from the employment contract itself or because of other, independent
considerations, the y a ic i iso moral duties and lights.

Accepting and Obeying Authority

Let us now shift perspective from the authority of employers to the recogni-
tion of that authority by their employees. Employees recognize their employ-
er's authority when for the most part they accept the guidance and obey the
directives issued by the employer having to do with the areas of activity cov-
ered by the employer's institutional authority. There are exceptions, since it
is possible in special cases to reco

g
ni ze someone's authority but to disobey

an order on moral grounls. But our present concern is to obtain a clearer
idea of what accepting authority under normal conditions should and should
not involve,

In his classic text, Adniu:if,-,ifjry &'Im yiiir, Herbert Simon states: "A subor-
dinate is said to accept authorit y whenever he permits his behavior to be
guided b y the decision of a supeiior, without independentl y examining the

• merits of that decision" (Sin-ion, 1976, 11). In general, authorit y relationships
are "all situations where suggestions are accepted without any critical review
or consideration" (Simon, 1976, 128). Again, "the characteristic which distin-
guishes authority from other kinds of influence is... that a subordinate holds
in abeyance his own critical faculties for choosing between alternatives and
uses the formal criterion of the receipt of a command or signal as his basis for
choice" (Simon, 1976, 127). In Simon's view, the reasoning of subordinates in
their role as subordinates is at most aimed at anticipating commands by ask-
ing themselves how their superiors would wish them to behave in a given
stuation.

Simon notes that all employees place limits on the "zone of acceptance" in
which they are willing to accept their emplo yer's authority. But within that
zone, an "individual, relaxing his own critical faculties, permits the commu-
nicated decision of another person to iuide his own choice" (Simon, 1976,
151).

Simon provides in influential picture of what obedience involves. But its
limitations must he kept in iii ad - F npl ovees are genc ra liv nott ind i iT ed to
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makeniake an issue of C VC IV InCidCnt of i uest a ii,ihle 030 rO I tv, some times because

01 moral inc rtia, at other times out of a rei Lictance to genera to an overload of
complaints or a Willingness to give I he: r employer a certain amount of leeway
within which to operate, or even because of a wish to save the strongest al'-
guments and the possible risk of losing their job for the most serious infrac-

tions. While this automatic obedience within the "zone of acceptance of an
employer's authority is understandable, it also carries with it the risk of be-
coming blind and unthinking in regard to moral matters. The problem which
arises then is that the boundaries of tolerance are easily expanded and ratio-
nalized when expediency so dictates Thus the size of any person's "zone of
acceptance" could become a measure of the lack of that individual's moral

integrity. To avoid this problem, employees must he reflective concerning
the justified extent of their "zone of acceptance" of employers' authority. In
a sense, then. U ev shouldId never sus pend their critical review of employers'

directives in the manner Simon describes.
From a different direction, therefore, we have reached the same conclu-

sion we came to in the last section: As professionals engineers have obliga-
tions to accept their employers' institutional authority. But this is not an ob-
ligation to obey blindly. Professional autonomy entails exercising
independent judgment, even though it does not mean disregarding legiti-

mate directives.. The basic moral task of salaried engineers is to be aware of
their obligations to obey employers on the one hand and to protect and serve
the public and clients on the other. Most of the time there is no conflict be-
tween the two. l3ut when, occasionall y , genuine conflict arises, it must be
resolved by the exercise of an autonomous moral judgment.

Loyalty
Let us return for a moment to the topic of loyalty to company and employer,
a topic mentioned in connection with the Ford case at the beginning of this
Chapter . The word "loyalty" suggests something more than merely recogniz-
ing and accepting the authority of the employer. It implies, at least 

ill

 language, doing so from certain kinds of motives. People who detest
their employers and companies and who obey grudgingly and spitefully are

not considered lo yal. A loyal person shows at least some degree of genuine

concern in serving the interests of those to whoin she or Xe is loyal.

Actuall y there are two different concepls of loyalty. AccOrding to the first,
to he loyal and faithful is to seek to meet one's moral duties to a person or

organization s and to do so willingl y , with an attitude of devotion and per-
sonal attachment and identification (Ladd, 1967, 98). In this sense loyalty is
an inherently good thing. Indeed, it is a moral virtue.

According to the second concept, by contrast, loyalty is not automatically
a good thing. Here, to be loyal and faithful means to be devoted and obedi-
ent to or zealously supportive of a cause, person, or organization, but not
necessarily out of (nor in a way restricted by) moral duty. People loyal in this
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sense try to promote the interests of whatever or whomever the y are loyal to
and they do so out of genuine concern. But whether it is good or obhgatory
to be loyal in this way depends upon the specific person, organization, or
cause the loyalty is directed toward, and upon the circumstances in which
the loyalty is displayed. There is a moral obligation not to act lo yally in situ-
ations where violations of important moral duties could occur (Baron, 1984).

Hence loyalty to one's emplo yer in this second sense can be misguided in
two ways: (1) by being based oil mistake about what is good for one's com-
pany (as in the Ford 4otor case opening this chapter), and (2) by failing to be
in accord with duties owed to other people.

When codes of ethics state that engineers ought to be loyal to employers, or
that they should act as their emplo y er's or client's "faithful agents or trustees,"
the word is generally meant in its ntoral sense, as is suggested by the subhead-
ings under the injunction to be a faithful agent or trustee. Typically those sub-
headings list specific moral duties: tcavoid conflicts of interest, to inform em-
ployers ofany possible conflicts of interest, to protect confidential information,
to be honest in making estimates, to admit one's errors, and so on.

Yet it is important to bear in mind the possible ambiguity in speaking of
loyalty. A call for loyalty to a company may be intended as more than a call
for meeting one's moral obligations, and may involve the second concept of
loyalty. It can be a tacit urging of close emotional identification with, and per-
sonal commitment to, the company's g00d. Urging loyalty to an employer
can even mean recommending ululuestiuning obedience and devotion to the
employer.

Loyaltyand faithfulness in th1s second sense ca n be '.'ery valuable in crnaiing
a climate of mutual concern and commitment to shared goals among members
of an organization. Such loyalty call a human and personal dimension to
the workplace, as well as aid in meeting the organization's goals. Yet it also has
the potential in some situations of leadim employees to disregard their wider
moral obligatiohs. For it call 	 the uncritical attitude that whatever is
good for one's company is automatically good for the public.

Study Questions

I Consider the following series of C'r'ii i

An applicant for employment in a number of companies accepted employment
with Company X, knowing that he preferred employment in Company Y. He did
not get an offer from Company Y until alter he had worked for Company X for
three months. He then cha ngcd to Company Y, and alter several months there
he discovered that employment conditions were not as good as they were in
Corn pony X. He then applied at Company X for re-em p lovmen t (Alger,
Christensen. and Olmsted, 1 6 65, 21

Did the person in the case fail to actovall y to Compan y Y? In answering this L1LICS-
tion, distinguish and discuss both concepts of lo y alt y mentioned in this section.
Touch also upon the element of duration of cricc as it ma y relate to loyalty.
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2 Doing .1 19.3 C115 i ntervieW, ,i 01011 e\1'ILItI\L' 01 l'lliIll'S 'etrolerim was asked

what l'hillips sought ill pi ciSpL'Cti\ e eulplO) LI'S (Colon, 19si, 1). ihe C\ ssiii\ C

lie tvcilt Oil to
stated that lo y alt y was by far tIse 111151 itp0l tnt ealUil' 5005ht 

explain that in his \'iew loyaltyneaiit buying Phillips's p i odocls rallIer than those

of competitors, voting in local, state, and national elections ill favor of policies that
would benefit I'hillips, and staying to work for Phillips unless moving became un-

avoidable. (The wives of prospective m	 male "al were screened to see if they

had careers which might interfere with their husbands staying at Phillips.) Did the
authorityof the executives at Phillips morally justify the call for loyalty of this sort?
Which of the two senses of "loyally" do you think the Phillips executive had ill

mind?
3 The moral cool ptexi tics rd.) ted to obeying all tilori ly arise ill most contexts where

authority is needed lor niceling specilic goals ot a group. In this connection, dis-

cuss any - Is 
to ni dissiiuita it i you see het',veeil the oblga tions of employed

professionals to obey employers and accept their 30 tllori ty and (a) professional

baseball players obeying OW1' 
ros, especial lv ill cases ss'hei e the uiipi re makes a

bad call; (b) children respOl Ii eg their pa ron ts' authority; (c) soldiers o i l battlefield

obeying their comma odors; (it) college students i ecogiliLi up their professor's au-

thority to direct a class; (e) nurseso beying doctors' or
and the directives o f has-

pi tal administrators; ( mosicia Os 
obeying a conductor, Which of these contexts has

the closest analogies to why employees generally ought, and perhaps occasionally

ought not, to obey their employers? III 
your answer consider some ex-

amples where those in authority make an incorrect decision or issue a poor direc-

tive.
4 

How can the concept of employees' loyalty to employers be upheld in the case of a
company which falls into one or more of the following ca

t egories: (a) rapidly ex-

pailds its work force _i i iclodiig eogineersS'lle 0 its business is good, but equally

rapidly lays off em ployees when ho si less begins to di op; (b) is bought out by a

conglomerate W ith headquarters in a di stall city and with more apparent interest in

the acquiredcompany's profit-making potential than its products; 
(c) is owned by

shareholders who buy or sell shares at a nloloeiit s notice, depending o
il daily

stock market report.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Engineers are expected to avoid conflicts of interest and to protect confiden-
tial information. Traditionally these two obligations have been given promi-

ne nec in e ngi nec ring codes of e tl S. ill man age Well 1 policy statements,   and

in the law. Indeed, next to fol lovqig leg it i 113 te di rec Ii yes. 111ev are probably

the mosl em ph.i Si 
Led a speck of loyalty to em p bye rs and corn panics. This

section will focus on conflicts of interests, and the next section on coiitidem

tiality.

Definition
In a wide sense, conflicts of interest arise whene\'cr people or groups have
interests which if pursued could keep them from meeting at least one of their
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obligations. We are concerned here with the obligations of employees to
serve the interests of their eniplovers or companies. Thus we will mean by
"employee conflicts of interest" any situation where employees have all

 which if pursued might keep them from meeting their obligations to
serve the interests of their employ ers or companies.

Sometimes such on interest involves serving in some other professional
role—say, as a consultant for a competitor's company. Other times it is a
more personal interest, such as making substantial private investments in a
competitor's conlpony.

These side in [crests ore generally understood to threaten the fulfillment of
employer—related obligations in one main way: They have the potential to de-
flect or distort the judgment of at least some people ho find themselves in
that type of situation. Thus all definition of employee conflicts of
interest is the following: Situations in which employeei have side interests
substantial enough potentially to affect their independent judgment, or the
independent judgment of a typical person in their situation, in serving their
company's interests. The qualification concerning "a typical person" is nec-
essary. There might be conclusive evidence that the actual people involved
would never allow a side interest to affect their judgment. But they could still
be said to be in a conflict of interest situation.

Being in such a situation is not merely being confronted with conflicting
interests (Margolis, 1979, 361). A student, for example, may have interests in
excelling oil Ii nod exams. She believes, however, that there is time to,
sterly aderiva tely for only three of [horn, and so she must choose which in-
terest not to pursue. Or an investor may stroi igiy desirc to invest in two
stocks but have sufficient funds for investment in only one. In these cases
"conflicting interests" means a person has two or more desires which cannot
all be satisfied given the circumstances. But there is no suggestion that it is
morally wrong or problematic to try pursuing them all. B y contrast, in con-
flicts of interest it is often physically or economically possible to pursue all of
the conflicting interests, but it is morally problematic whether one should do
so.

Conflicts of interest should also be distinguished from moral dilemmas,
even though in some situations both arc involved. Moral dilemmas occur
when two or more moral obligations, rights, or ideals conic into conflict and
not all of them call 	 met. By contrast, it is often possible for all
caught in a conflict of interest to pursue both the obligation to the employer
and the side interest.

Examples

A wide variety of ciunistOccs might ,lrne which create conflicts of interest
for employees. One t y pe alread y mentioned is hoving on interest in a com-
petitor's business. This might involve octuo liv working for the competitor as
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.10	 il)C'' Cl , Ill	 iill,iilt or it 11111411 ill v1iive p.1iiI1l o\I Ile lsllip or sbstan -

til stoch.hOId igs i ll 	 poi br s business

A vnn,liiOil on this t y pe 01 
situation is \vlleil engii1eel prepaic to leave a

corpol a Lion to form th cii OW II 
competing businesses. It would be a ci en r con-

to lure cuStofllCrS away from 	
mtheir current e-

flict of interest if they sought
ployers while still working for them.

A second imporldnt category involves usIng "inside" information to gain
an advantage or set up a business opportunity for oneself, one's family, or

one's friends. hu	 ms, for example, engineers might tell their friends about
T 

their corporation's plans for a merger which will greatly improve the worth
of another conlpanys stock. In doing so, they gi ve those friends an edge on

an	
ret u ins. In general, the use of any conipany

in yes Linen t promising high
secrets b y employees to secure a pci so na I in is felt to threaten the interests
of file u in pa iv the employees a ic sup posed to serve and thus to con sti lute

a conflict at inlei est
\ third typical van CL)' arises nIle Il employees be nell I from persona I involve

ments with supplierS subcontractors, or customers. An obvious exampk' is 
cl

cepting bribes directly intended to influence judgment. Bribes maybe in the
form of Lash, gifts, loans, services, trips, or entertainment. Another blatant cx-

,ample is nothing for a subcontractor or supplier who deals with one's corpo-
nflicts of interest also arise when one holds substantial stock or other

ration. Co 
investments in a f it io with which onIC ' S company does business.

Sometimeseties it is difficult to determine e just	 hen conflicts of interest exist.

Does holding a few shares of stock in a company one has occasional dealings

with cons Li L Life  a conflict 01 iii te rest? 1 low aba u I occasional luncheons paid
w
for by vendors giving sales presentations? Or those free pens and bottles of
wine from salespersons? What about a gift one believes is based on friend-
Ship rather than intended to influence one's judgment?

'I he guideline s for use with the fundamental canons of ethics of the Ac
d Technology (ABET) seems to reco-

creditation Board br Engineering and
mend a hard line on such gratLiitieS "Engineers 

5 1 1 ,1 11 not solicit nor accept

gratuities directl y or i ndirectl y , from contractors, their agents, or other par-

ties dealing with their clients or employers in connection with work for

which they are responsible" (Sec. 4-c).
Yet ost employers would consider this position excessive. Company pol-

m
iVies ge nra II)' ban nov gratuitieS \l3 

cli ha 'e mere thin "nominal" Value, or

which have a nV realistic pole iiti a I or bin si 1 jud glue 131. In part the specific

criteria for "iuon1ii3ul vaIn e will he what is widely and openly accepted as
normal business practice. In part it will he assessed by a person's own aware-

ness of what might i ntlUeilCe his or hei judgment. And in part it must he
weighed according to how others might pion ceIve (01 misperceive) the grate-
ities. Companies also typically formulate policies stating what is a
n0000fluinal gift from a salesperSolu for example, an item worth more than

$10, or items totaling over 530 per year.
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Moral Status of Conflicts of Interest

There are rnan\ other kinds of cOitlict or interest we could mention. For C\-
ample, there IS taking additional outside uciplosmen	 moonlighting —in
uatrons where it harms on-job perloi m,lnce (Reed, 1970, 19-23). And there
are cases involving confidential information, to be discussed in the next sec-
tion. Conflicts of interest can arise in inriLimerable ways, and with many de-
grees of subtlety. But let us now ask the following: What is wrong with em-
ployees having conflicts of interest?

Most of the answer is obvious from our definition: Employee conflicts of
interest occur when employees have interests Which if pursued could keep
them from meeting their obligations to serve the interests of the company for
which they work. Such conflicts of interest should be avoided because they
threaten to prevent one from fill ]\, meeting those obligations.

More than this, howeve i , needs to be -id. \ \'hv should Inc re [b l eats of
possible harm always be condemned? Suppose that substantial good might
sometimes result Ii urn puisuilig a conflict of interest?

In fact it is not ciiwa)': unethical to pursue conflicts of interestl in practice
some conflicts are unavoidable, or even acceptable. One illustration of this is
how the government allows employees of aircraft manufacturers, like Boeing
or McDonnell Douglas, to serve as government inspectors for the Federal
Aviation Agenc y (FAA). The FAA is chrii;ecl with regulating airplane man-
ufacturers and making objective safety and quality inspections of the air-
planes they build. Naturally the two roles of government inspector and em-
ployee of the manufacturer being inspected could lead to a conflict of interest
and biased 1udgmr'nts Yet with careful screening of inspectors, the likeli-
hood of such bias is said to be outweighed by the practical necessities of air-
plane inspection. The options would he to greatly increase the number of
nonindustry government workers (at great expense to taxpayers) or to do
without government inspection altogether (putting public safety at risk).

Where conflicts of interest are unavoidable or ieasonahle, employees
are still obligated to inform their employers and obtain an approval. This
suggests a fuller answer to wh y conflicts of interest are generally prohib-
ited: The professional obligation    to e nip lovers is (1) very import a ii t in that
it overrides in the vast majority of cases an y appeal to self-interest on the
job and (2) easily ireatened N sell-iiiterest (given human nature) in a
wa y which warrants especially strong sifeguards to ensure that it is ful-
filled b y employees.

As a final point, we should note that even the appearance of seeking a
personal profit at the expense of one's employer is considered unethical since
the appearance of wrongdoing can harm a corporation as much as any actual
biasing that might result from such practices For example, using inside in-
formation to gain a personal advantage for oneself or one's family may not
directly hurt a company—indeed, it directl y harms onl y those who are
thereby denied a fair oppoi tunitv to compete for the advantage. But if such
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activities heculiSe geiieialk' known, the cii 	 ii>"S public image can be

hurt-a state of affairs  no employer wants to see

Study Questions

Facts: Fngineer Doe is employed o il a I ul - time ha by a radio broadcast eq nip-

men t manulai_ to mr as a sales representative. In addition, 1)"C pc'rIorms con'-ul tog

engi neon nservices to organizations it) the radio broadcast field, including analysis

of their tec in cal problems a nd, hen required, recommendation of certain radio
broadcast equipment as may he needed. Doe's engineering reports to his clients are
prepared in form for filing with the appropriate  governmental body having juris-
diction over radio broadcast facilities. In some cases Doe's engineering reports re-
ommend the use of broadcast equipment nianufactured by his employer.

''Question: May Doe ethicall y pros tie consulting services as described?" (NSPF

();l/uiislis of the Briars! of Lihicssl R,'i'iii' Case No. 75 10)
"Henry is in a position to influe nce the selection of suppliers for the large volume
of equipment that his firm purchases each year.

"At Christmas time, he usually receives small tokens from several salesmen,
ranging from inexpensive ballpoint pens to a bottle of liquor. This year, however,
one salesman sends an expensive briefcase stamped with Henry's initials" (Kohn

and Hughson, 1980, 104).
Should Henry accept the gilt? Should he take any further course of action?

"You were an engineer in partnership with Richard Jones. )il May 10th, you sold
your interest in the partnership to Jones and a clay later accepted appointment as
county director of public works. A few days later (and quite to your surprise) Jones
sold your former firm to Octopus Enterprises, Inc., and became an officer of the
corporation. it is now May 20th. You isa ye tentatively decided to award an impor-
tant engineering contract to Octopus. \Voukl there be anything wrong if you did?"
(Wells, Jones, Davis, 1986, '41; based on NSPL OpIIIIOIiS of the Board of Ethical Rcr'icw,

Case No. 77.9)
Compare and contrast this case with lire case of Spiro Agnew described at the

beginning of Chap. 2.
Read the case study at the beginning of Chap. 6. Was Brown and Root Corporation
caught in a conflict of interest by being both the original designer of the road and
the subsequent overseer of construction? if so, was the conflict permissible?

CONFIDENTIALITY

Many instances of failing to protect confidential information qualify as con-
flicts of interest. Nevertheless, the necessity of protecting such information is
a distinct obligation of engineers and important in its own right. Indeed,

keeping confidences is one of the most central and widel y acknowledged chi-

ties of an y professional. Defense attorneys must keep information clients tell

them confidential, doctors and counselors must keep information on their

patients confidential, and so too emplo yed engineers must keep privileged

information about their companies and their clients confidential,
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Definition

What Soil of infoirnatiun aic en L I ILL S 'NI i	 ed to keep Confidential? Actu-
all y, two questions a l e iIlV01VCd Iii.' i-c. First, iv hat is in cant b y the term
fidential information? Second, exactly how can we identify what data
should be kept confidential?

The first question is easier to a nswer. Cisi/idL'?iEia/ oifornialicu is information
which prima facie ought to he kept secret. "Kept secret" is a relational ex-
pression. It always makes sense to ask, "Secret with respect to whom?" In
the case of sonic government organizations, such as the Fill and CIA, highly
elaborate systems for classifying information have been developed that iden-
tify which individuals  and groups may hav e access to what information.
Within other governmental age nci Cs and ptiva te companies, engineers and
other em ployees arc u sun 1k' expected to withhold   in forrna ti on labeled ''con-
fidential from u riaiit Ii orized people both inside 111 ,71 outside the orga ni/a-
lion.

The second question, which concerns the criteria for identi l ying what in-
formation should be treated as confidential, is somewhat more difficult to an-
swer. One criterion is suggested in the code of ethics of the Accrediting
Board for Engineering and Technology. "Engineers shall treat information
coming to them in the course of their assignments as confidential" (Sec. 4-i).
But this is too broad. Some of the information acquired on assignments is
routine and widely known. For example, it may he knowledge about new
company facilities or plans which is readily available to anyone. Or while
working on a project an engineer may become familiar with technical pro-
cesses known generally tnruugilou 1thcIndni.tr)'.

A different criterion would identify any information which if it became
known would cause harm to the corporation or client. Yet there are always
questions about just what information would produce that result. To give a
precise answer one would need the talents of a fortune-teller.

Most businesses tacitly adopt yet another criterion: Confidential informa-
tion is an y information which the emplo yer would like to have kept secret in
order to compete effectively against business rivals. Often this is understood to
be any data concerning the company's business or technical processes which
are not already public knowledge. While this criterion is somewhat vague, it
clearly points to time emplo y er as tie Inain son rce of the decision as to what
i,torni,itIi ' im is to he treated a, Co l l t:,tei'tial. It is the criterion we will adopt.

Related Terms

Several related terms need to he distinguished. Puiz'th',çcd lfl!OII?ifltio?Z is an ex-
pression often used as a s y nonym for "confidential information." Literally it
means "available only on the basis of special privilege," such as the privilege
accorded an emplo yee working on a special assignment. It covers informa-
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lion which has,  1101 yet been flC p u hi c or widely known within all

Prupriclilrii infolination is infornla Lion \Vhlcll a conipany OWnS or is the pro-
prietor of. This term is used primarily ill a legal sense, just as "property" and
"ownership" are ideas careluilv defined b y law. Normall y it refers to new

knowledge generated within the organization which can be legally protected

F10111 use by others.
A tough synonym ,r "proprietary Information -nformalion" is trade ',ecrc Is." A bade

secret can be virtualIyny type o f information which has not become public

and which an employer has taken steps to keep secret. it may be data about
designs and technical processes, organization of plant facilities, quality con-
trol procedures, customer lists, business plans, and so oil 1980,
lOt). lade secrets are given Ii 11111 ed k'gal protection against employee  abuse.

lhey arc protected by cool 1101 I.IW a v generated by previous court rul-

ings— rather than b y statutes passed legislalively. An employer can sue em-
ployees for divulging trade secrets, or even for planning to do so. To win
such a case, the employer must be able to prove the information had been or
is being actively protected (for example, by showing it was or is available
only to special employees for specific purposes, that contracts reqille sub-
contractors to keep the data secret, and so forth).

Patents differ from trade secrets. Patents legally protect specific products

from being manufactured and sold by competitors without the express per-
mission of the patent holder, Trade secrets have no such protection. A cor-
poration may learn about a competitors trade secrets through legal means—
for instance, "reverse engineering," in which in unknown design or process
call he traced out b y a Ill lyzi ng tile final product. '	 . ","Its do ' .
drawback of being public and thus allowing competitols an easy
ivorki rig around  t hell by fi rid 111 g alternative  designs. Also, pa tell Is coil c.
Ilcid for only 17 years, whereas trade secrets, so1 'rig as they can be kept
secret, are under no time restrictions.

Patents are protected by statute laws passed in order to provide incentics
for creativity (Vaughn, 1977, 34). In effect they give the patent - 'he re-

ward of a legally protected monopoly. By contrast, the legal iL I .ici ac-

corded trade secrets is limited to upholding relationships of confidentiality

and trust.

Moral Basis of the Confidentiality Obligation

Upon what moral basis does the cOilIidcflhiality obligation rest, with its
scope and obvious importance? Specifically, why are employers allowed to
determine what information is to he treated as confidential? And what are
the moral limits or restrictions on the confidentiality obligations of employ-

ees?
Tile major ethical theories call 	 applied to answer these questions. Ad-

vocates of every theory would probably agree that employers have some
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0DI Cml iI:t I iLittonal ri.;hts to dL'CILIL' i' hat I niormotioji relating to then oi-
ganizat ion call 	 released puN ICIY IN ey acquire these rig Nt as part of their
charge to protect tile interest 01 their organ ia I io is he I her those interests
be a company's competitive edge (in the case of profit-making institutions) or
the safety and well-being of clients or consumers. In addition, in the case of
information like trade secrets developed by the company, there call a right
of ownership of the intellectual property (Schwarze). But different ethical
theories will justify the rights differently and will also differ in the limits they
place on them.

Briefly, rig/its eliucists will appeal to more basic considerations: for exam-
ple, the right of stockholders to have management pursue a course consistent
with their own best interests and the general rights of property ownership.
This right, in turn, might he grounded in the tu nda mental moral right of the
stockholders to pursue their legitimate interests is ithin a socially accepted
free enterprise system. I -lowevcr, the right of em plovers to establish what in-
forniation should he t ca ted as confidential will he limited by other legitimate
moral rights: Minimally, no employer has a right to prevent engineers from
blowing the whistle in cases where public knowledge of information would
save human lives and thereby protect the rights of people to live.

Duly ctlucits will emphasize the basic duties of both employers and em-
ployees to maintain the trust placed in them at the time they committed
themselves to all agreement, a commitment that is understood
to extend beyond the time of actual employment. They may also appeal to
general duties not to abuse the property of others. Such duties, though, can
be overridden by others, such as the duty to protect innocent lives, that
might occasionally require whistle-blowing.

UtiI:tariaos will view the authority' of employers to determine the rules
governing confidentiality as justified to the extent that it produces the most
good for the greatest number of people. What this extent might he will de-
pend oil particular theory of goodness subscribed to and the means re-
quired in an y given situation to produce the most good. Act-Wilitarial's will

focus oil instance where an employer decides oil is to count as
confidential information, Is that act the most beneficial for everyone affected
by it? Rule-utilitnriaiis, b y contrast, will emphasize the general benefits that
result from having rules to protect cont Id nt ial information. For example, in-
vestors' profits  benefit fro in guarding trade seci e t fi oni competitors, and all
society henet its from a System ot limited plo tee Ii on o f 	 to the extent
that it stimulates creation of alternative products. The limits of the confiden-
tiality obligation for utilitarians will depend oil 	 acts of or rules for keep-
ing information confidential do not pi oduce the best consequences.

Confidentiality and Changing Jobs

The obligation to protect confidential information does not cease when em-
ployees change jobs. If it did, it would he impossible to protect such infor-
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iiiatmil. Former CIllploVCCs would qil icklv divulge it to their new employers,

or perhaps for a price sell it to c islnpe tit clrs of their former employers. Thus
the relations h p of trust between en, p1 ice r and c nipl oyee in regard to confi-
dentiality continues hcvoiid the for; '.11 period of em plo y me nt. Unless the

employer gives consent, tormer employees are barred indefinitely front re-
vealing trade secrets. Ihis provides a clear illustration of the way in which
the professional integrity of engineers involves much more than mere loyalty
to one's present employer.

Yet thorny problems arise in till' ..,\laii engineers value professional
advancement more than long-term ;r with an one company and so change
jobs frequently. Engineers in research and development are especially likely
to have high rates of job turnover. They are also the people most likely to be
nxpoed to inp;IIt.o.t ne\\' llade ,;e;:;'tn. Moreover, when they tramistum into

new corn panics the y frequentl y do tie same kind of work as before--pre-

cisely the type of sitcia Lion ill 	 ci	 L; accrcts of their old companies may

have rjlevance.

Donald Wohigeniuth and Lb. Goodrich Consider, for example, the case
of Donald Wohlgemuth, a chemical engineer who at one time was manager

of B.F. Goodrich's space . ion (Baram, 1968, 208). Technology for
space suits was undergoing rapid development, with several companies

competing for governmei; ' -ontracts. Dissatisfied with his salary and the re-

search facilities at B.F. Cooudch, Wohlgemuth negotiated a new job with In-
ternational Latex Corporation as manager of engineering for industrial prod-
ucts. International l.a tex had j ti';t received a Ia r;c government subcontract
for developing the Apollo astronauts space Sc , and that was one of the

programs Woh lge mis cii h would manage.
The confidentiality obligation require.' lint Vohlgcmuth not reveal any

trade secrets of Goodrich to his new emp r. But this was caster said than
done. Of course it is possible for employer in his situation to refrain from
explicitly stating processes, formulas, and material specifications. Yet in ex-
ercising their general skills anu xnowledge, it is virtually inevitable that some
unintended "leaks" will occur. An engineer's knowledge base generates an
intuitive sense of what dcsi 0 ciii or will not work, and trade secrets form
part of this knowledge base. To fully protect the secrets of an old employer
on a new job would thus virtually require that part of the engineer's brain be
destroyed—a solution no 0	 could rccomniencl oil 	 grounds!

Is it perhaps unethical, Ii ccl, br employees to make job changes in cases
where unintenti inal revelations of confidential information are a possibility?
Some companie have contended that it is. Goodrich, for example, charged
Wohlgeniuth being unethical in taking the job with International Latex.
Goodrich also scent to court seeking a restraining order to prevent him from
working for International Latex or an y other companY which developed
Space suits, The Ohio Court of Appeals refrined to issue such an order, di-
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though it did i'.ile an irg unction r ibitiog \\ohlgemu th from revealing
an y Goodrich trade secrets. 1 heir rca so iii nip seas that while Goodrich had a
ught to have trade secrets kept confidential, it had to he balanced against
Wohlgemuth's personal right to seek career advancement. And this would
seem to he the correct moral verdict as well.

Management Policies

What might be done to recognize the legitimate personal interests and rights
of engineers and other employees while also recognizing the rights of em-
ployers in this area? And how can obligations to maintain confidences of
former employers be properly balanced against obligations to faithfully serve
the interests of new employers? There are no simple answers to these ques-
tions. Difficult dilemmas will always arise which call for sensitive and cre-
ative moral judgment But while neither Congress nor the states have found
it wise to pass strict legislation in this complicated area, some general man-
agement policies are being explored (13aram, 1968, 212-215).

One approach is to use emplo yment contracts that place special restric-
tions on future employment. Traditionally those restrictions have centered
on geographical location of future employers, length of time after leaving the
present employer before one can engage in certain kinids of work, and the
typeof work it is permissible to do for future employers. Thus Goodrich
rnightliave required as a condition of employment that Wohigemuth sign an
agreement that if he sought work elsewhere he would not work on space suit
projects for a competitor in the United States for 5 years after leaving
Goodrich.

Yet such contracts are hardly agreements between equals, and they
threaten the right of individuals to pursue their careers freely. For this reason
the courts have tended not to recognize such contracts as binding, although
they do uphold contractual agreements forbidding disclosure of trade Se-
Crets.

A different type of employment contract is perhaps not so threatening to
employee rights in that it offers positive benefits in exchange for the restric-
tions it places on future employment. Consider a company which normally
does not have a portable pension alan. It might offer such a plan to an en-
gineer in exchange for an agreeinen not to work for a competitor on certain
kinds of projects for a certain number of years after leaving the company. Or
another clause might offer an employee a special posteinployment annual
consulting fee for several years on the condition that he or she not work for
a direct competitor during that period.

Other tactics aside from employment contract provisions have been at-
tempted by various companies. One is to place tighter controls on the internal
flow of information b y restricting access to trade Secrets except where abso-
lutely essential. The drawback to this approach is that it may create an atmo-
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Spll('rl' of distlu.,t in the %vorkploce. It lnigIlt ,ilso 'title creativity by lessening
the knowledge base of elgi nec rs involvedvud n research a nd development.

]'he re have been unwritten agreementsCOts among competinging corporations
not to hire one a not her's more i 01 portan t em plovees But the problem here is
that when such practices become widespread in a given industry, some of the
best engineers may be turned awa y to other fields offering more job options.

One potential solution is for employers to help generate a sense of profes-
sional ?esponsibihtv among their staff that reaches be y ond merely obeying
the diictives of current employers. Engineers call develop a real sen-
sitivity to the moral conflicts they may be exposed to by making certain job
changes. They can arrive at a greater appreciation of why trade secrets are
important in a competitive system and learn to take the steps necessary to
protect them In this wa y professional concernss and employee loyalty call

 e in tei twiiied and rei ilt ui-ce each oilier.

Study Questions

1 Consider the following example:

Who Owns Your Knowledge? Ken is a process engineer for Stardust Chemical
Corp., and he has signed a secrecy agreement with the firm that prohibits his
divulging information that the company considers proprietary.

Stardust has developed an adaptation of a standard piece of equipment that
makes it highl y efficient for cooling a viscous plastics slurry. (Stardust decides
not to patent the idea but to keep it as a trade secret.)

Eventually, ken leaves Stardust and goes to work for a candy processing corn-
pally that is n0L in any way in coiiipctition. lie sOoil rcali,es that ,i modifftatioli
similar to Staid us l's trade secret could he applied to a different machine used for
cooling fudge, and at once has the Changengc made (Kohn and I-i uglison, 1980, 102).

Has Ken acted unethically? Defend your view.

2 Answer the following quest i ons asked b y Philip L. Alger, N. A. Christensen, and
Sterling P. 01 iii sled in their book Ethical Ih ,iblenis in Lug. icen Jig:

If an engineer has been unjustly discharged, must 110 keep confidential in later
employment the trade secrets of his original employers? In general, is it wise to
follow tile doctrine of all for all and a tooth for a tooth"? (Alger,
Christensen, and Olmsted, 1965, 111)

3 Alger, Christensen, and Olmsted also give the following example:

Client A solicits competitive quotations of the design and construction of a
chemical plant facility. All the bidders are required to furnish as a part of their
proposals the processing scheme planned to produce the specified final products.
The process generally is one lellicil has been in cOmflloil use for several years. All
of the quotations are generally similar ill nlost respects from the standpoint of
technology.

Contractor X submits the highest-price quotation. He includes in his proposals,
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rOuse e, a ulIiis}sie .lflflhtidsti to i ;ioitiois 01 (lie pusicessu:1 5 sr herrie. 't reids all
uidica crt to be bcitei iii,uri CIII hut flI ,ictice ,,iOLt 91011115 iflifliOS efllL'nt is appal
cut A quk K ,'hrats1i\ check flirt cites tli.ut (lie IriiiO'.ititiri is pralicahie.

Client A then calls on Conti actoi Z, the loss' bidder ,aid asks him to evaluate
and bid on the alternate scheme conceived by Con tractor X. Con tractor Z is not
told the source of alternate design. Client A makes no representation ill his quo-
tation request that replies will be hold in confidence.

Is Client A Justified  in his procedure? (Alger, Christensen, and 01 msted, 1965,
177)

4 American Potash and Chemical Corporation advertised for a chemical engineer
having industrial experience with titanium oxide. It succeeded in hiring all

 who had former I)' su pr rilsed C. I. Du Pont do Nernours and Company 's pro-
duction of titanium oxide. Du Pont Went to Court and succeeded in obtaining an
injunction piohibitirig the 000ineer urouai seorking on American Potash's titanium
oxide piujecls The reason 91'. en 101 lire in)ilnI nih 0 is thai it would be inevitable
that the engineer would disclose some ol du l'ont's trade secrets (Carter, 1969, 51).
Defend your vieus as to uvlietliei the court injunction o as isiuially warranted or not.

UNIONISM

Is it possible for an engineer to be a professional, dedicated to the highe'st
ethical standards of professional conduct, while simultaneously being a
member and supporter of a union? The question, we feel, is too complex to
warrant a simple answer. Before answering it we would need to know what
kind of union and union activities are at issue. Lacking this information, the
answer would seem to ho: sometimes yes and sometimes no.

Yet many observers have argued that the ethical aspects of professional-
ism in engineering are inherently inconsistent with unionism—that is, with
union ideology and practice. In Ernyiinr'r'rs and I/mci, Prufrvcsrours, for example,plc,
John Kemper writes:

There is little doubt that unionism  and professionalism are incompatible. Profes-
sionalism holds that the interests of society and of the client (or employer) are par-
amount. Unions are collective bargaining agents that sometimes place the eco-
nomic interests of the members ahead of those of the client or employer (Kemper,
1982, 267).

A number of professional societies ha vu also held that loyalty to employ-
ers and the public is incompatible with any form of collective bargaining. The
National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) has fervently led the op-
position to union organizing of engineers (Seidman, 1969, 224) and similar
activities. Its position is reflected in the NSI'E code of ethics: "Engineers shall
not actively participate in strikes, picket lines, or other collective coercive
action" (Sec. Ill, le). Before discussing two arguments for this view, let us
take note of a less' historical tc t', about unions and engineering.
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Historical Note

The begin Ri 
rigs of engineering unionism in the United States occu rd dur-

ing World War I (Scidman, 1969, 229). Marine architects and drafters were
dissatisfied with their salaries at a time of both rising 1ving costs an rising
wages of blue-collar workers. Various groups were organized which later

n Federation of Technical ng eers, an affil-
unified to become the America

 of the former American Federation of Labor (AFL).
Most contemporary engineering unions, however, had their origin during

the 1940s. These groups usuall y
 remained independent of the large national

unions like the AFL and the 'CIO (Congr6S of Industrial Organizations)

World War II and its aftermath brought viprea d job insecurity, unhappi-

ness with salaries, and lessened professional ccogniti&n (Walton, 1961, 1
ring unions were never able fo organize most engineers. In

45). Yet enginee 
fact, at their peak during the late 1950s, engineering uflioi1S had only 10 per-

cent of the total number of engineers as members.
Beginning around 1960, what unionism there was in engineering declined.

Now about 25,000 engineers, scientists, and technicians still belong to unions
(Asbrand). One major factor for the decline is that engineering salaries have
risen favorably in comparison with salaries of graduates of other 4-year pro-
grams although they have not necessarily risen in terms of real income).
With many new technologies developing, moreover, engineers have been in

great demand.
These observations do not necessarily apply to all industries. In the aero-

space industry, for instance, a history of high job turnover has created a
highly mobile group of engineers with lessened job security. When engineers
at two major aerospace firms were pulled iii a study by Archie Kleingartner,
30 percent of those eligible to join were found to be members of unions.
While this is by no means a majority, a surprising number of engineers work-
ing for the two firms disagreed with the statement that "it is impossible for
an engineer to belong to a union and at the same time to maintain the stan-
dards of his profession." The percentages disagreeing ranged from 68 per-
cent among low-level professionals to 91 percent among high-level profes-
sionals (Kleingartner, 1969, 230). As a result of his study, Kleingartfler

concluded that

- the majority of engineers interviewed.., do not view unionism as threatening
their professionalism, and very likely also they do not see it coming between them

and management in any fundamen tal
 way. They attribute substantially less impor-

tance to the potentially disrupting effects of unions than does management. The
engineers view unions as limited institutions performing certain limited functions

(Kleingartfler, 1969, 235).

When a union is viewed as an external Service organization and not as an
embodiment of collective will, its size will depend greatly on how well it ful-
fills its functions (Latta, 1981). Lacking real bargaining powers engineers'
unions find it hard to overcome opposition from management and profes-
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510 jial SL)C	 CS, CV C11 olien 11w Ll L i,ihty (it voikli1  is low and attitudes to-
'aid nianagen-ir'nt are negative (Niaiilev c  ci, 1979).

Leg i neers 'also show an increasing interest in be urn ng managers them-
selves. An engineering degree and several years of experience call
doors in this direction. Employers encourage the trend by making engineers
identify with management early on.

Professional societies oppose unionization because of the issue of conflict-
ing loyalties and on the grounds that it is unprofessional. Let us now turn to
two arguments in support of this stand as advanced by the NSPE: The first
we will call the "faithful agent argument" and the second the "public service
arg Li men t

The Faithful Agent Argument

In the cmi cii t N l'I Cork the ban on th e u se Of '' Co I icc live Coercive action''
appears as one of the principles of obligation Concerni ng professional integ-
rity (Sec. III 1-c). Yet ill versions it was placed prominently in the first
section, which dealt with loyalty to employers:

Section 1—The Engineer will he guided in all his professional relations by the high-
est standards of integrity, and will ad ill matters for each client or
employer as a faithful agent or trustee.

f. He will not actively participate ni strikes, picket lines, or other collective co-
ercive action (1979 NSPE Code).

-the  implication is that being [lie faithful trustcc of one's employer is incom-
patible with actively supporting collective action aimed against that employer.

In a number of NSPE publications this position has been explicitly en-
dorsed. In 1976, for example, NSPE's Board of Ethical Review reiterated it
in discussing 'a hypothetical example (Case No. 74-3). The case concerned
the unioni7ed.enlployees in a state highway, department. The employees,
most of whom were not engineers, voted to strike when their demands for
a pay increase of 60 percent and oilier benefits were denied. The Board of
Ethical Review insisted that it was unethical for the engineers to partici-
pate actively, even though not to do so might mean lacing union penal-
ties. Passive participation, Such asas not crossing picket lines, was ruled
permissible if it was necessary to avoid pliysial danger or abuse. The ar-
gument given was concise: ''the engineers have a higher standard than
self-interest; they, have the necessar y ethical duty to act for their employer
as a faithful agent or trustee."

Obviously, the Board saw active support of a strike or other collective ac-
tion used against an employer as a violation of professional ct/tics, which it
identified with the duty engineers have to serve as their employer's "faithful
agents or trustees." Many, people involved in engineering would agree with
such a view, and certainly a case call made for it. The conduct under dis-
cussion involves several features, any one of which might seem inconsistent
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with loyalty to employers: (1) It goes against the desires or interests of
thcernployer, (2) it uses coercion or force against the employer, and (3) it in-

volves cal/cc! ive and organized opposition. Certainly we can all think of be-

havior along these lines which is unprofessional and disloyal. The difficulty,
however, is that not every instance of such conduct is unethical, as the fol-
lowing two examples show.

Consider three supervisory engineers who have good reason to believe they
are being underpaid. After individually reasoning with their bosses to 11b avail

they threaten—in a polite way—to seek employment elsewhere. In dog so,
they act against the desires and interests of their employer, and they use a type
of collective coercion- But they have not acted unethically or violated their duty
to their employers. The point, which should by now be familiar, is that the duty
to an employer has limits. Loyalty and faithfulness do not always require sac-
rificing one's own self-interestto an employer's business interests.

Or consider this second case: Management at a mining and refinery oper-
ation have consistently kept wages below industry-wide levels. They have
also sacrificed worker safety in order to save costs by not installing special
structural reinforcements in the mines, and they have rn no effort to con-
trol excessive pollution of the work environ .ent. As a result the operation
has reaped larger than average profits. Management has been approached
both by individuals and by representatives of employee groups about raising
wages and taking the steps necessary to ensure worker safety, but to no
avail. A nonviolent strike is called and the metalh.rgical engineers support it
for reasons of worker safety and public health. Here collective action aimed
at coercing an employer is being used—and specifically a strike. But is it un-
ethical or unprofessional?

It will he objected that these are special cases, and of course they are. They
were designed expressly to show that it is not always obvious that a strike or
other collective, forceful, action on the part of employees is unirofessional,
excessively self-interested, or disloyal to employers. One must look at spe-
cific unions, specific strikes, specific situations. Even in the case discussed by
the Board of Ethical Review we would want to know whether the union de-
mands were reasonable. Were the workers so seriously underpaid that a 60
percent raise was not as fantastic as it sounds? And did the other benefits
demanded relate to worker safety, compensation for injury, or possibly even

public highway safety?
The examples suggest two generalizations. First,employee duty to em-

ployers does not entail unlimited sacrifice of economic self-interest. "Faithful
agency" primarily concerns carrying out one's assigned tasks; it does not
mean that one should never negotiate salary and other economic benefits
from a position of strength.

Second, as the NSPE code itself states, the duty to employers is limited by
the more paramount duty to protect public health, safety, and welfare. More-
over, duty to employers is also limited by considerations such as worker
safety and the right to refuse to obey illegal or unethical directives. Collective
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a ti on of a co. rove nature mi gh I some me he the only effective wa v to p or-
ue these concerns of overrid Lii; importance.  I 'rotessionaI societies have
Ii crnselves engaged in a t y pe of collective, coercive, action when they print

editorials in official journals exposing corn pa flies for abuses they have com-
mitted against engineers.

NSI'E recommends the use of a sounding board, composed of a mix of
employees and managerial engineers, to settle disputes with employees
through reasonable dialogue. Certainly where feasible this is preferable to
the use of collective force. Yet only a confirmed optimist could think that this
procedure will always provide adequate support for salaried engineers.

The Public Service Argument

A second general dlgLllllCot again 't unions begins by emphasizing that the
paramo Li nt d Lily of engineers is to serve the public. It then notes that by def-
inition unions seek to promo to the s peL ia I interests of their members, not the
interests of the general public. It is inevitable, so the argument continues,
that clashes will occur, posing a threat to the meeting of professional com-
mitments to the public. Strikes, which are the ultimate source of power for
unions, may wreak havoc with the public good. Witness what has happened
in recent strikes by police officers, fireghters, teachers, and nurses. Therm
imagine what would happen to the economy if all computer engineers and
technicians were to go on strike!

There is force in this argument. Yet once again it points out only the dan-
gers of unions, even using the worst possible scenario of what might hap-
pen, and assumes that engineering unions must act irresponsibly. 01 Louise
many unions have acted in that way, but not all,

It is at least possible that a collective bargaining group for engineers,
whether called a union, a guild, or an association, led by professional engi-
neers, could devote itself to promoting the interests of engineers only within
the limits set by professional concern for the public good. It cOuld also devote
itself to giving positive support to ethical conduct by engineers—which, after
all, is part of the self-interest of morally concerned engineers. As we shall see
more fully in Chap. 6, engineers who have sought to protect the public have
not always fared w at the hands of management. The collective power of a
guild or union mig t prevent the vindictive firing of responsible whistle-
blowers (Shapley, 1972, 620). It might also secure certain economic benefits,
Such as portable pensions, which would allow engineers a greater measure of
freedom to act in the face of possible dismissal for whistle-blowing or for re-
fusing to act unethically.

Conclusion

What we have said is neither a general endorsement of unionism nor a blan-
ket condemnation of it. Our intention was a limited one: to question two
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of the main arguments used to show that there is all inconsistency
between pro! ess inna hs in and unionism. Whether collective bargaining and
its tactics are unethical or not depends on [he details of any given situation.

\Ve would agice that unions ottcn enough have abused their power and
irresponsibly disregarded the public good, so that the formation of any new
union carries with it new risks to professionalism. But to conclude, therefore,
that the formation of engineering unions is always unprofessional is like ar-
guing that because a new technology involves risks it should never be devel-

oped.
The moral assessment of unions is complex, and a considerable number of

morally relevant facts must he considered before a judgment can be made
about any specific case or before a generalization call formed. Disputes
over unionism itself, however, t y pically involve disagreements over claims
like those given in the following two lists (Burton, 1978, 129; Kemper, 1982,
263-270).

Union Critics

1 Unions are a main source of inflation, which can devastate the economy
of a country. Unions harm the economy by placing distorting influences on
efficient uses of labor.

2 Unions encourage adversary, rather than cooperative, decision making.
They also remove person to person negotiations between employers and em-
ployees and make the incjividual worker a pawn of the collective bargaining

group.
3 Unions promote mediocrity and discourage initiative by emphasizing

job security and by making job promotion and retention rest oil
Management is prevented froin rewarding individuals by having to negotiate
salaries according to job description and length of coin pa ny service rather
than according to personal achievement. A further side effect is the pigeon-
holing of employees in narrow job classifications to which the salary scales
are attached.

4 Unions encourage unrest and strained relations between workers and
management.

Union Supporters
1 Unions have been the primary factor in creating healthy salaries and the

high standard of living enjoyed by today's workers. Even nonunionized
workers have benefited since their employers must pay salaries comparable
to those unions will 	 their workers.

2 Unions give employees a greater sense of participation in company de-
cision making. For example, the European practice of cod eterni i nation, in
which union representatives serve on boards of directors, has contributed to
labor peace.

3 Unions are a healthy balance to the power of employers to lire at will.
They give workers greater job secui ity and protection against arbitrary treat-
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nicnt. Lniplovccs with union backing are nior e able to resist orders to Pei-
form unethical acts.

4 Unions$ yield stabilits' by p ovid I 115 an el cc I ISO grie\'a lice procedure for
employee complaints. 'I hey are also a countertorce to radical political niove-
ments which exploit worker dissatisfaction and alienation.

Study Questions

I Present and defend your view as to when collective action aimed at employers does
or does not involve unfaithfulness and disloyalty on the part of the employees, in
doing so distinguish between the two senses of "loyalty" given earlier in this chap-
ter. Consider issues like salary, harmful labor practices, and the public good. Also
consider the use of collective action by different groups, such as (a) unions, (b) pro-
fessional societies, (c) nonunion employee groups, and (if) ma nu facturer's associa
lions and trade organizations.

2 Answer the questions asked b y Philip M. Kohn and Roy V. I Jughson in regard to
the follow in", Lac. Cisc reasons.

Rcginalds company pays its engineers ovel time plus a bonus to work during a
strike. The plait is being struck over ''uns,ile'' woi king conditions, a claim that
the company disputes.tes. Rcgiu -ild, conszdei ccl by the company to he ''man-
agement," believes conditions may be unsafe, even though no government reg-
ulations apply. Should Reginald.

1 Refuse to work, because he thinks the union's allegations may have merit?
2 Refuse to work, because he believes that strike-breaking is unethical?
3 Work, because lie feels this is an obligation of all members of management?
4 work, because it is a great way to catch up on srir,ic of his hills, or earn the

don ci payment on a car, etc.?
5 Work, because he believes he may he fired if lie doesn't?
b 0 thor? (Please specity) (Koh n and II ugh " )n, 1980, 102 and 105)

WHITE-COLLAR CRIME: CASE STUDIES

White-collar crime is the secretive violation of laws regulating work activities,
usually, but not always, committed by white-collar workers. It ranges in se-
verity from pilfering cash registers to bribing public officials. This section pre-
sents examples of three types of cases: stealing trade Secrets, conspiring NQ fix
prices, and endangering lives. The cases are offered as further contexts for
discussion of the central themes in this chapter: protessionalism, loyalty,
conflicts of interest, and confidentiality.

Espionage in Silicon Valley

Santa Clara \'allev in Northern California is a marvel of the high-tech and
computer industries. For two decades it has been a major center for devel-
opment and manufacture of integrated-circuit microprocessors, or "computer
chips." The Valley has attracted vast numbers of creative engineers and en-
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trepreneurs. It has also attracted industrial espionage on an unprecedented
scale.

Several factors contribUtCd to make the Valley in  ideal environment for
industrial espionage, that is, for stealing and illegal spying in industry. First,
the development of computer chips is intensely competitive and fast-paced.
Innovation is so rapid that products are often outdated within 2 y ears. For-
tunes can be made or lost in months, depending on how qi I ickly new prod-

developed and marketed.
Wecond, computer chips call extremely expensive to develop; it may

cost hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars to get a chip into produc-
tion. Enormous savings are possible through legal reverse engineering. This
involves literally ''dismantling" a competitor's device—either mentally,
physically, or by tests. The device is then "reconstructed" to produce an
identical or better device which can be offered at a lower price because de-
velopment costs were less or nonexistent. Even greater savings are possible
by illegally acquiring design in formation from competitors.

Third, computer chips and the tools used to produce them are so small
that it is easy to smuggle them out of offices and buildings. Stopping the
smuggling would require body searches of the sort used in prisons. As it is,
the chances of being caught are low.

Fourth, law enforcement has been ineffective, weakening the role of pun-
ishment in deterring crime. Most crimes go unreported to police. Managers
often prefer to avoid bad publicity and embarrassment before stockholders.
Until recently police lacked the sophistication even to understand the com-
plicated nature of the materials being stolen. And even when tried and con-
victed, white-collar criminals stiffer relatively modest penalties.

Fifth, emplo y ees who betray company secrets need not be artful criminals.
Criminal ''cx pr rh se" is provided by go-between crim in a Is who buy trade se-
crets from one company and sell them to oh Ii cr5.

Consider the case of Peter Gopal, who for a decade ran a lucrative trade as
a go-between until he was caught in 1978 (Halamka, 1984; Hiltzig, 1982;
Samuelson, 1982). Gopal was a semiconductor expert who worked for a
number of high-tech companies before establishing his own consulting firm
in 1973. He became a familiar figure in the Valley, and he developed numer-
ous contacts which enabled him to buy and sell competitors' secrets.

One contact was James Catanich, a skilled electronics draftsperson who
worked for Gopal on a moonlighting basis in addition to his regular job at
National Semiconductor Corporation. Gopal loaned Catanich $10,000 for a
home loan. Later he urged Catanich to pay off the debt with documents sto-
len from Nat i onal Semiconductor. Ca tan ich found this all Cass' was' out of his
financial difficulties, especiall y since his desk was located next to his super-
visor's desk, which con ha i ned key circui ti)' documents.

Gopal sold National Semiconductor's secrets to Intel Corporation. He also
stole from Intel to sell to National Semiconductor. Intel has one of the tight-
est securit y systems in Silicon Valle y . Its security includes magnetic switches
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and alarm, over all doors, do sed - circuit COMC1,11 In 0 Lii ces, passes worn by
employees, strict Co ri t rol of access to documents, and aimed guards. Oct
Gopal learned that man y Intel rnanufacturint; materials were stored at \'BK,
an Intel subcontractor which Jacked corn parable security. NBK kept chip
"reticles," the palm-sized glass plates which display magnified chip circuitry.
It also stored ''niasks"—'prints of a reduced imco of the reticle—and data
tapes giving design information. Gopal purchascd copies of reticles and
masks from Lee Yamada, the supervisor at NBK, who had easy access to ev-
erything Gopal needed.

Finally, Silicon Valley corporations have high employee turnover rates be-
cause of opportunities for advancement with competitors. Gopal found it
easy to buy dozens of major trade secrets from former employees.

It required a complicated undercover operation conducted jointly by Na-
tional Semiconductor, Intel, and the police to capture Copal. After arresting
him, police searched his apartment  to find 27 reti c les for a recent Intel chip
and assorted loot t i o rn o tliei conljpmlws. (opal wi s eon s'ict i'd of domes tic
crimes involving American corporations but there was strong evidence that
he had also sold to Pu ro pea n coin pan es that deal with  ras tern bloc coun-
tries. His tax reports, it might he added, listed his annual income as $30,000
despite the fact that he probably made millions of dollars.

Price Fixing in the Electrical Equipment Industry

In 1890 Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act, It forbids companies
from jointly setting prices in ways that restrain free competition and trade.
The Act has frequently been violated in the elecirical cquipmcnt industry,
where large contracts and few competitors are the norm.

For example, in 1983 six large electrical contractors, together with eight
company presidents and vice presidents,Li, were indicted on charges of con-
spiring to fix bids on four or five PlAblic power plants to be bcri It iii the state
of Washington. The plants were valued at more than $250 in illion . Company
officers were charged r'itli discussing the bids each would submit, sharing
pricing information, and agreeing on the low bidder for each project. This
ensured lucrative business for each company without having to beat the com-
petition with low bids.

The most famous violation of the Sherman Act in the electric power in-
dustry was prosecuted in 1961 (Fuller, 1962; l3erling, 1962; Geis, 1977; Bane,
1973). Fort y-five individuals from twenty-nine corporations pled guilty or en-
tered pleas of nolo coritendere (i.e.," no contest," a plea that allows for some
face saving).

Top officials of Westinghouse and General Electric were indicted, al-
though their presidents were evidentl y kept ignorant of the conspiracy (anal-
ogously to how President Reagan is said to have been kept ignorant of the
diversion of funds in the Iran-Contra scandal of 1987). Westinghouse and
General Electric received fines of several thousand dollars, insignificant sums
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for companies of their size. But subsequent civil suits by clients for triple
damages ran in the hundreds of millions 01 dollars. Jail sentences of 30 days
were imposed oil defendants: four vice presidents, two division man-
age rs, and one sa 0 

'File conspira lois woo Id allocate bids based on their companies' previous
market shares. A companY with 20 peiceilt of the market, for example,
would be all owed to sri i the lowest bid t (Ii' 20 percent of the new con-

trts. Occasionall y the low bid was not accepted because of another
copa ny's better rep i. ' a and then special a dj List men ts would be made,

sometimes involving healcu	 qotiations. A few contracts were allocated on

a rotating plan coLle-named "phase of the moon,"
The participants were highly respected officials of their companies and

members of their communities. Several were cicacons in their churches. One
was president of the local chamber of commerce.ree. Wh,i t COUICI motivate such

otherwise decent citizens to break the law?
Surprisingly, , l ost of them did not view their activities as criminal or

harmful, even though they knew they were "technically" illegal. In fact,
many of them defended their con uct as beneficial. A Westinghcri' e 'xecu-
tive offered the following testimny before a Senate subcommittee on anti-
trust and monopoly.

Cootmittee otfoIIiey: Did you know that tuese meetings with competitors

were illegal?
Witness: Illegal? Yes, but not criminal. I didn't find that out until I read the

indictment.... I assumed that criminal action meant damaging someone, and
we did not do that. . . . I thought that c,'' were more or less working oil sur-
vival basis in oiLIer to try to make cnciti , ,!i to keep our plant and out employ-

ees. (Geis, 1977, 122)

Several conspiraioi s also IrgLteLI th,i I the price fixing benefited the public by
stabilizing prices.

The practice of price-fixing had been so widespread in the industry for so
long that it became . opted as p i LPer. A General Electric \'IL: ' nt testi-
fied that in 1946 his superior casually introduced him to the practice and pre-
supposed that he v, , 11 cooperate. At the time, he was a recent graduate in
electrical engineoIi1i, and was rapidly moving up the ranks of a' -n pement.

This same man, incidentally, expressed indignation at his company for re-
fusing to pay him his regular salary during the month he servedin .1. ''When
I got out of being ag a government for thirty days, I had found out that
we were not to be paid while we were there [a matter of some $1 1,000 br 'he jail
term], and I got, frankl y, madder than hell" (Geis, 1977, 127).

Killing in Manufacturing

Employers who expose their employees to safety hazards usually c'-'Pe
criminal penalties. Victims will olten site companies for damages under tort
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(I e., civil) law, which all \\stliem to iain dipel atiLin \\ ithout 110\ ii to
prove a crime has been con mi it ted. I his is true even when people die as a
result Of Iiorrerrdou corporate neglr0enCC.

No example is mu re s lot k ag than that o the companies in the asbestos
industry , especiall y Manville Corporation (101111011Y Johns irlanville Corpora-
tion), which is the largest producer of ashes trrs . Ma a y ule knew from the
1930s and 1940s onward that asbestos fibers in the lungs cause asbcstosis, an
incurable form of cancer, 1-or three decades it concealed this information
from workers and the public who hail a right to give informed consent to the
dangers confronting them. In 1919 Manville's company physician defended a
policy of not informing employees diagnosed with asbestosis: ''As long as
the man feels well, is happy at home and at work and his physical condition
remains good, nothing should he said" (l3rodeur, 1985, 174-175). When
Manville was ti naIlbrought to trial, company officials claimed that some
1300 of the company , s own 'On tIles of ashes Los had umys teriousl y disappeared
horn its files.

One recent studydy showed tI mat 38 pciccnt of a she Los insulation workers
die of cancer, 11 percent Irorn as bc's tosi s. it i - pied i ted that ''among the
twenty-one million living Amer icon inca and women who had been occupa-
tionally exposed to asbestos between 1940 and 1980 there would he between
eight and ten thousand deaths troni asbi. stos-rcla ted cancer each year for the
next twenty years" (Brodeur, 1985, 6). The actor Steve McQueen is just one
individual included among these grim statistics. In his youthh he held a sum-
mer job handling asbestos insulation and two decades later died of
asbestosis.

It seems doubtfui that many, it' any, of Manville's employees will be pros-
ecuted. lens of thousands of victims and their families have filed civil suits
for damages, seeking monetaiv compensation rather than criminal justice. In
order to postpone settling the flood of lawsuits, Nianvitle filed for bankruptcy
in 1982. (Its assets of $2 billion made it the largest American corporation ever
to do so.) A court agreemnent reach cci in 1985 allows it to eon tin ie operating
while paving some $2.5 billion in to wsu its over the next 25 years.

The year 1985 also saw a highl y unusual court verdict in a different case.
For the first time in history, a judge convicted three officials of a company for
industrial murder (F oak, 1987). Film Recover' S ystems was a small corpo-
ration which recycle L silver from used photographic and x-ra y plates. Used
plates were soaked in a cyanide solution to teach out their silver content.
Other companies use this process safely by protecting workers against inhal-
ing cyanide gas and making skin contact with the liquid. Standard safety
equipment includes rubber gloves, boots, and aprons, as well as respirators
and proper ventilation.

None of these precautions were used by Film Recovery Systems. Workers
mere given useless paper face masks a ad cloth gloves. Ventilation was terri-
ble, and respirators were not p i-os icled - Workers frequently  heca inc rio use
ated and had to go outside to vomit, before returning to work at the cyanide
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vats. This continued until an autopsy on one employee a Polish immigrant,

revealed lethal cyanide poisoning.

Charges were brought ag a inst the executi\'eS of Film Recovery Systems

under in Illinois statute which states that ''a person who kills an individual
without lawful justification commits murder if, in performing the acts which
cause the death. . . he knows that such acts create a strong probability of
death or great bodily harm to that individual or another" (Frank, 1987, 104).

During the trial it was proven that the company presidents the plant man
-

ager, and the plant forepersOn all knew ( he dangers of cyanide. They also
knew about the hazardous conditions at their plant. Each was sentenced tol

25 years in jail and fined $10,000.

Study Questions
Discuss the cases in this section in light of the concepts of loyalty presented earlier

in this chapter. In doing so, evaluate Ill( , I ellowing claim (taking account of differ-

ent senses of "loyalty"): The Sili co n Valley espionage involved disloyalty by em-

ployees and former employees; the eases of Manville and Film Recovery Systems

involved lac: loyalty b y employers to their employees; and the electricalequip-

ment case i livolved misguided ' salty to the company.
2 Employers have often been reluctant to prosecute employees who commit crimes

against them. it is easier just to fire them, thereby avoiding court hassles and bad
publicity. Given that companies need to w.ike profits, is t: s reluctance to bring
criminal charges against employees morally permissible and responsible?

3 Criminal penalties for white-collar crimes have been relatively light, at least until
recently. This is due, in part, to the belief that white-collar crimes are usually
timless crimes," since corporations rather than individuals are harmed. Discuss this

belief with	
,ect to the cases of Silicon Valley industrial espionage and the elec-

trical equigisseni price fixing. Are an y individuals hurt in those cases, and how

badly? Should those crimes be treated more lightly than crimes in\'Olviflg hurgla',
violence, or threatened violence? Would your answer be the same with respect to
the cases of Manville and Film Recovery Systems?

4 In the Silicon Valley case, was Catanich in an immoral conflict of interest simply by

moonlighting for Gopal?
5 The executives of Film Recovery Systems were convicted of murder. Critics have

disagreed with this conviction on the grounds that murder involves intentional and
purposeful killing. At most, say the critics, the executives committed manslaughter,
which is killing due to negligence or indifference (such as when drunk drivers kill).

Do you think the executives
 of Manville should be charged with ns.snslaughter,

murder, or no crime at all?

6 Self-decept ion is the intentional avoiding of truths which are painful to recognize
(Martin, 1986). One might suspect or have general knowledge about an unpleasant
truth and then turn away before learning more about it. Or one might engage in

r i t ioiliit10U 
giving biased expl.iisalittns of one's motives and actions in order to

il 
maintain a flattering view of oneself. Discuss the possible role of self-deceptiOn in

the electrical equipment case. Consider, for
example. the distinction the conspira-

to
rs drew between "illegal" and "criminal" conduct, and their belief that their ac-

tions were beneficial to the public. What persons I benefits might have led tlscm to
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believe that no one was hurt by the price fixing? How did this belief benefit their
self-esteem?

7 Find the names of the main conspirators who were found guilty in the electric
power equi pnlen I prosecu tiolls of 1961 1".' eoiisu Iting one or more of the books cited
(Fuller, 1962; H ci Ii ng. 1962; Geis, 1977; Klee, 1973) Then trace these persons Ca-
reers before and ,itter 1961 by relerrint; 1,1 IV'i i i Who in Aincricii. 1-tow did the com-
panies treat them? F ims won Id y ou has e treated  111cm? Do their civ c involvements
constitute mitigating circuiiist,iiices?

8 One w,iv to control \v1l Ic-eel Ia r Crime is to use polygraph (lie detector) tests. Are
companies JLISti fiCd in giving their ciii p!oyees an annualnu,i! polygraph test in order to
ferret out employees who are stealing from them? (Consider this question again af-
ter reading Chap. 6.)

9 Plan a role-pla ying session in which some participants defend and others attack
various kinds of white-collar crime. lnelude t y pical occurrences not mentioned ex-
pressly in this chapter, such as padding pay rolls or falsifying test results. (Further
examples appear in Chapter 7, sections 3 and 4.)

SUMMARY

Professions are occupations requiring sophisticated skills, extensive formal ed-
ucation, group commitment to some public good, and a significant degree of
self-regulation. Persuasive definitions are frequently given for terms like "pro-
fessionalism," "professional," and "profession." That is, special criteria (cog-
nitive meaning) are applied to the terms with their generally positive conno-
tations (positive emotive meaning). For example, some people think of the
"professionalism of salaried engineers" as being centered in loyal service to
employers, while others have seen it as freedom from control by employers;
both, however, are persuasive definitions in that they link the emotional con-
notations of a term to special (and in this case controversial) cognitive criteria
for applying the term.

In our view, the duty of engi seers to the public is paramount ill the sense
that it deserves special emphasis b\c'il the contemporary obstacles to meet-
ing that duty. Yet it is too much to ay that obligations to the public always
and everywhere should override Obligations to employers. Both obligations
are important. When they come into conflict it is necessary to examine the
specific situation before deciding which ought to take precedence.

The relationship between loyalty to employers and other professional ob-
ligations is complex. Loyalty to employers can mean (1) meeting one's moral
obligations to eni1'Iryers-in which case loyalty is automatically good; (2) be-

ing zealously support 1. f the employers interests—Win which case there are
limits to how far loyalty is good.

Intit u Iwnal a ui/ito do n ilves the light  ot employers and managers to C\

e:c;se power Sri eiiipli .	 . will meet their institutional duties, and the pre-
rogatives it entails are Specified  b y rules des ig ned to 1 u ri lie r tile I15tit Oil's

food; it is not the Same as Cs ierI at, I lion! If (.special knowledge or expertise).
Institutional authorit y i s cci ally ju s 6 tied on lv where  the goals of the i nsti-
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tution arc' morall y per issibie or d iiab]e and whell the va in v hih it
(\ercoeci does lot vic)Iok' either 11101,11 duties.

A ut ho ii ty z clot tons hips between em pl me rs and employees are norm ally
necessary for avoiding  tie negati ve eltects of unlimited individual  discretion,
And I he emplo y ment contrac t CC) ii st to fe's a p roni I se oil the part of (in ployees
to recognize legitimate inst to ti 0110 act th onl y . The obligation to obey author-
itative d rue ti \'e 1, IiOWCVCI, ShouldId 110 t be coits trued as an obligation to sus-
pend one's critical faculties and blind!)' follow those directives regardless of
their moral content.

Employee conflicts of interest occur when employees have side interests
which if pursued could prevent them from meeting their obligation to serve
the interests of their employers. Such side interests arc generally understood
to threaten employer interests in one main way: They have the potential to
bias the employee's independent judgment. Examples of conflicts of interest
include moonlighting for a comeitor, misu Si up inside confidential informa-
tiort for peional gain, and accepting substantial gifts front clients or suppli-
ers. Some conflicts of interest are permissible, however, subject to the em-
ployers approval.

Confrdett t,aI injormatwa is in forma Lion which an employer or client judges
shoLtld be kept secret to serve the company's or client's interests. Propric'tan/

information and trade secrets are information which is protected by the courts.
The confidentiality obligation can be justified in rights-based theories (for ex-
ample, by reference to the rights of stockholders or the rights to intellectual
property of corporations), in duty-based theories (by reference to the mutual
promises of the employment contract), and in utilitarian theories (by refer-
mice to the benefits derived by companies and the public). Moral dilemmas
can arise for engineers when they move to new jobs since they may possess
privileged information from their old jobs which they carry with them. The
confidentiality obligation' cx tends beyond the old job, however, and places
rca sona hi e restraints on engineers in regard to how and when they may
work for new em players. The confidentiahty obligation is limited  by the pub-
lic's light to be warned of potential hazards.

Unionism and professionalism seem inherently incompatible when the
ditty of employees to employers is seen as paramount and unlimited. But
when that duty is viewed as limited by both a legitimate degree of self-
interest on the part of emplo yees and the wider good of the public, the in-
compatibility becomes less clear. Rather, individual unions and union tactics
must be assessed in terms of their positive and negative effects in specific
situations.

White-collar crime is the secretive violation of laws regulating work activ-
ities, whether or not by white-collar workers. It is motivated by personal
greed, corporate ambition, niisgwded company loyalty, and man y other mo-
tives. Only recently have penalties begun to toughen sufficiently to provide
deterrence for individuals for whom ethical motivation does not suffice,



CHAPTER 6
RIGHTS OF ENGINEERS

Several years ago Charles Pettis was sent by Brown and Root Overseas, Inc.
to serve as resident engineer in Peru. Brown and Root had been hired by
Peru's governm e nt to protect its interest on a project being undertaken by
another firm, . rrison-Knudsen. The project was breathtaking: construction
of a 146-mile highway across the Andes Mountains. The highway would
open major new trade routes between Peru's coast and its isolated inner cit-
ies on the other side of the Andes. At age forty-four, with years of experience
as a geological engineer behind him, Pettis was given the key assignment of
ensuring that con tract a greeine ii ts bet wee ii the Peruvian government and
Morrison-Knudsen were met. His signature on the payroll certified that the
interests of the Pert: vian t;° vcrn men t were being —serve,[.

Almost immediately Pettis experienced doubts about the project. The de-
sign for the highway, which had originally been done by Brown and Root
and was therefore a source of potential conflict of interest, called for cutting
deep channels—some of them 300 feet deep—through the mountains with
cliffs rising sharply on both sides of the road. Unfortunately, the Andes
Mountains are known for their instability, and not enough geological borings
had been taken to identif y potential slide areas. Pettis's worries about this
problem were confirmed when several slides and other construction inci-
dents killed thirt y -one workers.

i ioriise to 1< :t: J Sen instructed Pettis to add to the pa y roll in order to cover
the substantial cetk of slide u:no\,lls, Pettis ictscd this as padding and
not just:ticd by aiivthing in the contract. At Iirt Blown and Root supported
him. But late: \ lorrit,oit-Knud,eii had exerted suft Icien t pressure on Brown

203
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and Root	 anagement that they ORILIed I'ettis to add the slidc-rciiio'a! costs

to the pa y roll. He continued efusing to do so, insisting it would he a S I

tin n of the Peruvian gove i nme ut s in te re s Is, which he was charged with pro-
tecting. At that point Brown and Root zelieved him of responsibility for pay
roll authorization.

Sirs pici o ii s, however, had been aroused in t i l e minds of Fe ru's 1 ia nspor
tation officials. They sought direct assu i a ices from Pettis that the work was
proceeding property.  Brown and Root placed enormous pressure on ii im to
give those assurances, even promising him his pick of jobs it he cooperated.
But Pettis refused to lie to his client. As a result Brown and Root lined him.

When Pettis later learned of Senator William Proxmire's investigations into
the contract policies of multinational construction companies, he volunteered
to testify before officials of the General Accounting Office, and while doing
so lie blew the whistle oil l301i and Root and Morrison-Knudsen. The Ccii-
eral Accounting Office was able to confirm Pettis's charges of corporate mis-
conduct (Peters and Blanch, 1972, 183-186; Nader, Petkas, and Blackwell,
1972, 135-139).

Issues

Do engineers have a moral tight to ret use to cony out what they consider to
be unethical activity? 110w far are employers obluga ted to respect this right
and to forgo the use of coercion and retribution in dealing with those em-
ployees who exercise it? Should engineers he recognized as having rights to
speak out to clients, government regulators, and others concerning their em-
ployers' misconduct?

It may seem that endorsing such rights is incompatible with allowing em-
plovers full charge to direct a company. Isn't the position Pettis took incon-
sistent wit Ii recognizing managein nt's rig Ii Is? And what if management
honestly disagrees with all e jig i nec's safety judgments or interpretations of
a contract?

Issues concerning the rights of engineers and other professionals working
within organizations were usually given little attention. Only recently has
the topic of the rights of employees been as seriously discussed as their do
ties and iesponsihilities. Indeed, the 1980s promises to he the dcade when
discussun of the rights of employed protessi un Is reaches lull matLlritv
(Westin and Salisbury, 1980, \i).

PROFESSIONAL RIGHTS

Engineers have difterent types of moral rights, which fall into the sometimes
overlapping categories of human, eIiipIo\'ee, contractual, and professional
right,,;.ts. As IlUman he iii gs, engi lice rs have to nda mental rig ,li Is to live and
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freely pursue their legitimate interests. For example, a human right we will
discuss later in this chapter, in the section titled "Discrimination/' is the
right not to be unfairly discriminated against in emplo yment oil basis of
sex, race, or age. Another example, mentioned in connection with confiden-
tiality in Chap. 5, is the human right to pursue one's career.

As employees, engineers ha ve pecia I rights, seine of which will be ex -
plored later in this chapter, in the sccLlon Li tied '' Fin piuyee l'iigh ts. " Some of
those include institutional lights 	 h k a rise 110111 speci tic agreements in the
employment coOt m act. F	 xaFor em pie, t cre is the right to receive one's salary
and other company benefits in return for performing one's duties. However,
other employee rights are not reducible to purely institutional rights. For ex-
ample, the right to engage in the nonwork political activities of one's choos-
ing, without reprisal or coercion from employers. Employers ought to respect
this right, whether or not it is explicitly recognized in a contract or employ-
ment agreement.

Finally, engineers as professionals have special rights which arise from
their professional role and the obligations it involves. Those include the right
to form and express one's professional judgment freely (without intimida-
tion), the right to refuse to carry out illegal and unethical activity, the right to
talk publicly about one's work within hounds set by the confidentiality obli-
gation, the right to engage in the activities of professional societies, the right
to protect clients and the public from the dangers or harm that might arise
from one's work, and the right to professional recognition (including fair re-
muneration) for one's services. All those, as we shall see, can be viewed as
aspects of one fundamental professional right.

The Basic Right of Professional Conscience

There is one basic ir generic protcssional right of engineers: the moral right
to exercise responsible professional u dg men t in pursuing professional re-
sponsibilities. l'u rsu ing those respolisi hi liLies involves exercising both tech-
nical judgment and reasoned moral convictions. For brevity, this basic right
can be referred to as f/IL' ri'/z1 of pioJ css:o iii! conscience.

If the duties of engineers were so clear-cut that in regard to every situation
it was obvious to every sane person what it was morally acceptable to do,
there would be little point in speaking of "conscience" in specifying this ba-
sic right. Instead, we could simply say it is the right to do what everyone
agrees it is obligatory for the professional engineer to do. But as we have
seen throughout this book, engineering calls for as morally complex dcci-
5:005 as an y other major profession does. It regi.urcs autonomous moral
judgment in attempting to uncover the most morall y reasonable courses of
action, and the correct courses of i L liiiii are not always bious.

As with most moral rights, the ha ',ic professional  zight is an entitlement
giving one the moral authority to aci viihouE iniertercnce from others. It is
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what we earlier called a "Ii bertv, since it places an obligation Oil other, not
to interfere with it s Proper exercise.

Yet occasionall y special resources may he required by the engineer seeking
to exercise it in the course of meeting his or her professidnal obligations. For
example, Conducting an adequate safety inspection ma y require that special
equipment be made available by em pl use i s. Or, mu cc generally, in (rider to
feel comfortabletable about making certain kinds of decisions oil project, the en-
gineers involved may need an environment conducive to trust and support
which management may be obligated to help create and sustain. In this way
the basic right is also in some respects a "positive right," placing on others
an obligation to do more than merely not interfere.

Institutional Recognition of Moral Rights

Having a moral right is one thing. I hiving it respected by others and given
recognition ss ithin a corporation is quite another. When engineers appeal to
the basic right of professional conscience they may be arguing for its institu-
tional recognition by emors.

Consider in this connection the Iollowi ng comments made by two engi-
neers at the 1975 Conference on Engineering Ethics:

11, B. Koning: I think that one item that should be in the code of ethics is that
engineers have the right at all times to c'iercise the dictates of their own con-
sciences. For example, they need not apply their knowledge, skill and energy to
scientific or technical business actions or plans which they foci will violate or lead
to the violation of their personal or professional ethical standards (Conference, 99).

N. Balabanian: Few engineers are self-employed. The vast majority work for o0i-
cr5. What is despera tel\' needed for engi nec' r employees is to have a right of call-
science. It isn't so much a ma tier of forcing engineers to conduct themselves eth-
ically but to give them room room fur action—to ca rrv out thei i own personal
ethical convictions without threat', of retribution (Coujcioice, 101).

The first speaker is appealing to the moral right of professional conscience
which engineers do have, even though it is not formally recognized in codes.
Ile is arguing that this right should he stated formally and given official rec-
ognition. The second speaker seems tcmean by a "right to conscience" an
institutionally recognized right, one which engineers will have onl y after em-
ployers acknowledge and respect it. Both speakers are arguing for similar
points, but using different language.

Specific Professional Rights

The right of professional conscience is the most basic hut also the most ab-
S tm ct—generic, professional right. It encompasses many other more pa rtic-
cilar rights. As with professional duties, specific professional rights call
stated in different ways involving diflerent levels of generality.
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For example, engineers have a general o!ili,gation to protect the safety and
well-being of the public. Correspondingly, they have a general ny/it to pro-

tect the safety and well-being of the public. As we will discuss in the next
section, that obligation to the public might in special situations require
whistle-blowing. Thus engineers have a (limited) right to whistle-blow. In
turn, the whistle-blowing right becomes more precisely specified b y listing
conditions under which whistle-blowing is permissible. In general, as a par-
ticular professional obligation is more na rrovly delineated, the correspond-
ing professional right is also more precisely specified.

Realizing that professional rights can he stated with different degrees of
abstraction helps us avoid two mistakes. First, just because some talk about
professional rights is couched in abstract and general terms should not lead
us to dismiss its significance. The same potential difficulty surrounds other
rights. Consider the right to live. In thç abstract, it sounds like it entails a
right never to be killed. 13111 it does not: for example, in situations where the
only way to prevent a murder from occurring is to kill the murderer first.
Such tacit limits oil right to live do not lead its to reject that right as non-
sense. Similarly, sensitivity to the necessary limits on the rights of profes-
sional conscience within organizations should not lead us to dismiss lightly
the importance of those rights.

A related second danger is that talk about rights may be used too loosely
and not made specific with respect to given contexts. It will not do, for ex-
ample, to object to every negative action by an employer ps violating the
rights of engineers. Even such vitally important rights as protection of public
safety may in some situations be limited by the legitimate rights of employ-
ers—at least this possibility has to be explored Neither the rights of engi-
neers nor those of employers are unrestricted moral "passes," and there will
always be difficult moral dilemmas involving conflicts between them. Such
dilemmas call resolved by developing cogent arguments for why one right
should be limited in a specific context by another right.

Both the importance and the difficult y of applying professional rights in
specific circumstances call illustrated by the examples of the right of con-
scientious refusal and the right to professional recognition.

Right of Conscientious Refusal The right of conscientious refusal is the
right to refuse to engage in what one believes and has reason to believe is
unethical behavior, and to refuse to do so solely because one views it as un-
ethical. This is a kind of second-order right. It arises because other rights to
pursue moral obligations within the authority-based relationships of employ-
ment sometimes come into conflict.

There are two situations to be considered: (1) where there is widely shared
agreement in the profession as to whether or not an act is unethical and (2
where there is room for disagreement among reasonable people over
whether an act is unethical.

It seems clear enough that engineers and other professionals have a moral
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right to retuse to participate in activities which are straigh tlorwa rd Iv and
uncontrovel'siall\' unethical (e.g , 10riing (1ocuments, altering test results, ly-
ing, giving or taking bribes, or padding payrolls). And to coerce them into
doing so by means of threats to their jobs) plainly constitutes a viola-
lion of this right.

The troublesome cases concern situations where there is no shared agree-
in cot about whether or not a project or procedure is unethical. Possibl y the
Charles Pettis case involved different assessments of whether or not slide-
removal charges could ethically be charged to Peru's government under the
contract agreement. Do engineers have any rights to exercise their personal
consciences in these more cloudy areas?

Let us approach this question with a rough analogy from medical ethics.
There is no shared agreement over whether abortions are morally pernhissi-
ble or not. Yet, as is widel y acknowledged, nurses who believe them to he
immoral have a right to refuse to participate in abortion procedures. This is
so even though nurses lunction under the institutional authority of doctors,
clinics, and hospitals in ways analogous to how engineers work under the
a u tho ri ty of iiIa na gene it. N eve rtli el ess, no rses' l ights do not extend so far
as to give them the right to work in all clinic while refusing to play
their ci5siglied role in performing abortions.

Likewise, we believe engineers should be recognized as having a limited

right to turn down assignments which violate their personal consciences in
matters of great importaru e, such as threats to human life, even where there
is room for moral disagreement among reasonable people about the situation
in question. We emphasize the word "limited" because the right is contin-
gent on the organization's ability to reassign them to alternative projects
without serious economic hardship to itself.

For example, consider a,n engineer who requests not to work on a South
African project because She such work as supporting a racist regime.
11cr corporation should be willing to try to find an alternative assignment for
her, without any mi pl lea tion that s lie is being disloyal to the company. Yet if
the bulk of the work for which she is needed is on South African projects,
She must he willing to seek employment elsewhere. The right of professional
conscience does not extend to the right to he paid for not working.

Right to Recognition Engineers have a right to professional recognition
for their work and accomplishments. ['art of this has to do with fair monetary
remuneration, and part has to do with nonrnonetarv forms of recognition.

The right to reasonable remuneration is sufficiently clear that it can serve
as a moral basis for arguments against corporations which make excessive
profits while engineers are paid below pay scales of blue-collar workers. It
call serve as the basis for criticizing the unfairness of patent arrange-
ments which fail to give more than nominal rewards to the creative engineers
who make the discoveries leading to the patents. If a patent leads to millions

dollars of revenue for a company, it is unfair to give the discoverer a nom-
inal bonus and a thank you letter.
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But the right to professional recognition is not sufficiently precise to pin-
point just what a reasonable salary is or what a fair remuneration for patent
discoveries is. Such detailed matters must be worked out cooperatively be-
tween employers and employees, for they depend upon both the resources

of a compan y and the bargaining position of engineers.
It may seem, incidentally, that the right to fair remuneration is related

merely to the engineer's self-interest, and as such does not properly fall un-
der the basic right of professional conscience. Of course it does centrally in-
vol'c self-interest. But there are also reasons why it is related to the basic
right of conscience. For one thing, without a fair remuneration engineers
cannot concentrate their energies where they properly belong—on carrying
out the immediate duties of their jobs and oil up-to-date skills
through formal and informal continuing education. Their time will be taken
up by money worries, or even by moonlighting in order to mairttain a decent
standard of living. Or consider the seemingly "purely" economic issue of
portable pensions. If a company's retirement plan is tied to ongoing employ-
ment with that company, engineers will feel considerable pressure not to
leave their jobs. This pressure can deflect them from vigorously pursuing
their obligations in situations where employers' directives are not in line with
the legitimate needs or safety of clients and the public.

Nonmonetary forms of recognition are also important. Consider the fol-
lowing report by a 40-year-old chemical engineer:

I have had to write papers and sections of books which appeared under the au-
thorship of my supervisor thie levels up, on matters he can hardly understand,
much less contribute to except by proof reading for grammatical errors.... The four
key people whose wcrk he became a world-recognized success by are disposed of
as follows:

(1) Dead, heart attack, age 53, Ph.D. Chemical Engineering
(2) Dead, heart attack, age 12, Mb. Chemistry
(3) Dismissed from his lob, age 49, Ph.D. Chemistry
(t) Mental breakdown, 2 months in psychiatric hospital, age 36, Ph.D. Chem-

ical Engineering, currently seeking other employment (Bailyn, 1980, 73).

The point of this medical and obituary report is presumably to underscore
how unhealthy it is to work hard at one's job without proper recognition.
Unrecognized work is also demeaning. But just how far employers are mor-
ally required to go in providing fair recognition for their engineers is again a
matter that must be regularly discussed and mutually agreed upon by man-
agement and engineers.

Moral Foundation of Professional Rights

Thus far we have said that engineers' professional rights, by definition, are
those possessed by virtue of being engineers. More full y , they arise because
of the special moral duties engineers acquire in the course of serving the pub-
lic, clients, and employers. we have given several examples of those rights
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and illustrated the Lolnple\ities that arise vhen we begin toapjliv them.
Next we must inquireire in to the mu ra basis or justification for asserting that
such rights do indeed exist.

Professional rights and duties are not identical with the rights and duties
of nonprofessionals, but neither are t he y unrelated to them. Professional
rights and d u tics are justified in terms of more basic moral principles which
also apply  oUtSide the pro eSsiond I job context. One's view of those more ba-
sic moral principles will depend,ii d, ot course, on the particular ethical theory
one endorses: rights et ii cs, duty ethics, ot utilitarianism

There are two general ways to apply ethical theories to justify the basic
right of professional conscience. One is to proceed piecemeal by reiterating
the justifications given for the specific professional duties. Whatever justifi-
cation there is for the specific duties will also provide justification for allow-
ing engineers the right to pursue those duties. Fulfilling duties, in turn, re-
quires the exercise of moral reflection and conscience, rather than rote
application of simplistic rules. Hence the jlistiticatlon of each duty ultimately
yields a justification of the right of conscience with respect to that duty. But
thi oughou t this book we have illustrated how to justify various specific du-
ties of engineers by meals of more general ethical theories and there is no
need to repeat that process here. instead we shall Pursueue a second way to
justify the right of professional conscience, which involves grounding it more
directly in the ethical theories. Here, as elsewhere, we invoke the ethical the-
ories to serve as general models for organizing moral reflections and to pro-
vide frameworks fur approaching practical problems.

A Rights Model Rights theories, it will be recalled, emphasize human
moral rights as at least one ultimate ground of morality. "Ultimate" means
that human rights do not themselves need to be justified by referring to
other, more fundamental moral principles. Thus a rights-based ethicist will
seek to justify profes sional rights—in particular the basic right of professional
conscience—by i etc re nec to iLl iil ii rig Il ts.

Let 115 toll ow A. I. N kid en in viewi rig tIle 11105 t basic humanma Il rigll t as the
right to pursue one's legitimate interests.ts. ''Legitiillate ill tcies ts" will be those
Which do not violate others' rights. Hence the rights of any one individual
must be ullderstood \'itilil tile conte\t of a community of people, eaciof
whom has rights which limit the extent of others' lights. Melden emphasizes
that this corn mu ill tv is a moral community, based upon ties of mutual un-
derstanding and concern (Melden, 1977, 144-14).

Although Nielden does not himself apply his theory to professional rights,
we would apply it as follows. "Legitimate interests" surely include moral
concerns, especially concerns about meeting one's obligations. Thus tile right
to pursue legitimate interests implies a right to pursue moral obligations.
This may be viewed as a human right of conscience directl y derived from the
most basic Ii Li mall right.

Now as engineers and other professionals take on special professional oh-
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ligations, thisgeneral right of conscience acquires a further extension: It gives
rise to a right of professional conscience which relates to specific professional

obligations. In this wa y , the right of professional conscience is justified by

reference to human rights as applied to the con t e xt of professional activity.

A Duty Model In ClUtV ethics, rights are not the ultimate moral appeal.

Instead they are mir iror- ma e correlates of more basic duties. Ill have a right

t ti do something it is onl y because ()(her,;  Ii a \ e duties or obligations to allow

IX to do so. \\ thin this context, the basic protessiollal right is justified by
reference to the duties others have to support or not to interfere with the
work-related exercise of conscience by professionals. But who are these oth-
ers, and whatspecifically do their ditties entail? In regard to professionals,
the "others" are their employers And most impol tantly in regard to profes-
sional engineering, employers have a duty not to harm the public by placing
handicaps in the way of the engineers they employ as those engineers seek
to meet their obligations to the public. In addition, employers are directly ob-
ligated to professionals not to use coercion (i.e., not to threaten negative
sanctions) which would encourage any compromise of personal moral integ-

rity. To return to all 	 example, no hospital administrator has the right
to pressure a Catholic nurse to participate in all by threatening to
fire her; to do so would show an utter disregard for her dignity as a moral
agent (to use Knot's language). Similarly no employer has the right to
threaten engineers with the loss of their jobs for refusing to work on projects
they see as likely to lead to the death or injury of unsuspecting victims.

A Utilitarian Model Utilitarians will justify the right of professional cO

scien U Icy reference to the basic goal of producing the most good for the
greatest number of people. And no matter how "goodness" is defined, the

public good is certain to be served b y allowing pi ofessionals to meet their
obligations to the ptibhic. For those obligations arise in the first place because
of the role they play in promoting the public good.

Rule-utihitarianS will seek to establish the best rule or policy in regard to
employee ri' for promoting the public good. Act-u t ihitarians will look at
each situation to see whether and how tar professionals should be allowed to
exercise their consciences in pursuing their duties to the public.

Study Questioo.

I Consider the to!lo\ tog example by Philip M. Kohn and Roy V. I Iughson:

Ja y's boss is all expert in the field of catal is. Jar' is the leader of
a grou p that h.;s been charged with de\ chopin i a new c.;ta lvt s y stem, and the

warch h a s narrowed to two posihiIities. Ca ta lvs t A and Catalyst B.

The buss iS cert.; in ii;.; t the L-cst cijoicc :\, Fu . directs that tests be run on

Foth, 'just for the rccord. ' Ois i ng to ine pi lie iced lie! p. iF' tests take longer
than expeited, and the csiilts show that Ii is the ptcterrcd iiiatci at. 'the engi-
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new s (ill estioi i the sali C 4 ilv of the tests, hut hecacise of the project's timetable,

there is no time to repeat Inc sei cs bo the boss directs Jay to (Cork the math

backwards aiid Come up ssttIi phone c/Old to S hstaiitiote the choice of Catal yst A,

.1 choice that all the engineers in the group, including Jay, tally agree with (Kuhn

and Hughson. 1980, 103).

V'ha I should Jay do, and does he lave a moral right to not do as he is directed?
2 Ci,inioent on the following .issdge, making an y suggestions about lion' engineers

might lie protected against such situations;

Older engineers, ill find jOb seem ity in competition s'illi ethical ii
stirict. With considerable syru pat liv, I recall the dileni ma of in  older PP, in th
shadow of a comfortable retirement, who sas con fronted by a new general man
ager of the plant in which lie was employed as a facilities engineer. In considri

a lion of plans for a plant expansion, the general ma nager insisted that the PJ
reduce footings and Structural steel specifications below sta ndarcls of good prac-
tice. The Ph was told to choose bet is ccli his job and his seal on the plans. Did Ii'

meal/v have a choice? (Howard, 1966, IS)

3 In 1971 Louis V McIntire and Mallon Mel utile published a novel entitled Scieiitis

at ii Pii it ieets The Pt ofi'ss io,ui/s I V/ui A re Not. The stars' was aboutt the problems ci -

cou n bred by J Ma rot id a ke Cl urn m, a chemist scorking for the Logan Chemic I
Coin ia ny It portrayed the d si lii sian mcii t of scientists a mid engineers pressured
into becoming managers and tltcrs br c,kl to move away from their original areas ci
expertise. It also described the tactics management used to cheat employees out ci
bonuses, to show unjustified favoritism, to take unfair advantage of employees
employment contracts, and to coerce professionals into going along with manag
merit's views on safety and health hazards. The novel recommended that engined
form a national federation to seek laws protecting and favoring engineers workin:

as employees.
The novel was a thinly disguised satire of the company Louis McIntire had

worked for d ciri rig the past 17 
'
years: DO Pun I. When Mclntir c's employers learned

about the novel in 1972 they fired bull. In 1971 McIntire sued 
DO Pont, but his claim

that the First Amendment protected Ii iili hem being fir ed'was rejected by the

courts.
10 eserit and cleteod your s'icn as to whet/wi Mctntire had a moral right not lob'

fired for writing the novel. Do VOU thruk the cod rts she uld have recognized such a

right legally?
4 Leonardo do Vinci reported ill lii. j ournal that lie had discovered lion' to make

what today we ou Id call a submarine. tIe also noted that lie refused to reveal the

idea to a rivone PI-ca cisc of what lie vi cue1 as Its likel y mn iscrse. He wrote;

now by in  apphiarice man y are able to remain for sonic time cinder seater.

I low arid ss'hy I do not ci escribenym c' t hod of reriia mr rig under seater for as long
a lime as I can remain without toad; and this I do not publish or divulge oil

 of the evil nature of men who ivucild practice assassinations at the bottom
of the seas, by breaking the ships in their lowest parts and sinking them together
with the crews who are in them. (do Vinci, 850)

Suppose that  do Vinci dIscover ccl this rctc'a while lie was em played as a military en-
gineer for Cesare Borgia or other in ii tory leaders, as lie was at ti flies in his career.

Wocrid he have had a moral right 10 retcise to reveal the idea to his employer? Would
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he be disloyal to the emplo yer if he did refuse to reveal it? Wh y draw a line now?
Defend Your view by means of one of the ethi cal theories outlined earlier.

WHISTLE-BLOWING

We have seen how obligations to the public and to clients may conic into
conflict with obligations to emplo yers. And considering the importance of
obligations to the public, especially the obga tion to inform those members
of the public affected by "social cx pe ii nea t ion" throughrough cngi n curing, we
have suggested that sometimes, though not always, obligations to the public
override obligations to an emplo yer. In seeking to meet those obligations to
the public, engineers and others have sometimes engaged in what is known
as "whistle-blowing."

A variety of normative moral issues arise in connection with blowing the
wRistle on organizations: Is it over morall y permissible to do so? When? Is
whistle-blowing ever morally obligatory? Is it always an act of disloyalty to
an organization, or could it sometimes be consistent with company loyalty_
even an expression of it? Should it sometimes be viewed as an act of moral
heroism which goes beyond the call of duty? What procedures ought to be
followed in blowing the whistle? And to what extent do engineers have a
right to "whistle-blow?"

Before considering some of these questions, though, we need to define
whistle-blowing,

Definition of Whistle-Blowing

Whistle-blowing is sometimes defined as making public accusations concern-
ing misconduct by one's organization (130k, 1980, 277; James, 1980, 99; Bowie,
1982, 142), This definition, however, is too narrow. On the one hand, an in-
dividual need not be a member of an organization in order to blow the whis-
tle on it publicly. Journalists, poii;ciaI1s, and consumer groups may learn of
corruption in organizations they do not work for and blow the whistle on
them by publishing articles or informing regulatory agencies. Our main in-
terest in this section, however, will he in whistle-blowing by employees (both
present and former employees), especially where disobedience of an employ-
er's directives or company policies is involved.

On the other hand, not all whistle-blowing involves going outside the or-
ganization. Recall the Ford engine-test case discussed at the beginning of
Chap. 5. There the whistle was blown within the organization when the
computer specialist wrote a menio to the company president informing him
Of misconduct in the engine and foundry division.

We shall not attempt to define all t y pes of whistle-blowing in all situa-
boos. Instead, we shall list four main features that characterize most cases of
whistle-blowing b y em piovees of ora nizations, 'he Ilier the whistle is being
blown on individuals or prebk'ni within the ori;anizations;
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I Information is conve yed outside approved orgalii/I' cii lIm ( in
situations where the person conve ying it is usually under pressure from su-
pervisors or others not to do so.

2 The information being revealed is new or not fully known to the person
or group it is being sent to.

3 The information concerns what the whistle-blower believes is a signifi-
cant moral problem concerning the organization. Examples of significant
problems are criminal behavior, unethical policies, injustices to workers
within the organization, and threats to public safety.

4 The information is conveyed intentionally with the aim of drawing at-
tention to the problem.

Using these four features as our definition, we will speak of external
whistle-blowing when the information is passed outside the organization. In-
fernal w/nstle-Hezi'/ny occurs when the information is conveyed to someone
within the organization.

The definition also allows us to distinguish between open and anonymous
whistle-blowing. III whistle-blowiny individuals openly reveal their iden-
ity as they convey the information. A110111 MOUS  wlitsIlc'-blowing, by contrast,

involves concealing one's identity. But there are also overlapping cases, such
as when individualj acknowledge their identities to a journalist but insist
their names he withheld from anyone else.

Persuasive Definitions of Whistle-Blowing

Notice that the above definition leaves open the question of whether whistle-
blowing is justified or not. As we shall suggest in a moment, sometimes it is
and sometimes it is not. By contrast, some writers have packed into their def-
initions of whistle-blowing much of their own particular value perspectives
concerning it. III so they have created persuasive or prescriptive defi-
nitions which sometimes blur the issues. Consider, for example, the follow-
ing two proposals:

"V% 1 his tle-blowi ng''—t he act of a man or woman who, believing that the public in-
terest overrides the interest of the orga niza tion he [sic) serves, publicly ''blows the
whistle" if the orga niza tion is involved in corrupt, illegal, fraudulent, or harmful

ç activity (Nader, l'etkas, and Blackwell, 1972, vii).

Some of the enemies of business now encon ragc-a i n employee to be disloyal to the
enterprise. They want to create suspicion and disharmony and pry into the pro-
prietary interests of the business. However this is labelled—industrial espionage,
whistle-blowing or professional responsibility— .it is another tactic for spreading
disunity and creating conflict (Roche 1971, 445).

The first definition was set forth by Ralph Nader at the beginning of a
book which evaluates whistle-blowing positively. Notice that the definition
assumes that whistle-blowing springs from an admirable motive: the belief
that one is acting oil 	 of the higher of two duties. It also assumes that
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whistle-blowers hold accurate views about corporate wrongdoing. Thus in
two ways it automatically implies i favorable general attitude toward
whistle-blowers.

The second passage was written by James Ni. Roche while he was chair-
man of the hoard of Genera! Motors Corporation. It virtuall y identifies
whistle-blowing with motives like d isloval ly and a mal icious desire to harm
the organization.

For the sake of clarity it is preferable to adopt a inure value-neutral defi-
nition of whis [Ic-b! owi ci as we have done. Then the evaluative issues can
be dealt with on h cii . oR ii merits.

Ernest Fitzgerald and the C-5A

One of the most publicized instances of open, external, whistle-blowing oc-
curred on November 13, 1968. On that day Ernest Fitzgerald was one of sev-
eral witnesses called to testify before Sena!or William !'roxmire's Sub-
committee on Economy in Government concerning the C-5A, a giant cargo
Plane ::, uilt by Lockheed Aircraft Co:. ration for the Air Force.
Fitzgerald, who had previously been an industr: 1 engineer and management
consu.... • e then a deputy for managenie n;y stcins under the i\ssistaiL
Secretary the Air Force. During the preceding 2 years he had reported
huge Cost overruns in the C-5A project to his superiors, overruns which by
1968 had hit $2 billion. He had argued forcefully against similar overruns re-
lating to other projects, so forcefully that he had become unpopulac with his
superiors. They pressured him not to discuss the extent of the C-5A overruns
before Senator Poxmir, cominittc. Yet when Fitzgerald was directly asked

L. to confirm l'roxmire's — ,,n estimates of the overrii m::'n that November 13,
he told the truth.

Doing so turned his career into a costly nightmare for himself, his wife, and
his three children (A. F. Fitzgerald, 1972; Peters, 1972, 200). He was immedi-
atelystripped of his duties and assigned trivial projects, such as examining cost
overruns on a bowling alley in Thailand. lie was shunned by his colleagues.
Within 12 days he was notified that his promised civil service tenure was a com-
puter error. And within 4 men ths the bureaucracy was restructured so as to
abolish his job. It took 4 years of extensive court battles before federal courts
ruled that lie had been v ro ngIul ly tired au 0 o RI ered the Air Force to rehire
him. And years of further litigation, involving fees of around $900,000, were
required before, in 1981, he was reinstated in his former position.

Fitzgerald displayed remarkable coorage at considerable sacrifice to him-
self. Was he obligated to do what he did? The Code of Ethics for the United
States Government Service sa ys that emplo yees should ''put lo yalt y to the
highest moral principles and to couucitcv above lo yalt y to persons, part y , or
government department" and that the' should expose "corruption wherever
discovered." A co\'erup of a $2 billion expenditure of taxpayers mone T' in
contract overruns would seem to quell fr as corru ption. Is the principle in the
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odc a morally valid one? We believe it is. -I Ile alternative would he to en-
dorse a kind of "organizational egoism" where onl y the good of one's par-

ticular in-group is emphasized.
If we feel any hesitation in saying Fitzgerald was obligated to whistle-

blow, it concerns whether it might be asking too much of someone in his po-
sition to do what he did. Perhaps it is beyond the call of duty to require such
all degree of personal sacrifice in performing one's job. In any

case, his acts Seem to us admirable to tile point of heroism.
Not all whistle-bluwing of course, is admirable, obligatory, or even per-

missible. Obligations to an organization aresignificant. As we have sug-
gested, they are not automatically canceled or outweighed by the obligation
to the public in all situations. But Fitzgerald's case seems to us clear-cut be-

cause (1) he had made every effort to first seek a remedy to the abuses he
uncovered by working within accepted organizational channels, (2) his views
were well founded oil evidence, and (3) the harm done to the Air Force
by his disclosures was both a just treatment for its mismanagement of the
C-5A project and far outweighed by the benefits that accrued to the public. In
addition, (1) Fitzgerald was a public servant with especially strong obliga-
tions to the public which his organization the Air Force, is committed to
serve, and  (5) to have withheld the in formation from Senator Proxmire
would have involved lying and participating in a coverup. In Fitzgerald's
case, as is often true, failure to blow the whistle would have amounted to
complicity in wrongdoing.

Carl Houston and Welding in Nuclear Plants

In 1970 Carl I boston was working for Stone and Webster, the contractor for
a nuclear power facility being constructed in Sorry, Virginia. Houston was
assigned as a welding supervisor at the facility and immediately saw that im-
proper welding procedures were being used. Wrong materials were being
utilizc'd and the welders had not been properly trained. 'F ile situation was
especially do ngei o us since some ot the defective welds were a ppea ring on
the water pipes carrying coolant to the reactor core. Rupture of the pipes
could cause disaster if safety backups failed simultaneously.

I Jouston reported his observations to Stone and Webster's local manager,
who disregat dccl thc'm. When lie threatened to write to Stone and Webster's
headquarters, he was told he would he fired. He sought to alert the reactor
suppliers to the danger, and shortly thereafter he was fired on the trumped-
up grounds that lie was not qualified for welding. Afterwards he wrote let-
ters to the governor of Virginia and to the Atomic Energy Commission,

which were never answered. Finall y, two further letters which he wrote to
Senators Howard Baker and Albert Gore (from his home state of Tennessee)
had all The senators prompted the Atomic Energy Commission to
make investigations which confirmed his allegations (Houston, 1975, 25).

Was Houston justified in going outside Stone and Webster with his warn-
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jogs? In retrospect, perhaps it would have been better for him to try working
further within the organization first, for example, by writing to division
headquarters. Yet there seems little doubt that his actions in pursuing the
matter were highly praiseworthy. Because there was so much at stake—i.e.,
since the possible consequences in the event of a nuclear plant accident were
so disastrous—the obligation to protect the public had a clear priority in this

case.

Moral GuidelinesGuidelines to Whistle-Blowing

Under what conditions are engiiicc is ju 1- lied in going outside their organi-
zations when safety is involved? This really involves two questions: When
are they morally penn d ted, and when are they moral] ' y  ebliya led, to do so?

Richard T. D George has suggested that it is morlly perniissiblr' for engi-
neers to engaga in external whistle-blowing concerning safety when three
conditions are net (Dc George, 6):

1 If the harm that will be done by the product to the public is serious and con-
siderable;

2 If they make their concerns known to their superiors; and
3 If getting no satisfaction from their irrmw,t f t superiors, they exhaust the

channels available within the corporation, including going to the board of direc-
tors.

In order for the whistle-blowi ne,. to be m ora ii y olili'atoni, however, Dc
George gives two further conditions (Do George, ii):

4 He [or she] must have documented evidence that would convince o reason-
able, impartialpartial obcrver that his [or her] view of :lie situation is correct and the
company policy wrong.

5 There must he Strong evidence llh,it making the infOHIlati011 public will in fact
event the thrm tened serious harm.

Dc George sets forth these conditions as rough general rules, something
like moral rules of thumb. Excu].mti. and additions can he made. Ilis ac-
count allows for the possibility of instances of permissible whistle blowing
which do not meet all of conditions I through 3. For example, situations of
extreme urgency ma y arise ill which there is insufficient time to work
through all the normal organizational channels. Also, the first condition
should be expanded to include violoOm	 - Hhts and fraud.

We should also add that there may be personal obligations to family and
others which militate against whistle-hi . And where blowing the whis-
tle openly could result not only in the buss of one's job but also in being
blacklisted within the profession, the sacrifice ma y in some cases he ten
much to demand, or may become s-c rcrerog o tory—more than one's basic
moral obligations require. Or, what is more likel y , anonymous whistle
blowing ma y be the onl y morall y mandatory action.

Nevertheless, conditions 1 through -5 give strong support to the impor-
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tance of engineers' obligations to the public in leas ut safety whic at ti-,c
same time allowing  I ui the i 01 porta lice  of their oh! iga t 10 ns to ciii p1 ovei s by
Underscoring the need to Work first us thin orga Oi/ d Li ona I channels when try-
ing to correct problematic or dangerous situations. And we agree with be
George that when all five conditions are met there arises a very strong prima
facie obligation to whistle-blow.

George B. Geary and U.S. Steel

We have been focusing upon external whistle-blowing, where information is
passed outside the organization. Let us now consider a case of internal
whistle-blowing where the information was conveyed within the organiza-
tion, although outside rep it Ia i organizational channels.

George Gear)' had worked 14 years for the U.S. Steel Corpbration. In 1907
he was a sales executive with the compan y 's oil and gas industry supply di-
vision in Houston. U.S. Steel was about to market a new type of pipe which
Geary believed had been insufficiently tested and might be defective. If the
pipe should burst or break while in use, not only would property be dam-
aged, but there might be serious injuries to cus toiners and the Public.

Geary expressed his strong objections to midlevel management, which de-
cided to go ahead with ma rke Li rig the n ew pipe anyway. So, while obeying
directives to sell the pipe, hc sent his ob j ections to U.S. Steel's higher man-
agement. Largely because of his good reputation within the company, top
officials took the assertions seriously. They ordered a major reevaluation of
the pipe and withdrew it from sales until the tests were completed. Yet
shortly thereafter, Geary was fired on the ground of insubordination; the
charge was that he went over his manager's head in a matter beyond his area
of expertise.

U.S. Steel then attempted to block his unemployment compensation b y ar-
guing that he was guilty of willful misconduct. However, the Unemployment
Compensation Board of Review, upon healing the case, reached the follow-
ing conclusion;

No company places a man in the position held by the Claimantt and pays hi 01 the
salary received by the claimant   simply to have hi in 110 ii) 1 agree to all proposals.
The claimant   did not refuseSe to follow ord cr5, but, in lad, a reed to do as instructed
despite his opposition to the progra in proposed. A! though bc may have been vig-
orous in his opposition and offended some superiors by going to a vice president,
it is clear that  at all times the cia i ma nt was working in the best interest of the corn-
pa n) and that the uvelfa i e of the company was pri liar)' in his mind. Under these
circumstances, giving due regard to tile claimant's position with tile company, his
conduct Cannot he deemed willful misconduct (quoted in Nader, 1972, 155-156).

It is possible that Geary's actions prevented injuries, reduced consumer
Costs, and even saved significant costs to U.S. Steel from premature r\larket-
i op of a de reel i y e Product. By all (ii u' evidence, be acted as a loyal employee,
concerned at 011CC for the good of U.S. Steel and of tile public. Yet as a result
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of communicating information against his immediate superior's wishes, he
suffered the same fate as the external whistle-blowers discussed above.

Protecting Whistle-Blowers

The three C1SS we have examined may seem to present a one-sided, nega-
tive picture of what happens to whistic-blower. Whistle-blowing does not
always have such unfortunate results. Yet mo whistle-blowers have suf-
fered unhappy, even tragic, fates. In the words of one lawyer who defended
a number of them:

Wl9stle-blowmng is lonely, unrewarded, and (ra iight with peril. It entails a sub-
stantial risk of retaliation which is difficult and expensive to challenge. Further-
more,' "success' may mean no more than retirement to a job where the bridges are
already burned, or monetary compensation that cannot undo damage to a reputa-
tion, career and personal relationships (Raven-Hansen, 1980, 44).

Yet the vital service to the public provided by many whistle-blowers has
led increasingly to public awareness of a need to protect them against retal-
iation by employers. Government employees have won important protec-
tions. Various federal laws related to environmental protection and safety
and the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 protect them against reprisals for
lawful disclosures of information believed to show "a violation of any law,
rule, or regulation, misn1ana;cment, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of au-
thority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health and safety"
(Raven-Hansen, 1980, 42; Unger, 1982, 94). The fact that few disclosures are
made appears to be due mostly to :i sense of futility—the feeling that no cor-
rective action will be undertaken. In the private sector, employees are cov-
ered by statutes forbidding firing or harassing of whistle-blowers who report
to government regulatory agencies the violations of some twenty federal
laws, including those covering coal mine safety, control of water and air pol-
lution, disposal of toxic substances, and occupational safety and health. In a
few instances unions provide further protection.

Aside from these exceptions, however, most slates still allow employers to
fire employees they consider "disloyal" at will. There has yet to be full legal
recognition of the right of salaried engineers to adhere to professional codes
of ethics. But the laws concerning whistle-blowing are in transition, and a
number of observers believe they are moving in directions favorable to re-
sponsible whistle-blowing (Walters, 1975, 34; Ewing, 1977, 113; Westin, 1981,
163-164; Petersen and Farrell, 1986, 20). Protection of whistle-blowers against
unjust firing is being added to many specific laws. It is reasonable to hope
that more s y stematic national legislation will be forthcoming to support re-
sponsible whistle-blowers.

We should also add that be y ond the protection afforded by law in cases of
whistle-blowing, there is an important potential role for professional societies
to play. Until recentl y those societies were reluctant to become involved in
supporting engineers who fol owed the entries in their codes of ezhics calling
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ors In their pr ssiozial ;LiLlsmots about dangers to the public Rut this is
chaiigii;g. In the lIAR I c,c,ds see ss'iIl ScL' In the nc\t section, the II)stItUt
(I Electrical and l.lcclnonics [Ilgineers (lEld-) was willing to \vlite a friend of
the court bri cI seeking to establish legal I ecogn it oii of the right Of engi neers
to act in accordance with P r

of
essional codes of ethics. The IEEE ha

tablished awards and other forms of honorary recognition 	
s also es-

for whistle-
blowers who act according to its ethical code, and furthermore has helped
locate new jobs for discharged engineers Another avenue of protection for
engineers being explored by professional societies is the publication in their
journals of the names of companies who take unjust reprisals against
whistle-blowers.

Commonsense Procedures in Whistle-Blowing

It is clear that a decision to whistle—blow, whether \vitllii) or outside ,in or-
OI) lLa tion, is a sei in us ma I tor that dCsCIWCS careful reflection. And there are

several rules of practical advice and common sense which should be heeded
before taking this action (Unger, 1979, 56-57; Westin, 1981, 160-163; Elliston
et al, 1985, 2 books);

1 ExcpL for extremely rare emergencies, always try working first through
normal organizational channels. Get to know both the formal and informal
(unwritten) rules for making appeals within the organization.

2 Be prompt in expressing objections. Waiting too long may create the ap-
pearance of plotting for your advantage and seeking to embarrass a supervisor.

3 Proceed in a tactful, low-key manner. Be considerate of the feelings of
Others involved, Always keep Ioctised on the issues themselves, avoiding
any personal cri ti is nm that wig ht create antagonism and deflect attention
Ii ow solving t hos . issues' 	 Lies.

4 As much as possible, kcp supervisors informed of your actions, both
through informal discussion and Io ma I menlora nd Li 105.

5 Be accurate in your observations and claims, and keep formal records
documenting relevant events.

6 Consult colleagues for advice—avoid isolation.
7 Before going outside the organi/ation, consult the ethics committee of

voi.ir professional society.
8 Consult a lawyer concerning potential legal liabilities.

The Right to Whistle-slow

Whistle-blowers who proceed responsibly, and take special care to document
their \'iess's arc fulfilling their obligations to protect and serve the public. To
this extent they have a professional moral right to whistle-blow. This in)por-
tant right is a restricted one, however, and its appropriate extent can vary
depending on a number of factors.

Ecigineers working for the government have as public servants an espe-

'e.uAr	

I
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cull	 sli oil g slu-- to .iot thc piil It aj priJIe Eliot they J"".' cot-
cespondiiigI' stroni' rihts to whistle blow in the public interest. That right isIi
mited by legitimate needs to keep sonic inlornia lion conhdciitt,il but not all

information Shim ped "classified" islegi ti ma tel)' confidential. There have
been many instances where government corruption has been hidden under
claims of confidentiality. The electronic surveillance involved in Watergate is
but One example. Moreover, even whet-c legitimate confidentiality is in-
volved, the public interest served by whistle-blowing may he of even greater
importance

Engineers working in the private Sector also have obligations to the public,
especially those based on the right of the public to make' informed decisions
concerning the rise of technological prod u cts. Thus  the)' also have a profes-
sional light to whistle-blo w ii hen Such action is just! lied by the appropriateconditions. And we along with tile Observers n ote(]ted a hove, hope and believe
that the courts and pi ate csional organizations will continue to expand the le-
gal and institutional i ocoptittion and protection of this right during the com-
ing decade

Beyond Whistle-Blowing

Sometimes whistle-blowing is a practical moral necessity. fut generally it
holds little promise as the best possible method for remedying problems and
should he viewed as a last resort.

The obvious way to remove tie need f o r inlernal whistle-blowing is to al-
low greater freedom and openness of comm unica Lion within the organiza-
tion. That is, the need to violate the often rigid channels of communication
within organizations would be removed by making those channels more flex-
ible and convenient But this means more than merely announcing formal
"Open-door" policies and appeals procedures which give direct access to
higher levels of m anagement. Those would be good first steps, and a further
step would be the creation of an ombudsperson or an ethics review commit-
tee with genuine freedom to investigate complaints and make independent
recommendations to top management. The crucial factor which must be in-
volved in any structural change, however, is the creation of an atmosphere of
tolerance. There in List he a positive a ffirii hon of engineers' efforts to assertand defend their profession, i I udgnien Is in "' ,li ters   involvingving ehiicaI considerations. Any forina I POE" , ca ll be so hvertcd b y supervisors who are preoc-
cupied with their own authority or who create a climate of intimidation It
can also be subverted by those engineers who are insensitive to the legiti-
mate needs of management.

Creating such an atmosphere, then, requires the efforts of management
and engineers alike. But it falls on the shoulders of top management  to give
this aspect of the organization equal priority with other organizational needs
and goals. Management's tools include the formal ones of classes and work-
shops for employees. At Floor Corporation, for example, a course in engi-
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neeri n g ethics was an integral part of an in-house masters degree program in
engineering which the company financed for its employees. Ultimately, how-
ever, it is management's example and style that are decisive in communicat-
ing ethical concern to those lower down in the hierarchy. Such concern can
be stifled by just one act of inflicting a drastic penalty oil engineer for fail-
ing to follow the letter of organizational procedures while zealously pursuing
ethical concerns, and it is management's responsibility not to produce such

an intimidating atmosphere.
What about external 

whistle-blowii? Much of it can also be avoided by
the same sorts of intraorganizational modifications. Yet there will always re-
main troublesome cases where top ma mi gemetit and engineers differ in their
assessments of a situa lion even though both sides may he equally concerned
to meet their professional obligations to safety.

To date, the assumption has been that management has the final say in
any such dispute. But our view is that engineers have a right to some further
recourse in seeking to have their views heard.

It is impossible to generalize concerning what this recourse should be
within all contexts. Minimally we think it essential that engineers be allowed
to discuss—in confidence—their moral concerns with the ethics committees
of their profecsi:::il societies. And it is highly desirable that representatives
from those committees, or perhaps professional arbitrators of some sort, be
allowed to enter into discussions between engineers and management which
have reached a deadlock—again in confidence, as far as the public is con-
corned. Such was the purpose of Ralph Nader's short-lived Clearinghouse
for professional Responsibihity, which sought to serve as a first-step arbiter to
resolve employer-employee conflicts in-house.

Beyond this, ongoing piecemeal changes in the law, within regulatory bod-
ies, and within corporations themselves must be explored. Some will argue for
strong legislation favorable to whistle-blowing. But this would allow greater
public control over private corporate goals, and management could be ex-
pected to resist such outside threats to its autonomy. How far we, as a society,
should support laws favorable to whistle-blowing will ultimately be as difficult
a decision as any other concerning public regulation of private enterprise.

Study Questions

1 Consider the following example:

Harry works as a designer for a component supplier and often sits in on meet-
ings with clients to keep abreast of their needs. He attends a meeting of corporate
executives who decide to phase out a particular component—an encapsulated as-
sembly oil the company is losing money at current production levels. 1 he

company will have a new co) ponelit oil market in six months that not only
performs the same functions, but also does additional peripheral functions. It
will not be a plug-in replacefllentfor the older component. The client is obviously
making a long-term commitment in his design of a s ystem, and the component

a 
ppareii tl\' ia key to that system. The client assu nies that, in time, when mainte-
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iILSLC Is 1cc, 'LI ('Ii Iii 5551cm " i mu 1'' iSle iii cider III if needed.
No etirci csc:mprnv makes a pmg mm- ccNmms alemmi of his romponc-nt. Harry quietly
asks the rir'ai est s,rlesmriami if he Is ams,ue that time component is being discemi
tinued and hurls 0111 that liii scrlesmmie i u know its impending tale, bu are re-
Mai ning silell t, Si flCC the ume Iver corn Pone (it Is On ' I be a s'a Ia ble for six months,
and the client is looking to buy so mething flow. It the conipa ny doesn't have
something to sell him, he'll look elsewhere. What should Harry do? (Perry,
1981, 56-57)

In answering this question assume that Harry's immediate supervisor tells him not
to do anything at all.

2 Present and defend your view as to whether or not, ill 	 case described below,
the actions of Ms. Fdgci ton and her sri pervisor ss'ere mom all)' permissible, obliga-

or ad mira ble. Did Is Fdgertomm ha se a professional metal i igh t to act as she
did? Was hers a case of legitimate whistle l'Ii'rs'ing?

In 1977 Virginia Fdgertrmn Isis Mcmiii immiso nation scientist on a project for New
York City's Criminal Justice Coordinating Cs'rrrmril. File project was to develop a
computer s ystem for use bs' New Tom-k district at tori tel's in keeping back of data
concerning coui t cases It was to be added on to allot her c onrpmi tr'r system, already
fit which dispatched police cars in response to emergency calls. Ms.
Edgerton, who had 13 years of data processing experience, judged that adding on
the new system might result in overloading the existing system in such a way that
the response time for dispatching emergency vehicles might he increased. Because
it might risk lives to test the s ystem in operation , she recommended that a study be
conducted ahead of time to estimate the like' i hood of such ns'erla,id

She made this recommendation to her imniedia te smi pervisor, the project direc-
tor, who refused to follow it. She th n Sought ads-ice from the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, of which she ss'as a member. '

1 ,
1e Ins lit ute's Working

Group on Ethics and Employment practices referred her to the manager of systems
programming at Columbia University's cons pu ter Center, who verified that she wasraising a legitimate issue.

Next she wrote a formal memo In her sn pers i sor, ,gain requesting the study.
When her request was rejected , she sent a revised version of the memo to New
York's Criminal justice Steering Comm itt cc, a part of the orpa niza t ion for which
she worked. In doing so she violated t lie project director's orders that all commu-
nications to the Steering Comm it tee he a ppros'ed b y hill, in advance, The projectdirer 1w promptly fired her for insubordination. Later he stated: "It is ... imperative
that an employee who is ill a highly professional capacity, and has the exposurethat acconi p,s niesa pos i tion dealing 1,,itb trip es ci pole vmakers, follow expressl y
given orders and adhere to established policy' (Edgerton Case, 1978).

3 ,-\ccr,rrtiri
 to Dc George's first criterion er jmistitiert whistle blowing, the product

iilsohvrd roust 1ctuatl 3' he seriously harmful Critics of this viess' insist that employ-ees need onl y have very strong evidence that the product is harmful (James, ]9S4).
What is sou r view, and ss'hy is this issue importa ii

Also, critics have disagreed with Dc George's fitth criterion, which says there must he

the
good reason to think the it'histle-bI 055, rig will brim) ,ihoir t necessary changes in order for%I'lirsthe-hlosv i ng to be obligatory Games, l9). These cntics charge that engi neers
hake obligations to warn time public of dangers quite independently of guessing boss' the
public will choose to react to that inlorroa ton. What is your view?

4 A controvers i
al area of recent legislation allows svliistle-bloss'er-s to collect money.

Federal tax legislation, for example pays informers a percentage of the money re-
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covered from tax violators. And the I 980 False Claims Amendment Act allows  15 to
25 percent of the iecoveicd money to go to whistle-blowers who report overcharg-
ing in federal government contracts to corporations. These sums can he substantial
because lawsuits call double and triple damages as well as fines. Discuss
the possible benefits and drawbacks of using [his approach in engineering and spe-

cifically concerning safety matters. Is the added i ncentive to histle-blow worth the

risk of encouraging self-interested motives in whistle-blowli :,
5 It ha'. cell suggested that vases i 0 is hilt '-blowing iv lift Ii involve organizational

d i sobvuicnce arc siniil,ir to instances of I .', 1 disobedience i )tten, 1980, 182-186,
Elliston, "Civil Disobedience and \Vl,istle blowing", 1982). Civil disobedience was
a major social tactic used, for example, in the civil rip u ts movement in the 1960s. It

may be defined as having the following features; It 111 _1,-es the intentional break-

ing of a law or government policy; it is nonviolent; it is conducted publicly (rather
than secretively); it is pcifoi med by gcncl ally loyal cii, lens (as opposed to anar-
chists and revolutionaries) seeking to change what the, - '' to be seriously im-
moral laws or government actions; and p a rticipantsts do not attempt to evade the

legal penalties attached to such activity.
Discuss the similarities and differences you sce between civil disobedience and

(a) the open, external, whistle-blowing of Ernest Fitzgerald, (b) the open, internal,

whistle-blowing of George Geary, and (c) anonymous whistle-blosaing.

6 Do yoti see any special moral issues raised by anonymous whistle-blowing? For a

helpful discussion consult Frederick Elliston's easy, "Anonymous Whistle-
blowing" (Elliston, 1982).

7 June Price 'Fangnev, a psychologist at Bryn Mawr College, published a study which
showed that "one out of three scientists at a major university suspect a colleague of

falsifying scien tit ic data, ,Ind ha If of them have done nothing to verify Or report
their Suspicions.... The scientists' unwillingness to act is particularly disturbing be-
cause most cases of scientific fraud are uncovered through whistle-blowing" (As-
sociated Press repoit in St, , ,nncisco C/,u,hdc, 30 Aug. 1987), Conisient 01, this and

related ethical problems i n academe, (See also Study Question S.)
8 As member of a committee hearing a t uden t' s disciplinary  cS &', a professor

finds out that the student has corn in it ted fraud outside the campus in another
case. Realizing that the university administration will not take any action to no-
tify local authorities regarding this latter case, he notifies the district attorney on
his own. The university administration censures the professor for breach of con-
fidentiality. Discuss the ethical implications of the professor's and the uni-

versity's actions.

THE BART CASE

The Bay Area Rapid Transit System (BART) is a	 .ail system that

links San Francisco with the cities across its bay. It was constructed during
the late 1960s and early 1970s, and its construction led a now classic case of
whistle-blowing The case is important because it remains controversial, be-

cause it involved a precedent-setting intervention by an engineering profes-
sional society, and because it became the subject ot	 e first hook-length

scholarly study of an instance of whistle-blowing (Dcifcd LcjaItics by Robert

M. Anderson et al., 1980).
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Background

The example of the pioneering years of r,l ii road ng indicates that technolog-
ical experimentation is usuall y Ii ig hlv Ire it u I I or example, earl)' fea a, about
the effects of high-speed travel—of sparks showering the countryside, of an-
imals being frightened by the noise and fast movement—were proven to be
unfounded. The benefits to agriculture, industry, and commerce, moreover,
were immense. And society learned that to secure those benef i ts it could live
with the loss of forests to railroad ties and fuel, or with the cycle of settlement
building and abandonment entailed by the construction of new railroads.

As technological innovation in railroading accelerated, however, the trend
to do the fashionable thing for its own sake increasingly predominated. For
example, railroads took over in instances where common sense would have
dictated the continuedned tise of barges on canals. To some extent BART is a
recent example of that trend. Developed to incorporate the latest ''space age"
technology in its design, it ended up as more expensive and less reliable than
its traditional counterparts.

The BART system was built with tax funds, and its construction was char-
acterized by tremendous cost overruns and numerous delays. Much of this
can be ascribed to the introduction of innovative methods of communicating
with individual trains and of controlling them automatically. In addition,
plain fail-safe operation was replaced by complex redundancy schemes. (Fail-
safe features simply cause a train to stop if something breaks down; redun-
dancy features try to keep trains running by switching the faulted compo-
nents to alternate ones.) The rationale given for this approach was that the
system could be sold to the public only if it involved glamorous and exciting
gadgetry.

Responsibility and Experimentation

The opportunity to build a rail system fror scratch, unfettered by old tech-
nology, was a challenge that excited many engineers and engineering firms.
Indeed, altogether the project was an interesting experiment. Yet among the
engineers who worked on it were some who came to feel that too much ex-
perimentation was going on without proper safeguards. Safety features were

en insufficient attention and quality control was poor, they thought.
-'Three engineers in particular–_} lolger Hjortsvang, Robert l3ruder, and

Max I31ankenzee—identitied dangers that were to be recognized by manage-
ment only much later. They saw that the automatic train control was
unsafely designed. Moreover, schedules for testing it and providing operator
training prior to its public use were inadequate. Computer software prob-
lems continued to plague the system. Finally, there was insufficient monitor-
ing of the work of the various contractors hired to design and construct the
railroad. These inadequacies were to become the main causes of several early
accidents (Friedlander, March 1973 and April 1973).

The three engineers wrote a number of memos and voiced their concerns
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totheir employers and colleagues. 1 heir in t al efforts were directed through
organizational channels to both their immediate supervisors and the two
next higher levels of management, but to no avail. Yet they refused to wait

passively for accidents to occur, and resolved to do more.
Up to this point Hjortsvang, f3ruder, and l3lankenzec clearly displayed the

kind of moral responsibility described in Chap. 3. They were conscientious in
refusing to lose sight of their primary obligation to the public—that is, their
obligation to what was, in effect, the "subject" of this particular engineering
"experiment." They were imaginative iii foreseein: ers. They were per-
sonally and autonomously involved. And they were willing to accept moral
accountability for their participation in the project.

Of special interest in the case is that lot, the most i. 1rt the three engineers

were not specifically assigned or authorized by the DART organization to

check into the safety of the automatic control system. l-ljortsvang, for exam-
ple, first identified the dangers when he wassent to Westinghouse (a DART
subcontractor) primarily to observe, not supervise, the development of the
control system. Similarly, Robert Binder wcrked for the construction depart-
ment, not the operations department which had responsibility for the train
control. Thus, both engineers looked to the wider implications of the specific
tasks assigned them within the organizii ... They refused to have their
moral responsibility confined within a narrow organizational bailiwick.

Controversy

The controversial events that followed as the engineers sought to pursue
their concerns further are described and interpreted from the opposing view-
points of the engineers and management (and others) in the book Divided

Loyalties by Robert M. Anderson et al. (cited in the Bibliography). Here is an

account of five of those events.
First, l-Jjortsvang wrote an anonymous memo summarizing the problems,

and distributed copies of it to nearly all levels of management, including the
project's general manager. The memo argued that a new systems engineer-
ing department was needed, a department that Hjortsvang had also re-
quested in all signed memo. Distribution of such all memo
was regarded by management as suspicious and unprofessional since it was
done outside the normal ella n ncls of accountability within the organization.
Later, when its author was identified, management decided Hjortsvang was
motivated by self-interest and a desire for power since it could he assumed
that he wished to become the head of such a department.

Second, the three engineers contacted several members of DART's board
of directors when their concerns were not taken seriousl y by lower levels of

management. B y doing so, they departed from approved organizational

channels, since BART's general manager allowed only himself and his des-
ignates to deal directly with the board. Since BART was a publicly funded
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erganiiation goee n.J be the public hoard ot di ector s, it could be irqued
hid this -a , 111i ns tance   of i n t ernala s'h is LI e-h!o wing.

Third, in order to Ob llin an independent view, lie CogilICjS con La Led a
private eiigi necri rig consultant who on his own wrote all € cal riot on of the
automatic train control.

Fourth, one of the directors, Dan Helix, listened sympathetically and
agreed to contact Lop managem e

n
t while keeping the engineer's names con-

fidential. But to the shock of the three engineers, Helix released copies of
their unsigned memos and the consultant's report to the local newspapers. It
would he the engineers, not Helix, who would be penalized for this act of
external whistle-blowing.

Filth, management immediatel y sought to locate the source of I Iclix's in-
formation. Fearing reprisals, the engineers at first lied to their supervisors
and denied lie i r iii vol veni en

Aftermath

At Helix's request the engineers titer agreed to reveal themselves by going
before the full board of directors in order to seek a remedy for the safety
problems. On that occasion they were unable to convince the board of those
problems. One week later they were given the option of resigning or being
fired. The grounds given for the dismissal were insubordination, incompe-
tence, lying to their superiors, causing staff disruptions, and failing to follow
understood organizational procedures.

These dismissals were damaging to the engineers. Robert Bructer could
not find engineeri rig work for 8 iii on LIis. I Ic had to sell h is liour.e, go on wel-
fare, and receive food stamps. Max Blankcnzec was unable to find work for
nearly 5 months, lost his house, and was separated from his wife for 1112
months. Holger Hjortsvang could not obtain full-time employment for 14
months, during which time he suffered from extreme nervousness and in-
somnia.

The impact on BART, by comparison, was minor. Subsequent studies
proved that the safety judgments of the engineers were sound. Changes in
the design of the automatic train control were made, but it is unclear whether
those changes would have been made in aJ case. During its decade of de-
velopment BAlfl' was plagued by man y technical problems of the t ype the
engineers drew attention to And the inability of BARTnlanagenient to deal
effectively with the engineers' concerns was typical of man y other instances
of poor nianagemen t.

Two years later the engineers sued BART for damages in the sum of
$875,000 oil grounds of breach of contract, harming their future work
Prospects, and depriving them of their constitutional rights under the First
and Fourteenth Amendments A few days before the trial began, however,
they were advised by their attorney that they could not win t he case because
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hey had I led to their employers during the episode. They settled out of court
for $75,000 minus 40 percent for lawyers' tees.

In the development of their case the engineers were assisted in their court
case by an arnicus curiae ("friend of the court') brief filed by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). This legal brief noted in their
defense that it is part of each engineer's professional duty to promote the
public welfare, as stated in IEEE's code of ethics. In 1978 IEEE presented
each of them with its Award ftw Outstanding Service in the Public Interest
for "courageously adhering tlJ the letter and spirit of the IEEE code of
ethics.

Coil) 111 Cli IS

The Stud ydv q Lies lions below ask you to assess the extent to which the three
engincer. and BART's management acted responsibly. The complexities re-
vealed in Divided Loyalties show the case is hardly a simple one. Here we
wish to comment upon two attitudes held by the authors of that book, atti-
tudes germane to the topic of moral responsibility and deserving of mention
because of the frequency with which similar arguments are heard in other
contexts.

The authors' final verdict is that the BART case "can be viewed as not re-
ally involving safety or ethics to any marked degree" (Anderson et al., 1980,
353). We dRagree. The main basis for that verdict seems to be the claim that
BART's complex organizational structure alone was to blame for the con-
flicts which helped precipitate the incidents. For example, the engineers
were given considu. able treedoni to determine for themsel ,'os the specific
tasks they were to pursue, but granted little authority to implement
changes they felt were needed. Frustration on their'ar t was therefore to
be expected.

This argument, however, fails to Show that ethical issues were not in-
volved. On the contrary, it shows how ethical issu - arise out of prob-
lems associated with organizational structure. mdc ,,ie conflicts engen-
dered by the social, political, and economic setting all quite
frequently form the background for the ethical problems engineers icnfront
when concern'J about how best to ensure the safety of their projects.

The authors'	 lict may also have resulted from a lack of clarity about
what an ethical problem is. For they emphasize that t k Pre were no villains in
the BART episode. Those involved were basically go cople trying in the
main to do their jobs responsibly even if they were iniluenced to some de-
gree by self-interest. This seems to impl y that ethical situations must always
involve had people who are opposed by good people--a melodramatic view
of morality . Yet surely the question of how best to assure safety in any en-
gineering project is a moral issue, whatever the ultimate personal motiva-
tions of the people involved in it. Ethics can involve a decision between good
and better just as much as a conflict between good and bad.
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Study Questions

	

I l'rscnt and ctc'tc'iiit 501,; 500 ,ls (1) is Ile O 	 ,lil(t	 ill vlr,rt I c''cts, Ha' BART en-

	

gineers and BAI, I 111,111,1HOlilellt ,',stet it spi osIt'I\	 lii Uoriig so, discuss alternative
Courses 01 action that either or hot) groups in ig h I have pu rstr ed - Discuss and apply
Dc George's criteria (li-urn the previous section) for when whistle blowing is rnor-
oily permissible and obligatory. Foc i' s espec ia ll y on (a) I- Ijort svang's anonymous
menio drs tribu ted s t hiri IJAI .tT, (I') the act oI con tact rig hART's board of directors,
and (c) lying to tile supervisors when questioned about their nvolsemen t.

2 The authors of Diciiii'd Loicr!ti('s suggest that ' ma nagc'nien t shares with the three
engineers responsibility for the political naivete which permitted them to carry their
grievance as far as they did. It is clear that the engineers took a narrow and tech-
nical view of the issues which disturbed them, and failed to place them in the coti-
text of the whole BART development. At the same time, management fostered this
naivete by failing adequately to sensitize its professional emplo yees to the political
and euo;uI, - cluilati' surrounding and jiitluencrru' the activities of the On,erliza_
tion" (Anderson et at., 19S0, 351) PIC J J Iat)J Y this is a criticism of the Oct of con-
1,Ictiii0 the hoard at itirectois Of ,r public profec f for which a posrtis e public image is
reecled to sustain support and Continued tiinduri 1 '. Do you agree is-jib these authors
that political c cinsictera tions should have entered ilit 0  

the decisions of the three en-
gineers? Or do yOU agree with If-EE that the engineers acted in a courageous way in
trying to protect public safety?

3 The following lines ore Born the play Sin cop/ragris by Vladimir Gubaryev (1987).
Based on the playwright's i magma tio; of how Chernobyl's director may have been
questioned at the time of the reactor occident, they convey the milieu which is
found in many bureaucracies (1 lie real director and two aides have since been sen-
tenced to 10 years at hard labor; others received shorter terms.)

Invc'stiçator; ...And do you know why your predecessor in the job was
sacked?

Di, o'cEo,; Everybody knows why - lie was a troublemaker. Plus four repli-
mands for (ailing to reach his outpLit targets.

Ium'i'tigator 'Set at the station everybody speaks of him with respect. Even
with fond ness, one might sos -

uD' (or: All I know is that the authorities found him difficult to get on with.
I? ir'C'sticiator. Of course. lteca use he did n' t always (IC) as lie was told, He used to

argcr e decisions, in fact - I n cidental] V,  on tile l uestion of putting No. 4 Reactor
on-line ahead of schedule—he was dead against it.

Dirccfo,: That was a matter for decision by higher acm tharitv, Tls"re not stu-
p i d, the people in the mi ni try . They know the overall situation and the state of
ofmai rs at our station too

What hind of management st y le a nd r ('p01 ti rig procedures Would you recommend
for critical operations which depend on engineers and other technicall y skilled per-
s mud?

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS

Employee rights are any rights (moral or legal) which have to do with the
status of being an employee. They' include some professional rights which
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apply to the er plover-eriip]riyee relationship: iou example, the right to chis-
obey unethical directives arid to express dissent from company policies with-
out employer retaliation. Thus the professional rights discussed ill the p-
vious section are also employee rights insofar as they relate to the condition
of being a salaried professional.

Then too, emplo yee rights include fundamental human rights relevant to
the employ ment situation. In the next section we will discuss one of those:
the right not t bc discriminated against because of one' sex, age, or
national origin.

And one group of employee rights are institutional rights created by orga-
nizational policies or contracts. For example, all -c negotiated
salary is 540,000 has a con t ia ct u a I rig it to that  amount of money. He or she
may also have contractual rigli t s to vii nouN coin pa ny benefits, such as peri-
odic pay raises and profit sharing these rights are based solely on employ-
ment contracts,

However, a different group of employee rights will be the topic of this sec-
tion. In contrast with purely contractual rights, these exist even if unrecog-
nized by specific contract arrangements or company policies. Companies and
employers ought to recognize them, whether or not they actually do. For they
are more than mere privileges which employers are 	 -iitted to disregard.

Ewing's Employee Bill of Rights

In Freedom inside the 0r'ii,uza1io;i, David Ewing, cc,.,	 4  Tire Harvard Business
Review, refers to employee rights as the "black hole in American rights." The
Bill of Rights iii the Constitution was written Iii	 government, not to
business. But when the Constitution was wr-i;:	 envisaged the giant
corporations which have emerged in our century. Lwing demonstrates com-
pelling parallels between 	 ' kinds of threat'; o 1s'rv posed by large and
powerful governments (which the authors of the Litution sought to pro-
tect citizens against) and the kinds of threats to individual freedom posed by
present-day business organizations. Corporations wield enormous power
politically and socially, and especially over their employees. They operate
much as minigovernments, and are often comparable in size to those gov-
ernments the authors of the Constitution had in mind. For instance, Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph iii the 1970s employed twice the number of people
inhabiting the largest of the original thirteen colonies when the Constitution was
written.

Ewing proposes that large corporations ought to recognize a basic set of
emplo yee rights. He gives the following concise statement of what those
rights should involve:

No public or private organization shall d iscriiu ma IC against an cniplovec for criti-
cizing the ethical, moral, or legal policies and practices of the organization; riot
shall any organization discriminate against ill 	 for engaging in outside
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cci,' .. Ic lu	 I ii", I]	 i e ,	 r at , iiii4 Eu a directive th,t viltes dcmnlL'I,
norn), (It lilt)! dii (I

No oig.liU/.ltIitIl '.li.ill LtI'fliIS e dli i'in;,Ie\'et' ('I tile CJIJO\ Illeilt o  reasonable pr!-
\'3C\ iii hi, ii Li 'hILL' (11 (1 III I'., driLl Ill) pLrsoIiIt inforll)atioli aL' out eiflj lovees
shall be collected or kept ether than that necessary to manage the ot ganiza lion ef-
ficiently and to fleet legal rd3 ul reincOt S

No eniplovce of a public or private organization who alleges in good faith that
his or her rights have been vi ila ted shall be discharged or penalized without a fair
hearing in the employer organization (Ewing, 1977, 234-235).

In previous sections we discussed some of these rights, such as the rights to
free speech and dissent and the right of conscientious refusal to obe y uneth-
ical directives. Here we will examine several others—in particular, those re-
lating to the choice of Outside activities, to privacy, and to due process.

Freedom to Choose Outside Activities

All employees have tie I igh I to U I s lie 000 work activities of their Ow n
choosing without coercion or retribution from employers. This is part of their
basic human right to pursue legitimate interests without interference. But be-
cause this right has generally not been protected by state or federal laws,
there have been some flagrant violations of it.

For example, a worker in a Ford Motor Company service department was
fired because his supervisor learned he had bought a new American Motors
Rambler instead of a Ford automobile. Because he happened to he a union
member, lie was able to regain his job. Others have not been as lucky and
have had to buckle to pressures from employers. Or there is the case of an
executive for Phillips i'utrolerim who stated in a national interview that lie
did not want to see Phillips employees at competitors' gas stations (Ewing,
1977, 120-121).

Such abuses are perhaps becoming rarer, especially in states like
California and Florida vhith have passed laws prohibiting them. But why,
we might ask, would employers make such demands and intrusions into the
personal purchasing habits of their employees?

No doubt part of the answer lies in an exaggerated concern for company
by ally'. Loyalty comes to he viewed as extending beyond the fulfilling of job
functions into areas of personal decision making. A more important part of
the answer, however, is the extreme concern companies have to present a
unified and untarnished image to the public. Even the slightest or most in-
direct damage to that image, and to the emplo yers' ability to control the im-
age, is perceived as a threat. One such threat lies in the negative attitudes
toward the company that could potentially arise when it is learned by' out-
siders that employees are not purchasing their own company's products. Yet
an employ'er's rightful concern with the company binge should not extend to
control over emplo yees' personal buying habits.

Consider a different example. In 1971 IBM fired Lawrence 'Fate, an engi-
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ricer employed by that company br over 18 years. late had a shining record
with IBM and was fired solely because of a Lertairi ciitide that appeared in a
local newspaper. The article told of Tate's efforts to reform the police depart-
ment in his area. It also mentioned his subsequent arrest and conviction on
two misdemeanor charges and his daughter's arrest for possession of one
marijuana cigarette. The convictions were being appealed, and he was
countercharging police harassment. Unfortunately, the article also men-
tioned late's place of employment, and it was this which led to his being
fired (D. Fitzgerald, 1980, 197-198).

Perhaps some indirect damage to IBM', reputation resulted from the arti-
cle. But if this sort of thing can be a legitimate reason for firing all
none of its has much genuine freedom. The single act of a careless journalist
would be enough to undermine  oi u	 -ers -

What about a corporation's right to pro ted its public image? Suiely this
places some limits on the rights of employees to pursue outside activities, in
spite of what has been said so far. No simple line can be drawn here, but a
few generalizations are possible:

First, the rights of employees to pursue outside activities become limited
at the point where those activities lead to violations of the duties connected
with their jobs. Here what is actually at stat 're not the outside activities
per se, but their effects on job-related activities. For example, an individual
has the right to abuse alcohol without interference in the privacy of his or her
own home even though such conduct ma - foolhardy and some people
upon learning of it ma y lower their estimate of the company the person
works for. But the employer has a right to take action against the employee if
the alcohol abuse begins to damage work performance.

Second, employers have the right to t a ke action when outside activities
constitute a conflict of interest, Here there may be no actual harm done, as
we saw in Chap. 5. But the potential exists for failure to fulfill duties to the
organization and for fostering a public image of tenuous employee loyalty to
the company. Employers are plainly within their rights, for example, in re-
quiring a person to stop moonlighting for a competitor's business.

Third, employees have no right to consistently sabotage their employers'
interests during off-hours. During labor disputes, a mutual recognition of
each other's legitimate interests must be maintained.

In every case, however, we should add, the burden of proof should al-
ways fall on the employer to establish that the corporation's interests are so
compelling as to take precedence over the rights of its employees.

Right to Privacy

The right to pursue outside activities can be thought of as a right to personal
privacy in the sense that it means the right to have a private life off the job.
In speaking of the right to prn'aLi/ here, however, we mean the right to control
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access to and liseuse of Information a hol oneself. (As with the right to outside
activities, this right is limited in certain instances b y em plovers' rights.)

Consider a fcs' e\a m pIes of situations iii which the funct i ons of em plo'e is
Come into conflict sv t h the i igh t ciii plovee s have to privacy.

I Before being hired at a computer center which handles large banking
transactions, applicants are required to answer questions about their past
criminal records while taking a polygraph (lie detector) test.

2 Job applicants at the sales division of an electronics firm are required to
take personality tests which include personal questions about alcohol use
and sexual conduct. The rationale given for asking those questions is a so-
ciological study showing correlations between sales ability and certain data
obtained from answers to the questionnaire. (That study has been criticized
by other sociologists.)

3 A supervisor unlocks and searches the desk of an engineer who is away
on vacation without the permission of that engineer. The supervisor suspects
the engineer of having leaked information about company plans to a com-
petitor and is searching for evidence to prove those suspicions.

4 A sociologist has been hired as a consultant to a large construction firm
which has been having personnel conflicts in one division. Without checking
with its employees, management gives the sociologist full access to its per-
sonnel files.

5 A large manufacturer of expensive pocket computers has suffered sub-
stantial losses from employee theft. It is believed that more than one em-
ployee is involved. Without notifying employees, hidden surveillance cam-
eras are installed.

6 A rubber products firm has successfully resisted various attempts by a
union to organize its workers. It is always one step ahead of the union's
strategies, in part because it monitors the phone calls of employees who are
union sympathizers. It also pays selected emplo y ees bonuses in exchange for
their attending union meetings and reporting on information gathered: It
considered, but rejected as imprudent, the possibility of bugging the rest ar-
eas where emplo yees were likely to discuss proposals made by union orga-
nizers.

Some of these examples involve abuse of employer prer atives. Most of
them involve a clash between the right to privacy of employ es and the right
of employers to efectivelv manage a corporation. We may differ in our opin-
ions about some of them. But surely such intrusions are morally problematic
and stand in need of special justification. Wh y is it that privacy is so impor-
tant, even at work, and what is the basis of the right to it?

In order to answer that question it will he useful to postulate an extreme,
hypothetical case (Fried, 1970, 13S). Imagine a scenario akin to that described
in George Orwell's 1984, a scenario which is feasible with current technology:
Unknown to them, all employees in a firm engineers, skilled laborers, see-
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veto rics—havc a tiny electronic device implanted in their plastic identification
badges the device emits steady signals I n dica ti ng the location of the em-
ployee carrying it and call used by a distant monitoring center to record
conversations taking place within a radius of 20 feet around it. Why would
this situation upset us if we were the employees?

One answer is that we would object to the deception involved. So to focus

matters directly on privac y , let us imagine that we are fully informed of the
use and nature of the bugging device. We areot asked to give our consent,
however, but are told that allowing the deviceo be used is a condition of our
employment. Why would we still object?

A utilitarian philosopher might answer that such a situation would make
us unhappy for various reasons. It would lead to a general apprehensiveness
about

,
how our every word "lightt Lie in r j ireted by ti me who could heal our

conversa tions. Thus our conversational spontaneity would be inhibited. Cer-
tainly the use of such a device would destroy any sense of being trusted by
our employer. And it would open the door to innumerable abuses, such as
harassment, by those who might have access to what the device recorded or

picked up.
A duty ethicist might argue that use of the device would violate the duty

to respect people. Respect for people entails allowing them some degree of
control over who has knowledge about their personal conversations (Benn,
1971, 8-9; Reiman, 1979, 387). It also i1:c-iliS the duty to allow others the pur-

suit of intimate relationslTips—friendShiPS trust-relationships, etc--would
be harmed by the use of such devices (Fried, 1970, 137-152). Intimacy in-
volves selectively revealing information about ourselves which we otherwise
keep secret, and revealing it in the belief that it will not be used to harm us.
We would not reveal as much if we knew others were listening. And in the
work environment, a climate of lc," r would prevent even the normal jokes
between colleagues about bosses which help contribute to comradeship.

Finally, a rights ethicist would appeal directly to the human right of per-
sonal freedom: People should he free to maintain some control over what
personal information about themselves is revealed to others. Denying any-
one this freedom destroys a rich dimension of choice in expressing oneself
and developing personal relationships.

The right to privacy is limited by the legitimate exercise of employers'
rights to obtain and use information necessary for the effective managing of
an organization. These rights make it legitimate to employ aptitude and skill
tests related to job functions. But they do not make it legitimate to use gen-
eral personality and intelligence tests which have not been established as es-
sential for measuring job performance.

Once gathered, information about employees should he reserved solely

for legitimate emplo yer use. It is not permissible to give it to outsiders, or
even to members of the corporation who do not need to know it. The per-
sonnel division, for example, needs medical and life insurance informa-
tion about employees, but immediate supervisors usually do not. Only the

IN
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most routine iiitoimation about job position and y ears with the company
Should be revea ed to nq u ire: s tram U at side he caz poi a tion, such as col-
lection agencies, insurance companies epa: tnu'iit landlords, and private
investigatois .Suh pioicct:vc p:oediecs call simply and effectively
imple:nen t on. 113 NI led the way years ago in vol nii t a rily i Iii tia ting such a
program, and that program is sd ving as a model for other corporations
(Ewing, 1976, 82).

Employei-s should be viewed as having the same fiduciary or trust rela-
tionship to their employees concerning confidentiality that doctors have to
their patients and lawyers have to their clients (Nuironi, 1974, 289). In all of
these cases personal information is given in trust on the basis of a special
professional relationship. Moreover, with rare exceptions involving identifi-
cation of other parties, employers owe employees the right to examine their
dossiers so as to correct Outdated or erroneous information.

Due Process

Rights of conscieiie, free speech, outside activities, and privacy would be of
little help to employees ve ic the) not given in sti tu tiona I recognition. Ins ti-
tutional recognition includes formal endorsement of the rights, in company
policy statements or employment contracts, for example. But it also requires
creation of all procedure for protecting those who exercise the
rights. Thus, the substantial rights discussed so far imply a right to due pro-
cess—that is, a right to fair procedures safeguarding the exercise of other
rights. The right to due process extends to fair procedures in firing, demo-
tion, and disciplinary actions.

linpleinez-mting the right to due process involves two general procedures:
First, written explanations are coved to employees who are discharged, de-
moted, transferred to less enriching work, or ill 	 ways penalized.

Second, an appeals procedure should he established which is available to
all employees who believe their rights have been violated. The procedure
should he a stable part of the organization, effective, equitable, and efficient.
For the sake of both management and employees, it must be easy to use and
work quickly, generally yielding a verdict within da ys after a grievance is
filed (Ewing, 1977, 155-174).

Government employees and union members generally have soice such
procedures available to them, however flawed they ma y he in practice. Pri-
vate companies have recently developed a variet y of promising procedures,
some of which are still largely experimental. Polaroid, for example, has set
up a grievance committee composed of members elected by employees.
Xerox has a formal employee advisor y hoard. General Electric uses all

 referee. Some corporations have omhuclspersons who hear and investi-
gate complaints.

The power of these various appeals groups and people is limited, but it
can be substantial. It is limited because it typically involves making recom-
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eidatioi'rs to top management, ',vitlnwt issuing tinal verdicts binding on
ma ii gelnl_'ii 1. Binding verdicts, Ii',' deli ii tiol, would remove Substantial
decision-making authority liorn management ftc ability to issue them
would in effect create a new line of management authority. Yet the influence
of appeals bodies call significant: Where employees trust them, an over-

riding of their decisions b y management without very compelling reasons

can cause serious personnel proh]e:ns.

Study Questions

1 Early in 1970 a proposal was made to prohibit '111 non-American-made cars from
parking inside the gates of a major American steel production facility. The proposal
gres'.out of the negative iri:1'.rct imported steel products were having on the do-
mestif sleet industry. The rule was to applY to all employees, including manage-
merit (Barry, 1966, 164-165).

Present and defend your view as to (a) whether this proposal should have been
approved and (lr) whether such issues should be decided by a majority vote among
employees or in some other way.

2 In 1974 Combustion Engineering required its officers and employees to take lie de-
tector teSts. Someone had given confidential information concerning the terms of
its nuclear power contracts to the Wall Street Journal, and management felt justified

in finding out who it was (Ewing, 1977, 131). Explain your view as to whether or
not this tactic was justified, or whether it might have been justified depending on
further details of the case.

3 Explain and defend your views concerning examples 1 through 6 in tile above see-
lion o il 	 right to privacy. Was n ia , a ge nient in each case justified in doing what

it did? Call 	 formulate an y general gu ideli lies oil 	 basis of the examples?
4 Some observers have argued that emplo yees have a right to choose the type of

clothing and hairstyles the y wear to work. The courts, how 'ver, have ruled that
employers have the right to set reasonable standards, specifically in instances

where corporate image and job function are affected. Discuss this issue, defending

your own view by reference to utilitarian, duty-based, or rights-based ethical the-
ories.

5 The chairman of the board of directors- or a company whose main business conies
from government military contracts sell J a a letter to all employees. The letter, writ-
tell company stationery, outlines wh y it is clearly in the interests of the company
that a certain promilitary senator be elected. The letter concludes by stating that
while no employee is required to make a campaign donation to the senator, those
wishing to do so call 	 the donation deducted from their next paycheck. Is there
anything objectionable about tb:s? Are any rights infringed?

6 Consider the following example:

Several top exccu 0s'CS of a company in a large cit y are disturbed by community

activist organizations that are protesting the trcatnici , t	 minority groups. The

executives feel that the activists, via ile abs IC ill ': ence, are doing more
harm than good to the schools, urban renewal 1 : ;;rains, public transportation,
and retail business. The chief executive himself has articulated his fears about the
activists at local business meetings. However, a young. - [engineer working icr
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the cc	 pails tjnk that ti_ic cons -'k	 it_i ti_ic 11"411t liaJ. Ile goes to	 o_i. for
the leading ditIs 151 Organization	 LiLting i,ldm	 cillm and \vCe,o'tlu1 hours
doing unncid solnoleet t_isks COc,.	 0 Is	 Oc'it in the nerv-'paper at_id
identified	 s ith Ihe ,'rripiii i-rue ci_iparis (I	 ni;	 \\ hat l,u	 r_ie', 1 iurks abe
Employee R i ghts,'' 3

Does the ei_ii'incer have a right iii t.initintii' I_is ditivitics iv itho_iuI interference from
the cmploc; Or do thc L\eLLltI\e, I_i_is 'a right to till itt-i to stop flit' 'I'll, itw, ci
else he fired:'

DISCRIMINATION

Perhaps nothing is more d mea ri n p than  to be ciovnp ractcd for One's sex,
race, skin color, age, or religious outlook. -1 hose aspects of biological makeup
and basic conviction lie at the heat t of tool i i dent Iv and sell-respect. Such
downgrading is espei tally pernicious vs tthn the %voikenviroruncrit, for work
is itself fundamental to a pet sot_i's 'lf- tit_i_igl' Aecor clingis', hun_ian rights to
fair and di'eer_it tri',lIi_i_iL'I_it it liii' iv iii Ispiii'i' 11111 it_i job tirniing ale vit,tIlt ti_i_i

porta n t.
Yet there ore cl_ia Iler_igir_ig iiioial Is ues Lout ernit_ig those rights. Cite coi_i-

cerns the role of gover rr n_ic'i_i t ShouldLi Ic1 go eel i_iu_i_ien I and ti_ic love be used
within private enterprise to oppose d scrimri_ia lion? Or do corporations have
the right to hire whomever they please in the search for profits and economic
efficiency?

A second set of issues concerns the appropnate extent of the right to non-
discrimination. For example, do woolen and minorities who in the past have
been discriminated against have the right to be given preferential treatment
in entrance to educational programs, ill hiring, and in job retention? Or does
such preference violate the right to ecicral oppoi tcri_iity enjoyed by members of
majority groups and thus itself i- onsti I life ci sen nit no lion " iii reverse"?

These issues ,_ii e of srgi_iitrcarice to c'tlgiileers. It ,i j itic_iu_ialI5', engineering ri_i
the United States has beer_i one of ti_i' 11101C oj_ier_i aver_ides fOl upward mobil-
its' of capable but otherwise cltsact\ ai_it_ii;ed persons. I'arllv this has to do
with the willingness ot e r_igi 1_icers to rec opt_i i ze I a I c- i_i I %\ , herecrc they see it, partly
it is the result of governn_iez_it mai_id,_ited fail ei_i_iplovi_i_iei_it practices which
must he observed by employers engaged in goveni_in_ient col_itracts. But in
times of economic downturns the u_i I I (iS Of won_iiei_i, racial n_iinoi ities, and for-
eign nationals into ti_ic er_igi r_ieerir_i p ivo rkfor cc car_i p rodir cc it n_i 1,_i vora hie eac-
lions. Should there be any conflicts, engineers r_ilLrst carefully exai_iui_ie ti_ic
ethical bases of their and their- colleagues' ,lc lions.

Examples

Cot_itclr the iolJovs-it_ig e.\aii_iplc's:

I All O pe
n

ing  a rises for a Chemicalc,_i I p l,_ir_it i_i_i,_i i_iage r, Normallyiiy such Posi -
tions are filled by promotions trw_i_i witi_iui_i the plant. The best qualified per-
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son ill terrils of training and year, iii i'xperii.'iice is a black engineer. Manage-
mc n t believes, however, that  the majority (it vorke rs i ll the plant Would be

disgruntle i by the appoin tme nt  of a n 1)11 \V h te manager. They fear lessened

em p loyee cooperation and efficienc y . It is decided to promote and transfer a
white engineer from another plant to fill the posilion

2 Several women engineers work in the sales division of all
company. The company prides itself oil practice of hiring proportional

numbers of women. Yet the pa y scale for these women is systematically
lower than that for nin having comparable experience and engaging in com-
parable work. In the absence of objections, management assumes that the
women recognize the necessity to pay males more because they are the pri-
mary breadwinners for their families.   

3 ' A ta nfl ego pmen I mail u act u rer has been hit hard by lowered sales
caused b y aflagging produce ecorioiiiy. La y offs are inevitable. During sev-
era I clandestine manage management meetings, it is decided to use the occasion to
"weed out" sonic of the engi ii cc rs within 10 yea is of retirement in order to
avoid payments of unvested pension funds.

Definition

The word "discrimination" is used in several senses. Sometimes it means
preference on the grounds of sex, race, etc., whether or not such preference
is viewed as justified. In everyday speech, however, it has come to mean
n;prally unjustified I i'r'atuteii I of people oil 01' irrelevant grounds. We will
use the word in this latter sense. Thus to call something ''discrimination" is
to condemn it. Where the question of justification is left open for discussion,
we will speak of pIefcrcl:titiI In ':1 mci it.

Most of us would agree that the preceding examples involve discriniina-
tion. They also involve violation of antidiscrimination  laws. Let us review sonic
of these laws before inquiring into whether they are morally warranted.

Antidiscrimination Laws

The forerunner of antidiscrimination laws was the principle of equality which
the Fourteenth Amendment embedded in the Constitution following the
Civil War (1866):

No State shalt make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or im-
mmii ties of citizens of the tin lied States; nor shall any State deprive any person of
tile, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

But it was onl y as recentl y as 196 .1 that discrimination by public or private
employers was explicitly prohibited legally in the Civil Rights Act:

It Illall he an unlawful emplo y ment practice im on employer to fail or refuse to hire
or to discharge any individual,  or otherwise to discriminate against an y individual

U
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riith rspc t to ii. m PC I miLk ft iii i';:J. lions, on p i\nkces 0  employment,
because of such individual s race, colol, ielniiorr, sex, or national on gin (1 Ote VII--
Equal Implos mend Opptiirnitv).

The Eq rio I Fm pl CV merit Opport u ii I s Act o t 1972 amended and strengthened
the Civil Righ ts Ac t b y giving greater pins C IS of eu fo rceunen I to 

f
ile Equal

Emplo y ment Opportu nih Conimissiuiui
Several su ppoi rig Lecu Live Order,,, ha ving the lures' of law,  were issued

under ['residents Kennedy and Johnson They required that businesses re-
ceiving government contracts develop affirmative action programs to remedy
underrepresentation of women and minori ties on their staffs. "Underrepre-
sentation" usuall y meant that the percentage of Women and minority work-
cr5 hired for a given type of job did not roughl y parallel the percentage of
those available locally to he hired.

As originally mandated, alt irma tive ac ti on p op rams had a dual em pha sis.
On the one hand, the y sought to in crease  the n umbernniher of women and inn inor-
dv applicants for job and protessioinal education. This was to he accom-
plished largely through wide advert s rig of file positions and opportunities
involved, assuring applicants that they s ould be considered on a nnodis-
crimina tory basis. On the oIlier hand, the grog rams ca lled for set ti ng con-
crete goals for hiring, including timetables for achieving racial or sexual job
parity. Explicit numerical quotas, however, were not endorsed. Reaching
those goals usually meant hiring women and minorities over equally quali-
fied white males. In practice, government pressure also sometimes led to giv-
ing them preference over better-qualified white males, although this was not
justified by the law.

Finally, age discrimination was prohibited by the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967, amended in 1971. That act states:

Sec. 4. (a) It sln,iii he un ivfiml 101 a n enniplover	 (I) to tail , or refuse to line or to
dmscli,iire aun' iiidis If 	 1 or othc'iWile tlisci Ill inii,ult' against an y n II I ividual with ic-
sped to lii^ sirlinpeilsatitiun, icr ins, conulitinuis, urn pii\'iler'cs ot euniploynuenit, be-
ea use of such mdi vid u al's age,

(2) to lmnniul, scguegate, r i lassufv his cnnp]ci 'Cs inn an y Wa y which would de-
prive or tend to degnis'e nic' ndm'idu,nl O f emgh'\'nnmenut ojupor unities or otherwise
adversely affect his status as an emplosec, trci. iuse Of such individual's age
(quoted m Sem, 1977,33;).

Moral Justification of Nondiscrimination Laws

The equal opportunity laws forbid the kinds of discimination involved in the
examples given earlier. But are the y morall y j us tilted? S1101-11d the govern-
ment he allowed to use law to force private corporations to treat people
equally?

The lihertaria in (or coinserva I ivr' I ice no rkel) position a nswers these ques-
tions in the negative. It argues that goverilnnenit should lot meddle in private
economic deali ngs except where necessary to protect contracts a nd free coin-
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petition. According to this view, all lair employment legislation is unjust. As
Milton Friedman wrote in Capitalism amul Free/am; ''Sudi legislation clearly in-
volves interference with the freedom of individuals to enter into voluntary
contracts with  oie another-  (Friedman, 1962, 111) Forcing a grocer to hire a
black clerk in a neighborhood which hates blacks is, he says, unfairly hurting
the grocer's business. In general, fair employment legislation lessens eco-
nomic efficienc y and violates the right of businesses to hire whomever they

please.
Friedman adds that he personally finds racism and sexism deplorable. But

lie regards this merely as his personal preference, and insists that neither he
nor the majority has a right to force their preferences on others, "It is hard,"
lie writes, "to see that discrimination can have any meaning other than a
, tas t e , of others tlia t one does not share" (Fried ma ii, 19625 , 110).

Fried man denies there ale moral rights bearing on employment which are
not reducible to contracts and to time conditions which make,, contracts possi-
ble. In our view this is a serious mistake. It is not a mere personal preference
to condemn racist and sexist practices. Laws forbidding prejudicial employ-
ment practices are not a matter of a majority imposing its tastes on others.
For those ilv.s protect the basic moral rights everyone possesses to have a
fair opportunity of working to obtain social benefits.

Those rights ,ire not absolute in the sense that nothing could ever override
them. Presumably if utter economic disaster resulted front them,
they might have to be s wwhat restricted for a time. But it is siniplv not true
that fair employment ii has drastically disrupted the ceo u. The
laws have placed some new restrictions on the exercise of the economic right
to pursue profits. But the vitil importance of being able to pursue work and
careers without crip	 Ic rence front 	 prciee::.:eiflS a
sufficient reason to j:,- 	 : such restrictions.

Let us now turn to the issues surrounding reverse preferential treatment.
These are more trouhle me because at least on the surface preferential treat-
ment is a violation of the very concept of equality used to condemn past rac-
ist and sexist practices.

Preferential Treatment

Hiring it or a member of a minority over an equally qualified white
male is only one form of reverse preferential treatment. Let us call it the weak

form. The strong form, by contrast, consists in giving preference to women or
minorities over better-qualified white males. The strong version, of course, is
the more highly controversial one. It is one thing to give preference by tip-
ping an equally balanced scale. It is quite another to load the scale from the
outset, The following discussion is focused upon strong preferential treat-
ment, as are most current debates over reverse discrimination.

Reverse discrimination, as we shall define it, occurs when preference is
given to a member of a group which in the past has been the object of dis-
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criniination. Ty pically this occursN vilell preference is given to a woman or a
member of a previously downgraded minority at the expense of a white
male. The question is whether or not it is 1_111fair or otherwise unjust to give
preference to some less-qualified women or minori tics.

The Bakke Decision Reverse discrt iii 111,1 Lion in rera rd to ud rica tion re-
ceived national attention at tie tini e ut tile Sri p reine Court's 1978 Bakke de-
cision. Allan Bakke, a rvhi Ic engineer, was twice denied ad mission to the
mdicaI school at the University of California, Davis. His grades and scores
01'ntrance exams were significantly higher than those of most of the minor-
ity students admitted under a special admissions program. Of one hundred
openings, the program reserved Sixteen for Blacks, Chicanos, Asians, and
American Indians. Minority applicants for those sixteen positions were
judged only against each other, and not by comparison with applicants for
the other, unreserved openings. Bakke wen t to court, charging that he had
been unfairly discriminated against in violation of the Civil Rights Act.

The University of California at Davis Davis attempted to defend its special
admissions program oil grounds: (1) it increased the number of minor-
ities in the medical profession; (2) it countered the had effects of past racial
discrimination; (3) it increased the number of physicians likely to serve in in-
ner cities and other areas underserved medically; and (4) it created a mixed
student body, which in turn widened the educational benefits available to
students thus exposed to a greater intellectual and social diversity.

In a split vote (5 to 4), the Supreme Court ruled that the first three grounds
did not justify treating candidates differentl y because of race. It also ruled,
however, that the last ground—the educational importance of a mixed stu-
dent body—did justif y counting race as one relevant consideration in screen-
ing candidates.

Nevertheless, it agreed that the U.C. Davis quota system unfairly discrim-
inated against Bakke• and other whites. For b y reserving certain positions for
minorities, the Court argued, it preven ted complete comparisons being made
among all applicants. Thus Bakke won his case and was allowed to enter the
medical school (and has since then been graduated),

The Weber Decision One year after the Bakke case, the Supreme Court
made a ruling which to some people has seemed incompatible with both the
Civil Rights Act and the Bakke condemnation of quota systems. The second case
concerned a job-training program at the Gramercy, Louisiana, plant of Kaiser
Aluminum and Chemical Corporation. The area surrounding Gramercy has a 40
percent black population. Yet only a small number of skilled crafts workers at
the Kaiser plant were black. This was due to the unavailability of skilled black
wcrkci s, not to any polic' of discnniiiiation at the Kaiser plant.

In 174 Kaiser and the United Stcr'ttvt,rker S 01 America entered into a col-
ective bargaining agreement to ive pretcrence to black applicants for job-
train:ng programs. 11,111 the positions in these programs were to he reserved
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or black ss'oikeis. In addition, a prei us eligibility r uireiiient at work ex -
perienc e was abolished.  Sen inn is' en ciii led I on admission to the p og rams
Lint IWO separate seniani I' lists liei c On mod, one ton black and one br white
workers. Tb is poi icy of p role ron ta! t i eat mont was to con tinu e until the per-
centage of skilled black workers employed by the plant was roughly equal to
40 percent of the skilled work force.

That same year Brian Weber, a while worker, was denied entrance to one
of the programc. Weber had worked at the plant since 1969 and had more
seniority than some of the black workers admitted. He filed a class action suit
against Kaiser, alleging a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.

A literal reading of the Civil Rights Act would condemn the Kaiser job
training program:

It shall be an unlaivlul emplo y ment practice Id an y employer, labor organization,
on joint labor-inaomi;enieot etmniniittec controlling appi enticeship tr other training
or retraining, j ut !iectin ,ç oil-tilt' jab tiiiiu.u ,ç ; i iaymiinii. to discriiniiiate againsi ally in
di victual because of his race, colon, reliciomi, sex, or national origin in ad nii ssion to,
or employment in, any program established to provide apprenticeship or other
training 142 U.S. Codes 21100e-2 (d) (1970), emphasis added; quoted in C. Cohen,
1981, 375].

Yet the Supreme Court ruled that the literal reading was riot the correct one.
1110 justices wrote, "It is a 'familiar rule, that a thing may be within the letter
of the statute and yet not within the statute, because not within its spirit, nor
within the intention of its makers.'"They contended that the intent of both
the Civil Rights Act and the Kaiser program was to eliminate traditional pat-
terns of racial segregation and inequality, and on that basis ruled against
Weber (413 U.S. 193 [19791).

Let maE now sketch a few of the main arguments used to justify strong pref-
eren ha I treatmentt of woolen and miii o ni ties, then some used to prove that it
is unjustified and shoUld be considered in effect "reverse discrimination,"

Arguments For A rights-ethics argument favoring strong preferential
treatment emphasizes the principle of compensatory justice: Past violations
of rights must be compensated, where possible "in kind." Taking property
from others minimally requires returning it. Similarly, members of groups
who have suffered job discrimination in the past are owed special advantages
in obtaining jobs today. Ideally such compensation should he given to indi

-viduals who in the past were denied jobs. But the costs and practical difficul-
ties of determining such discrimination on a case by case basis through the
job-interviewing process and the legal system force a more global approach.
Preference, therefore, is to he given on the basis of membership in a group
which has been disadvantaged in the past.

Those utilitarians who favor preferential treatment have additional argu-
nients. They point to the importance of integrating women and minorities
into the economic and social mainstream. Only thus can the benefits of bar-
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mony between the races and sexes be adiie'ed. And onl y thus call so-
ciety benefit from the resources Of illdiVidl.1,11S whose potential has been ne-
gated in the past. Given the central toile work plays in building self-identity
and self-esteem, in a 1 o is i ni; people to J evulo p 1 hiui r ] ', sources to tile i; rca test
extent possible, 'Ind in r r()vid zig role nod ul s, the ret ore, preferential t rca t -
ment in job hiring is seen as the best \Va\' to attain these goals.

Arguments Against	 I lime ate ,ilso tiiiieiul aIgiimeilts against stroll
F rufezeilual trea till ei It 'uch prelereiiee, it call 	 argiie	 is a straightforward
violation of other puc guts to equal opportuiut i '. list as the rights of
minorities and wonn'n to such equalitY were regularly violated prior to en-
actment of the Civil lii go Is Act, the righ ts of ii hi te males are now being vi-
olated whenever their job qualifications are disregarded because of their race
and sex. In general, the argument goes, whatever made discrimination
against disadvajitaged groups unfair in the past also makes such 'reverse
discrimination" 'unfair in the present.

Opponents of preferential treatment for minorities often grant that past vi-
olations of rights ma y call to[' corn pe nsa tion But they cciv general policies of
hiring the disadvantaged  at tile expense ot eq iral ly or eve ii better qualified
white males as an improper way of pro s-id in p that compensation. Most white
males have not themselves pa ni cipa ted in discri ni i no toz y lob actions, and to
ignore their rights to fair employment opportunity amounts to compensating
victims by punishing the innocent. Two wrongs cannot make a right.

Thus blanket compensation to all piezubers of a group, it is argued, should
be given at most in the toriii of special early education and social programs
designed to provide the necessary training to yield a fair opportunit y later ill
applying for jobs or professional schools. Even here, however, economically
deprived whites should not he excluded 1mm paz ticipation.

Utilita rio us who are against strongrong p rule rent ia I treatment have additional
arguments. The y sax that the harm SLII Ii policies do goes be yond that iii-
voiced in violating tile job lights o I is lii te ma I us I-u r ea ni plc, there is the
intense resentment genr'zated among nvlii te males and their families. Those
feelings only in tens i I',' acia I tensions and iii limo te ly work against the goals
of integration. \ tori' Li e , preferential treat iii en t subtly but insidiously cii-
courages traditional stereot ypes: A sense of inferiority may arise in women
and minorities who come to feel they cannot make it on their own without
Special help. Finall y , there is the economic harm that results from a policy ot
not con sis ten tl' hi ring the best qua Ii lied pci son.

Intermediate Positions lecentl' various attempts have been made to de-
velop intermediate positions us live to all the above arguments I or arid
lain s t tronp ru \ei se p ic tere n tia I tie it iii nit. lii ii of Iii ese will he mentioned
here.

'tie first rc'tecis Al bIn kut p1st1 nuni,'t tle,nllaent ci special groups as ii-
hcreiltl\' unjust ,miIll .r \ iolilion ot tine i ilii to ssurt iie,lims'oI ot otliei 	 1 oiips
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not so, hooted. I liii n be	 mpete:ici' k seen as vital to the sveIi-hein of so-

ciels. Yet tile pi cipie Of conprnatorv justice as applied to individuals is

Aso vitally important. It it ao be si\o that a given c mpany has Lliscrim-

ma ted against S pecific md iv duals, then that corn pane is ohl ia ted -and
should be required to give the next available jobs to those individuals. It is
true that this might involve discrimination against other, perhaps better
qualified, applicants foi those jobs. But the principle of compensatory justice,

SO the argument goes, in effect automatically closes new jobs to any further
applicants beyond the individuals previously discriminated against

(Goldman, 1979, 120-127).
In contrast, the second view seeks to justify preferential treatment of spe-

cial groups. It contends that racist and sexist attitudes arc still widespread, at
least at i visceral or gut level. Mere a f f i rmative action programs are not suf-
ficient to counterbalance tile subtle impact of these at Ut rides on cm ploynlent
practices.  'Flae only adequate way to p joe kl r' such a con n te hala nec is to al-
low and cocoa rage strong p re ft rent ia I treat ne n t. Admittedly some viola-
tions of other peoples rights to equal em ployinent opportrini ty will 

Occur in
the process, at times with tragic results. But that is the necessary evil we
must live with to remedy the deeper tragedy resulting from racism and sex-

ism (Beauchamp, 1983, 625-635).
These two intermediate views, together with the preceding pro and con

arguments, make it clear that the issues surrounding strong preferential
treatment are subtle and complex. Compelling arguments exist on both
sides. In resolving the issue, rights ethicists must identify a reasoned per-
spective from which to weigh rights to equal treatment against rights to com-
pensation. Duty ethicists must balance duties to treat people equally with du-
ties to provide compensation for past wrongs. Utilitarians must struggle to
find a proper way to sum rip the positive and negative consequen ces that can
result from such policies. And since nearly all of us will at some time or other
Lie involved in a situation involving preferential treatment, each of us indi-
vidually needs to find a way to balance these considerations in a carefully
reasoned manner.

Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment is a particularly invidious form ofof sex iscrimination, in-

volving as it does not onl y the abuse of gender roles and work-related power
relationships, but tile abuse of sexual intimacy itself. The following discus-
sion focuses Oil the most widespread type of sexual harassment: male harass-

me IlL of females. And in regard to the field of engineering, the female may be
all it or a secretar y , and tile male may he, for example,
an engilleer-fllallager or an engineer-colleague.

The term "sexual harassment" is currently applied to a wide variety of
physical and psychological attacks, coercion, and sexual practices. One def-
inition of it as applied to women is: "any sexual oriented practice that n-
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dangers a woman's job—that undermines her job performance and threatens
her economic livelihood" (quoted b y l3ackhouse, 1981, 32). Another defini-
tion is: "the unwanted imposition 01 sexual requirements ill the context of a
relationship of unequal power" (MacKinnon, 1978, 1).

Sexual harassmentcii t ma y come ill form', (I) Following   an interview
bra job as a secretar y , a wonrari is told that the job is hers if she is willing to
grant sexual favors to the inter', ieiver (2) A woman is told b y her superior
that she will Ii,rve lust priority i,,r rccer\'rng a promotion it she is ''nice" to
him, and talk ot a motel makes it char ivhial is me,rrii b y the term "nice.''
When she refuses to be that '' nice, '  sh e is not given the p rorno I ion andd
thereafter is assigned less challenging work. (3) Against her will, a woman is
grabbed and kissed by her empIo'er,.who had asked her to stay after hours
at work. She resists and is fired the tollosving da y , (4) A woman turns down
her boss's request for a date L "a makes it clear she is not interested in going
out with him ever, but to her ragri n he continues repeatedly to ask her out
during the following weeks, (5) The male colleagues of a woman continually
leer at her and make sexu,' 'r'"c sti','e comments about her clothing and
body. (6) A male engineer enjoys felling his secretar y about his sex life, dis-
regarding her protests ago . t hearing about it.

Although there is evidc it sexual hiar'ussiiient is a \vidc'spread and
serious problem, the courts has e only recently begun to take action. Since
1976 there have been a sci es of rulings which recognize at least two forms of
sexual harassment as instances of sex discrimination prohibited by the Civil
Rights Act: first, ',s'liere a supervisor requires se\ual favors as" a condition for
some employment benefit (a job, promotion, raise); second, where there is
job-related retaliation by all i iii plover or super,' or ss h, ii a sexual request is
refused. However, a third, more prevalent, form of "c xual harassment has
yet to be given serious attention in Courtrt ru Ii rigs' 1 at is, iv here t lie harass-
ment functions ,rs par t of the ever vd Iv ivork en a di, ient a Inc rig co'a'Or k
ers-.--for example, in situations where women iii! ist put lip with repeated,
unwanted se",u al p roposa Is or lewd rim Iii lire:	 lion, I fS, 57 82).

What is morally object i oiia file about sexual Ii a ia ss rile it at the workplace?
Any ansi '; Cr must t,i he into account the golicrally inferior ccollonlic status ci
women. Such harass in cot take" iclva ii tage Of that ce rid i lion, and it is no sur-
prise that it is directed niostiv 	 yard secretaries, dci cOl workers, and other
low-paid female workers. 	 'c, sexual haras 'ririI is a display I
power and aggression throu fi n sexuai means. Accordingly it has appropi
ately been called "domirian 	 "' ,ed" (Mackiiinon, 1978, 162).

Insofar as it involves coercc, , 	 ual harassment con' titutes ill

 of one's autonom y ' mi make tree decisions concerning one's bod y , But
";hcthcr or riot coercion and Ili	 are used, it is an a',sacmlt on the

ir tim's dignity. In abusing sc\u,,, ,, sUi. Ii ha ra ',srn cii t d 	 ,,d Cs pee plC Oil
:he basis Of a brolbdrcal arid sor:a j ti,r]t icnrral to thic'ir sciisc of per .oriliood.

Uhus a dut y ethicist like Kant ',s'rnnld condemn it as s'iolatirig the dut y t 
treat people with respect, tim tieat hem as lii ', mic di 0 mint ',' amid not mend',' as
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means to personal aggrandizement and gratification of one's sexual and
power in t erea is. A rig Ii ts ethicist ss' u Id see it as a serious viol .1 t Oil of the
hurnall rig ill to pursue 01112 S VOrK lie(' It urn the pressures, tears peilI i irs,
and ills ul Is th,lt tvp lea I p 01212001 'a lv 512\ uo I hala!SSnli2nt. And a utiIitarin
would emphasize the impact it has on the victim's happiness and sell-
fulfillment, and on women in general.

Study Questions

1 Present and defend your view as to (a) v le tiler or not weak preferential treatment
of minorities is ever justified; (b) whether or not Strong preferential baa tmr
minorities is ever justified; (c) whether or not government intervention ill the I
of enforcing laws like the Civil Rights Act is morally justified.

2 Ill tim early 1960s Motorola screened some 20,000 job applicants each year. In
to increase the efficiency- of the It iii ng process and 0 r icOse tilc.COSts of sci('c I

the compan y adiniitisteicd a 5-minute technical test, the Illinois Fair innipto) II.

Practices Commission charged that the test was dhscl inunatoly against black appli-
cants. Consider the following facts known about the test. (a) The safllC test was
used for both whites and blacks, but the score considered passing was based U0Il

all original test-standardization group which was predominantly white. (I) There
was a proven correlation between general technical ability and high scores on the
test. (c) While the test was felt to be a generally rd ia Ic indicator for technical
trainability, it was known that at least some qualified applicants had been ruled out
OH the basis of their scores after taking it. (0) There was no evidence either way
concerning whether job performance of blacks was more erroneously predicted by
results of the test than job performance of whites (Garrett, 1968, 47-50).

Would any of these facts show the test to be unfairly discriminatory? What fur-
ther facts would be relevant in determining the answer to this question?
While engineering remains one of the most male-dominated professions, strong ef-
forts have been mode to encourage women to enter it. About 14 per cell t of entering
engineering classes aie composed 01 1501111211. Iii,' salaries of beginning \s'onlen en-
gineers are on the average slightly higher than those of men (Vetter, 1980, 29-30).
Yet women engineers are often subjected to greater pressures than 0101125, both In
school and oil 	 job (Davies, 1981, 32). Discuss why you think that is so and what,
might be done about it.
Imagine two applicants for a construction supervisor's position. One is a 55-year-
old white mate engineer. The second is a 30-year-old white male engineer. Both
have sufficient professional credenlls for the job, but the younger mail has fewer
years of work experience. The 30-y5ar-old 111011 is hired.

Redescribe the example IllOre full y (tvi thou t contradicting the given information)
in a way that would make it evident that unfair age discrimination was involved in
the hiring decision Then embellish oil example 011cc more (again without con-
tradicting the facts as given) in  was' ss'ltich would indicate that the correct cho i ce
was made in a nondiscriminatory way.
A company advertises for an engineer to fill a management position. Among the
employees the new manager is to supervise is a woman engineer, Ms. X, who was
told by her former boss that she would soon be assigned tasks with increased re-
sponsibility. The prime candidate for the manager's position is Mr. Y. a recent im-
migrant from a country known for its confining roles for women. Ms. X was alerted
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by other \omen engineers to expect n iiha lunging, trivial assignments from a Su-
pervisor with Mr. Ys background Is therea n y ihing she call should do? Would
it he ethical for her to try to forestall the appointment of Mr. Y?

SUMMARY

Salaried engineers have seve ra I o vu iii p ping v pus of ii oral rip hits:

I lunia 1 rigli Is--p issessed b y virtue of being people or moral agents
Examples:
Fundamental right to pursue legitimate interests
Right to make a living

2 Professional rights—possessed by vir'tuc of being professionals having spe-
cial moral responsibilities

: miTius:
basic right of professional conscience (the right to exercise professional
judgment in pursuing professional obligations)

RigI. 0 refuse to engage in unethical activity
Right 10 express one's professional judgment, including the right to dis-
sent

Right to warn the public of dangers
Right to fair recognition and remuneration for professional services

3 Employee rights—rights which apply or refer to the status of employees
a Contractual--arising solely out of an employee contract

Example: Right to receive a salary of a certain amount
b NoncontrcLual—existing even if not formally recognized in a contract or

company policy
Examples:
Right to choose outside activities
Right to privacy and emplo y er confidentiality
Right to due process from employer
Right to nondiscri niina tion and absence of sex LIa I harassment at the
workplace

Professional and employee rights call justified by reference to ethical
theories. For example, a rights theory would derive the right of professional
conscience from a fundamental human right to pursue legitimate interests,
where such interests include moral obligations. A duty theor y might appeal
to the fundamental human duty emplo y ers have not to harm others (e.g., the
public) b y handicapping engineers seeking to meet their professional obliga-
tions. A utilitarian theor y would argue that thegreatest good is promoted by
allowing engineers 10 pursue their obligations. In general, the i m p ortance of
professional ,I:eE:cP nteaas that ti -. 0 i::Tperiaiiec of the rti:t to meet those du-
ties Mostst be recognized -

IVI: jslI,'-/'Ii'ri'i;IE' most oileo flubs iii uiiiionall\' corive y l ng new iili'rmotion
Oil tside approved o ig.i Ili ,,iliuiiil cli,iiiocts or .igaiist .1 .iIpurviP0iS 0 rders
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with the aim of drawing attention to a significant moral problem. In external
wli i tic-blinC'iiiç the information i passed outside the organization, while in
bd"Inal wIiis/Ic-/'/r) 'jug it is conveyed to someone within the organization. In
1)/k'n whistle-blowing tic vh ste-Ho n'ers identi fy Lii enise I yes, while in anon-
yriorns whistle-blowing they do not

Whistle-blowing concerning safet y is morally permissible in those situations
where the problem involved is serious and the whistle-blowers have first
made reasonable attempts to warn others about it through regular organiza-
tional channels. It is (prima facie) morally obligatory where, in addition, those
blowing the whistle are certain they could convince reasonable observers that
their views are right and company policy wrong and where there is strong
evidence that going public with their information will lead to positive reme-
dies. While in the past the fate of whistle-blowers has usually been unhappy,
current laws, government polir-v, and responsible management are moving
in thethe direction of an mci cased recognition of a limited whistle-blowing right.

Both employee rights and pro fessi iria I lights iii ust be subordinateate in some
respects to the rights of employers to promote company interests. For exam-
ple, the right to privacy is limited by the need employers have to acquire ret
evant information about employee skills, But not just any company interest
can override employee rights. This is especially clear in regard to the right
not to be discriminated against because	 sex, race, age, or religion.

Contemporary disagreements over how to deal with discrimination center
on the issue of reverse preferential treatment. Weak preferential treatment in-
volves giving an advantage to members of traditionally discriminated-against
groups over equally qualified applicants who are members of other groups.
Strong preferential treatment involves giving preference to minority applicants
or women over better-qualified applicants from other groups. Arguments for
and against such treatment focus on the right to equal employment oppor-
I Li oily, the right IC) receive andci (IL? ly to give compensationlion for past wrongs,
and the best way to achieve social integration.

Ic


